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The LET'S PREVENT ABUSE program has been developed by
PACER Center, a parent training and information project,
in response to a recognized need for handicapped children
to receive information about physicaLand sexual abuse and
self-protective strategies. In this program,_chiId-size
puppets present information in a series of vignettes which
include role play sequences and interaction with the
students in the audience. The program is appropriate for
both handicapped and nonhandicapped students in elementary
school settings.
A special program is also available for students who are
mentally retarded; a program for students who are hearing
impaired, will be piloted in the spring of 1987.
For more information, write or call PACER Center at 4826
Chicago Ave. S. Minneapolis, MN 55417 (612) 827-2966
(Voice & TDD)
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Pre ace
Child abuse is a highly complex issue,
reflecting diverse and often conflicting
views about its probable causes, victims
and offenders.
Great controversy exists_about the most
effective and valid means of
identification, intervention, and_
treatment for both_victims and offenders.
This is partially_because the study of
child abuse encompasses a field Whose
origins have socio-cultural, economic,
legal, psychological, medical, and
religious components.
This resource manual comes at a time When
he* research_and statistica, eaCh
purportingito prove a particular_and_
sometimes opposingipersPectivei_are being
published at a rapid paceReports of
child-abuse continue_to_rise=dramatically
each year. One_aspect of_the study
Of
child abuse which_does remain consistent
is the disproportionate and alarming
percentage of_children with tor* type_of
handicap who appear in the Child abuse
figures;
PhCER Center, the Parent Advocacy
Coalition for Educational Rights, located
in Minneapolis, has been in existence
since 1976_._ It has been a successful
catalyst and initiator in the development
of parent advocacy Skills, parent
training, and community education about
disabilities and special education laws,
as well as a referral source to community
resources. A. significant portion of
PACER's energy and time has been directed
to the dissemination of current
information about handicapping conditions
through their COUNT ME IN program, where
volunteers, using child-size puppets,
teach school=age children about
handicaps. TO date, this highly
succeSSful program has been vieWed by
70,000 students. Evaluations have
indicated that their knowledge about
handicaps has increal.ed and, even more
importantly, their attitudes about

handicapped petsons have changed from ,
fear-andi misunderstanding to acceptance
and trust.
In 1984, a new_program was piloted,_the
PACER program_about_child abuse; using
these_same endearing puppets to teach
mainstreamed handicapped and
nonhandicapped children about child
abuse, self pidteetiVe_strategies,
feelings assodiated with abuse, and how
to get helpi
In a sensitive and often humorous
fashion, using children'S language, these
puppets teach children, and often_the
adults present as well, about concepts
which may otherOise be difficult to
verbalize. PACER has found this program
to be highly successful. Although some
children may already be familiar With the
information, the puppets not only
reinforce important delf=-protective
strategies, but they provide children_
with credibility, and they validate their
experience. Follow-up evaluations have
shown that, immediately following the
shoW, children have reported abuse to
mandated reporters identified during the
program. Often children who have been
abused in the past shard their
experiences with the puppets and with
their peers.

A special series of scripts has recently
been_developed for students who are
mentally retarded. Future Scripts will_
be directed to hearing impaired students
and physically handicapped students. In
this, its first full year, PACER's
program on child abuse has reached nearly
4,000 students ages 6-11.

This manual represents a synthedis of
some of the most recent information about
child abuse. Given the nature_of_PhCER's
ongoing commitment to the needs of
handicapped children, a great emphasis
has been placed on the vulnerability of
children with disabilities.
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information about abuse, we can make
education a cornerstone in prevention
efforts for all children.

This resource manual is directed td
professionals who have:regular
interactions with:handicapped and
nonhandicapPed_children_lincluding
teachersi_guidance_counselors,
psychologistsi_child care workers, social
workers, and nurses) andi of coursei to
parents.

With more effective and accurate
recognition of these complexcircumstances, a concerted effort can
result in:early_detection and
intervention_for both the_child_and_the
family.__Clearly,_the_need to_act_as
effective advocates for children when
managing child abuse issues is crucial.

As an organization dedicated to the
cOncept of parents helping parents, PACER
feels that by providing valuable current
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Abd6e of a Handicapped Child: A Pareht Talks
Pour yeard ago when_Liz was 10 yeart
old, we realized that we were at a
watershed_in_identifying what kind of
educational programming would be
appropriate for her. AS A 10 year old
child who is mentally retarded and_
hearing impaired, we were unable to find
a suitable educational program that would
be stimulating, and at the same time,
Would provide an environment with good
Structure. Our experience with
educational placements at this tine had
been very poor. We found that Liz's
hyperactive behavior_had surfaced and her
clasS Situation was chaotic at best. Her
behavior and skills were regresSing
rapidly, both at home and at school. Our
relationship with Liz had always been
close but tumultuouS. There were
frequent didagreements within the family
about issues relating_to discipline. I
had alWays tried to maintain a balance of
meeting Liz's needs while helping her to
assume an active role within the family.

feelings surfaced repeatedly, with_Liz
crying_at_night, "7...gaing symptcmS Of

illnessi_stomac:i pains and other excuses
to stay home;

With hindsight and knowledgeizoficoOkae,
_am- able to_lookback and know that I_
Should have intervened.but becadte of
the laok Of agreement withinithe family
about_00tiOns for Liz, and_since_1,felt
acdtely vulnerable_and "unfitr as, a
Parent because_t had chosen,to_send het
away rather_than_care,for her_in the
faiily setting, I coUld_not effectiVely
interVend fOr Liz. i was_ha aSking the
right queStions Of Lis_nor_was I
peraittent When my_inguiries_it the
facility_Were not appropriately
addressed.
,

The supervisors in the facility felt it
was my problem, and that I was creating
confusion for Liz. As far as they were
concerned she was having no problems. At
the residence my questions were met with
suspicion, anger and doubts about my own
credibility as a parent. Liz was unable
to articulate_the specific events that
made her so upset. !even questions and
the appearance of genital soreness and
puffiness were discounted by the _
residence staff and_other family members,
as minor Medical irritation. No one
wanted to believe that sexual abuse Was
occurring. I have still Aot forgiven
myself for not intervening more
aggressively at this time.

After some thorough investigation of our
placement option6 (which were indeed very
limited) We reluctantly placed her in a
facility several hours distance from our
city._ Having her leave was a traumatic
decision for us all.

We placed her in a facility which had
been highly recommended. There had been
same didsension Within the family about
hoW often Liz should cone home, but
despite this, I picked her up every
Friday so that she could spend her
weekends with the family. It was
considered unubual to make this long
weekly trek, but I felt it was necessary
in order for Liz to maintain the
emotional support and bond with the
family.

As the aymptoms escalated, hoWeve-r, so
did my anxiety, snd one weekend We
reached a true understanding of our
daughter's plight. Liz came home and her
anxiety and unhappiness were much more
intense. she was exhibiting obvious
signs of sexual knowledge and
inappropriate sexual behavior. She was
having terrible stomach_cramps, crying
end vas really distraught. I took her to
our pediatrician who, in turn, brought in

It_was obvious, right from the beginning,
that Liz did not want to return to the
facility when the_time came every
weekend. ONier a four year period these

in
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a gynecologist. It was determined that
she had been involved_in a sexual
relationship. She was also_physically
injured._ Tbe doctor-and_our family
initiated an investigation through county
protection, the facility, and the police.
We were in shock. We could not
comprehend the enormity of what had _
happened._ I blamed myself for not acting
sooner, for not responding to some
°obvious" signs. We were fortunate
enough to be linked up with a counselor
for hearing impaired persons whose
clients included many disabled persons
who had been abused._ This skilled
counselor, using_signing, anatomically
correct dolls and drawings,_was able to
elicit a shocking account_from Liz; She
had been sexually abused over a long_
period of time by another older resident
in the facility, one who himself was a
victim of_sexual abuse. This resident
was placed in the facility by social
service_agencies wbo_bad not_provided__
Liz's facility with any information about
this history. She had also been abused
by another adult who has yet to be
identified.

She had run away from the facility and
was abducted enroute, bound, beaten and
sexually abused by an unknown assailant.
When she was brought back to the facility
after this episode, her supervisors
severely reprimanded her for running
away.
In their estimation, she had been
a bad girl.
Liz
all
Liz
for

felt and internalized the blame for
that happened to her. The message
was given of her own responsibility
this hurtful chain of events was too

much.
It was the final straw. Her
behavior deteriorated so much that it

precipitated the symptoms which caused me
to take her to a physician.
Liz now lives at home; we are fOrtunate
to have the help of:a competent_in-home
counselor provided through_waivered
services, who has worked with_Liz_and all
of us so_that_she is_secure in_the
knowledge that she hasa valued role and
contribution to make within the family
unit;

We know a great deal now, thanks to the
help of1 Liz's counselors, time, patience,
and much soul searching. It has been
more than a year and Liz continues to
suffer psychological and physical pain
related to the abuse. We have been told
that it may take years, and she may never
recover from the trauma she experienced.
It has been an extremely painful time for
us as a family while we worked through
the healing process.
Abuse of a child with handicaps impacts
on the family in a powerful way. It has
been our experience that the legal system
intensifies the vulnerability of
handicapped children because_they have no
credibility as court witnesses. We have
not found_legal justice through the
courts,_county protection, or the police
or the facility. None have fulfilled
their obligation to us.
We must move on, however. Liz has a long
way to go, as does our family. Our
guilt, pain and anger have ateted only
slightly as she has progressed. You
can't live with hate and vengeance.
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Ablite of a Handicapped Child: jaild't Story
Darlene," a 15 1/2 year old hearing
impaired girl, agreed to an_interview
with PACER staff to talk about the sexual
ablate she experienced over a 2 1/2 year
period._ Speaking primarily through a
therapist who has helped Darlene for the
past l 1/2 years, and who is also Skilled
in interpreting, she described the
feelings of inadequacy, frustration and
guilt she felt over this period of time.
In the interview Darlene appeared to be a
Warm, engaging_ and intelligent girl; She
spoke of the anguish and confu3ion she
felt without hesitation.
Darlene's history reads like a classic
chapter in child abuse literature. Her
biological mother is a single parent Who
had a_Iong history of chemical
dependence. She herself had been
physically and sexually abused as a
child. Darlene's biological father was
never a presence in her life.

Darlene's childhood was characterized by
neglectful and emotionally abusive
behavior on the part of her mother, Who
for example routinely took her along bar
hopping, and always made her feel_Iike a
burden. Her hearing impairment was a
further Source of ridicule in an already
chaotic relationship.
kfter_many different men in her life, the
mother became involved With an equally
motionally and chemically dependent man,
"Roger."

Ner a 7=month period_Roger made sexual
idvances to Darlene, touched her
LnappropriateIy, threatened her and
jenerally acted in a manipulative manner,
locking her, taunting her and acting on
iny opportunity to find her alone. The
other did not acknoWledge the abusive
*havior in an assertive manner.
She
as jealous of the attention paid to her
laughter, and preferred to see the
aughter as provocative.

Roger went too_far one day when he
attempted to fondle two of Darlene's
friends who, in turn, reported the abuse
to their parents, who called Darlene's
mother. Roger denied the incidents, put
after physically abuSive behavior towards
the mother, she reportedLit to the
Police. _Roger was jailed for 90 days,
with no resolution or action at the time
planned for the family upon his release.
Just prior to his release, Child
Protection gave the mother several
options for the family:
a)
b)
c)

Treatment; which they couldn't
afford.
_
Foster placement for Darlene if
Roger were to return borne.
Divorce - an option that mother
was not prepared to take.

The mother chose Roger ezer Darlene, and
agreed to_foster placement. Darlene came
to her foster home devastated by her
mother's decision. while the abuse was
going on in her home She had made some
half-hearted sucidal attempts. _She
connidered this once again while in
forlter placement. Darlene was fortunate,
however, in_having a warm, sensitive
foster_placement and referral to a
competent therapist who could sign, and
therefore determine the depth of her
experience and frustration.

The court had ordered that Roger not see
Darlene, that her relationship with her
mother could not include him. _This was
not Succesfully achieved_as Roger was
able to manipulate her mother into
bringing Darlene_home when he was there.
Be then_continued to abuse her. This
time, however, she had the internal
strength to report him immediately,
whereupon any further contact with her
mother had to be monitored by a social
worker.

Darlene seev her mother in a supervised
setting once_a month and her therapist
feels that many issues have not been
resolved. At the moment Darlene, her
therapist, and her foster family are
primarily hoping for Darlene to achieve
the emotional growth that will enable her
at age 16 to determine if and when she
Will see her mother at all any more.
Darlene,_ unlike many other children, was
able to benefit from intervention. She

was empowered sufficiently to act on her
own behalf and was'able_to benefit from
the county protective system.- Despite
this,_she_will likely be dealing with her
experiences at_an_emotional level for
many years. _It_has altered_her
perception about relationships,
parenting, men, and motherhood;
Hopefully with:time-and love she will be
able to work through these difficult
personal_ issues_and_continue to grow in
the direction she chooses.

Child AbUse:
The histories &Scribed in the previous
pages are not atypical descriptions of_
abusive incidents. What is more atypical
is that some positive intervention and
resolution was accomplished for the
victims.
In recent months, parent8 and
professionals have been inundated with
information about child abuse. The media
has devoted a vast_amount of time to
describing_significant widespread
reported cases of abuse in "typical"
communities. In all of the cases, the
victimg had allegedly been physically or
sexually abused by truSted persons in
authority,_including family_members,
friends, teachers, or therapists. In
some cases, despite what seemed to be
clear evidence to the contrary, the
suspected perpetrator(s) were vindicated.
Some of the reasonS included:
insufficient or inadmiSsible evidence,
legal technicalities based on court
procedure, inconsistencies in the child's
testimony,_or breakdowns in the system's
handling of_both the children and the
perpetrators from the initial report
until their presence in court.
Cases such as those in Jordan, Minnesota,
and the McMartin_ Day Care Center in
California are examples of the
difficulties and complexities- involved in
identifying and dealing With child abuse
cases through the courts.

The AmeriCan BUmane ASSoCiatiOn has
maintained_a_continuing_data bank_on the
number_of reported incidents of child
abuse_and neglect; __In 1976 it was
estimated that 669,000 cases of_abUSe and
neglect were reported, tik 10.1 pet 1,000
children.(1)By 1985, this figure had
risen to 1,793,050 cases;(2)
In_1984,_a state-by-state telephone
survey_conducted by the National:
Committee,for Prevention of Child _Abuse_
revealed that in 42 States' the number of
:
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Overview
reports of child abuse and neglect_cases
had increased from 1 to_190%.__Thirty
states projected an increase as high as
la% in the number of sexual abuse

rrts.(3)
While it is_clear that greater public
knowledge about child abuse as well as a
better understanding of the liability
involved in not reporting contributed to
the increased figures, this is tempered
by the fact that most_experts agree that
a high percentage of abuse remains
unreported. _Moreover, many more cases
are never legally prosecuted because of
technicalitied.
Questions persist about what really
constitutes abuse. Certainly physical
injury And sexual exploitation are easier
to_define_because of the presence of
specific evidence. Neglect and emotional
abuse, each of which cause long term,
often irreversible damage, are more
difficult to define and almost impodSible
to measure and reverte.
In Minneapolis public schools alone, the
number of referrals for child abuse
intervention increased from 25 cases in
1977-78 to 193 cases in 1984/85.(4)
Nearly 45% of those children were
recipients of some type of special
education services.(5) These statistics
reflect one aspect of the complex web of
abuse, cause and effect.
Is the "special
need" of the child a factor in
precipitating_the abude, or id the
student's performance impaired as a
result of the abuse? Both factors indeed
exist. The iscue of the impact of the
handicap will be dealt with in a
subsequent chapter.

Needless to say, the cost to society of
the effects of child abuse is
incalculable. The cost of investigation,
prosecution, rehabilitation and treatment
is staggering. This does not begin to
take into account the human suffering and

tragedy. FUrthermore, current research
reflects a high correlatiom between child
abuse and juvenile delinquency,
prostitution and youthful suicide, as
well as adult criminal and homicidal
behavior.
The ongoing cost to society of
these tragic life styles is immense.

Child abuse_is an age,old problem, but it
is only relatively recently that it has
acquired a medical definition and
scientific follow-up.
In a 1946 study, Dr. John Coffey referred
to the "whiplash shaken infant
syndrome"(6) where he determined that
infants can be so severely and repeatedly
shaken that permanent brain damage and
mental retardation could result.
In 1962, Dr. Henry Kempe described the
"battered baby_syndrome,"(7) in a
scientific paper describing the death of
an infant by non-accidental means. The
term referred to a case study, where
x-rays showed fractures and bruising in
various stages of healing, indicating
they were imposed at different times and
were_a result of direct force as opposed
to accidental injury. In 1967, a paper
by Elmer & Gregg identified the
correlation between abuse and
neurological, developmental and
psychological disturbances.(8)

reasons: 1) they fear losing the family
as patients, 2) they believe that they
can be more effective in preventing
further abuse by continuing to treat the
family and possibly reverse the
destructive cycle, and 3) they have a
healthy cynicism about the efficacy of
the human service system and the criminal
justice authorities.

Despite the inequities which_may be
reflected as a result of this
socioeconomic bias, it is important to
remember that child abuse is not uniquely
a problem of the poor, of persons with
handicaps, the urban dweller, the single
parent, blacks, Hispanics, or teenage
parents. It transcends socioeconomic,_
cultural, and demographic lines. Child
abuse is everyone's problem.
The_term child abuse and neglect iS
broad one, encompassing at least four
specific types of mistreatment:
a.
b.
C.
d.

physical abuse
sexual abuse
emotional abuse
neglect (almost always occurs in
combination with one of the above.)

Physical Abuse

A. major_criticism of the literature is
that much of it is based on a lower
income population--a significant
proportion of whom can be described as
multi-problem families. This population
tends to depend more heavily on social
service agencies, emergency rooms, and
clinics, whose staff, in turn, is more
alert (some say too much)_to_signs of
abuse. This population has become the
laboratory for much of the definitive
research to date.

The National Committee for the Prevention
of Child Abuse defines physical abuse as
an injury or_a pattern of injuries to a
child_that is nonaccidental. This may
include welts, burns, contact with hand
or instrument, bites, strangulations,
broken bones, scars, internal injuries,
cigarette burns, immersion burns or dry
burns.(9)

Middle and upper income people generally
depend primarily_on private physicians;
it has been suggested that private
physicians are more reluctant to
intervene in abuse cases for a number of

Typically, physi:uII abuse is easier to
detect because of the presence of visible
signs of injury, and some indication of
the frequency with which these injuries
may appear. Injuries may be observed in

various stages of healing, indicating
that they could not have all occurred at
any one particular time, or that
possibly, they have not been treated.
They generally appear to represent a
pattern of chronic repetitive injury at
the hands of someone stronger than the

of the child's positive Self eSteem
by routinely labelling or humiliating
a child.
Very feW States have laws regarding
emotional_abuse as it is difficult to
categorize and measure. Yet the most
recent literature states that consistent
emotional abuse has the most long-term
irreversible impact.

child.

Indicators are pa:ticularly telling if
they are:
a. repeated and conSiStent over time
b. long latiting (i.e. as one injury

Typical behavioral indicators of
consistent and severe_emotional abuse may
include: a) developmental lags,
physical, mental, or emotional lags; b)
habits such as rocking, biting, sucking;
c)_Speech disorders; d) excessive
infantile behavior; e) extreme
depression, Suicide attempts;
(f) hypochondria and (0 passiveness/
aggreaSiveness.
All of these
characteristics mai-as° result from
other causes.

Meld, a newer injury is in_a
more recent stage_of healing)
c. pervasive - (all parts of the body
frequently show evidence of injury.)

Emotional Abuse
James Garbarino, a noted contributor in
the field of child abuse, defines
emotional abuse aS the "willful
destruction CT significant impairment of
a child's competence."(10)
/t is a clear
description of a concept which is often
difficult to define or measure.

Physioal Nog leot
The term 'neglect" describes a pervasive
situation where parents/guardians do not
or cannot provide the necessary food,
sheiter,-medical care, supervision,
and/or education to children under the
age of 18. It may also include_an
absence of love, security, and the
stimulation necessary for attachment and
development. Overall, the parents or
care givers are_uninvolved in the child'A
normal day-to-day development at any
level. Neglect of children is often
found in cases of physical or emotional
abuse. Many experts in the field of
child development believe that the
long=term effects of neglect are even
mord devastating than other forms of
abuse.(II)

Emotional abuse id the most difficult
abuse to define because of_its insidious
nature. It is_a pattern of ehavior
which takes place over an extended period
of time, characterized by an overall
withholding of the love and nurturing a
child needs to develgp socially,
intellectually and personally.
Interactions between the parent_and child
tend to be characterized by a pattern of
predominately negative rather than
positive verbal exchanges.
3pecific example:II of emotional abuse may
Include:

diccessive_criticism of_the_child's

Medical neglect is not uncommon,
particularly among ouildren_with
handicaps Where parents or caregivers
fail to carry out prescribed treatment
plant, resulting in exacerbation of the

personalityi_looksi_abuities
- inappropriate excessive demands
of-a,child;_withholding of
communication

an inability td &Ater the development

16
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In the handicapped
child's problems.
population, issues such as medical
knowledge and follow-through are
.particularly difficult when children are
placed in foster care or multiple
settings over time. They may be placed
with persons who are not knowledgeable of
their needs, there may be no continuity
of care, and/or coordination of services.

A Well documented symptom of extreme
neglect is the "failure to thrive"
syndrome, where a child's physical and
mental_growth is significantly arrested
with no organic cause present. Studies
have shown that if the cycle of neglect
and accompanying abuse is stopped, the
child can make physical and mental
gains.(12)

Sexual Abuse
The terms child sexual abuse, child
sexual assault, and child molestation
refer to the exploitation of a child for
the sexual gratification of an adult."
(13)

The National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect refers to incest as "intrafamily
sexual abuse," and defines it as 'that
abuse which is perpetrated on a child by
a member of the child's family groups and
includes not only sexual intercourse but
also any act designed to stimulate a
child sexually, or to use a child for
sexual stimulation; either of the
perpetrator, or of another person."(14)
The sexual contact could include parents,
step-parents, siblings, or grandparents,
etc.

Sexual abuse can also include fondling,
exposure, masturbation, intercourse,
rape, sexual games, child pornography,
child prostitution, and obscene calls.
It should not_be_confused_with the_normal
lovingi_warst physical Interchange between
an adult and child4- Central to the
concept of_sexual abuse is the use of
coercion, deceit and manipulation to
achieve power over the child.

Generally sexual abuse of children is not
associated with the violence involved in
adult rape. The perpetrator is always in
a position of power and/or control over
The manipulation and deceit
the child.
characteristic of sexual abuse is often
Sexual
sufficient to control the child.
abuse can also involve touching of the
breasts, anus, genital touching,
oral-genital contact, or exposure. It
may include the child undressing or
viewing the genitals of another person
older than he/she. Sexual intercourse
does not always occur. Most sexual abuse
is committed by persons who know the
child.

The subject of child sexual abuse is a
highly emotional one. In considering the
nature and classifications of various
types of child maltreatment, it is
difficult to determine which is the most
disturbing, but sexual abuse is perhaps
the greatest crime against children.
The misuse of children for sexual
gratification takes place in secrecy,
children are bound to silence by threats,
fear of reprisals, shame, guilt, and the
It
sense that they will not be believed.
is estimated that for every case of
sexual abuse revealed, nine are hidden
from authorities. All statistics on
sexual abuse, therefore, must be seen as
reflecting an underreporting of the real
The projected national number of
truth.
reported cases of sexual abuse for 1984
was 1,200,800.(15)
Common Misconceptions or Myths About
Sexual Abuse of Children
A number of popular myths have impeded
substantial progress in assessing the
scope of sexual abuse, obtaining
appropriate medical attention, and
implementing effective preventative
strategies. These include:
1.

Thetypical_offender=is

easily identifiedf-he-looks_"weird"
There is no-typical offender. Abusers
are found in every socioeconomic class,
every ethnic group, and all professional
walks of life. Potential abusers maY
gravitate towards some type of work with
It would be
youth groups, teaching, etc.

impossible to instinctively pick out a
sex offender by outward appearance.
2. _Strahgers_are-responsible for sexual
abuse- It is eStimated that more than
80% of sexual abusers (ptdophiles) are
known to the victim; some studies
indicate that more than 50% occur in
families.(16) Offenders may include
neighbors, family friends, babysitters,
teachers. These Statistics are even
higher for perSons With disabilities
because of their greater dependence on
care giverS.
3. Sexual abuse occurs_because of the
seductive or_affection-setking behavior
of the child._ If and when children's
seductive behavior does develop, it is
generally a result of the abuse rather
than the precipitating factor. The child
is always victimized.
4.
Only girls are abused- Both boys and
girls are vulnerable to sexual abuSt, but
statistics on male victims seem to be
considerably less accurate. Current
statistics state that 1 out of 4 girls
will be a victim of sexual assault before
age 18, and one of ten boys will
experience some_type of sexual
adsault.(17) Boys are more reluctant to
report_abuse because of a greater sense
of shame, a greater tendency to accept
blame for the Sexual involvement. This
liscrepancy betWeen the sexes probably
reflectt the reluctance of males to
report the abuse.

_Teenagers_are-th-moSt likely
rictimi- A number of Studies report that
:hildren under 6 yeard of age are
.nvolved in 15=25% of cases of sexual
buse.(18)
_Children fantasize=about sexual
nvolvement,_even if it does not occur.
hildren rarely fantasize about_sexual
nvolvement and Unledii_there are
ignificant Other factors such,as mental
llnedd dr psychosis they are usually
redible reporters
.

Abuse__or_incest-happens only as a
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sporadic" impubtive incident. Offenders
rarely act only once. One report shows
that on the average, an offender will
have molested more than 70 children
before being caught;(19) in families,_the
tendency is for the offender to stop once
the child reaches adolescence; and where
possible, another child is chosen as the
next unWilling partner.
8.

Bomosexuals_areprimarkly

responsible_for-sexual crimes.
abuse is generally a crime by
heterosexuals.

Sexual

9.

Most offenders are psychopaths
and they cannot tell_right-from
wrong. In 80% of cases offenders know
what they are doing is wrong. Their
actions represent a way of releasing
sexual tension with a vulnerable younger
victim.
10.

Most-abuse takes place at night
in-a dark alley or remote_area. Most
child Sexual abuse takes place in
daylight, more likely in the victim s
home.

A11 sexual relations betWeen adults and
young children must be viewed as a form
of rape since the child's immaturity
prevents any poSsibilty of a consentual
relationship. Since most cases_occur
between children and someone familiar to
them, the bond of "trust" that existd
enables the adult in charge to take
advantage, to threaten, bribe, cajole,
and/or trick a child into submission.
Generally, younger children are_not able
to instinctively say "no" to someone they
love, a parent or a relative, and faced
with threats or trickery they cannot _
conceptualize that they can resist or be
believed. Older child abuse victims are
afraid of what their confessions could
precipitate if it is an incestuous
relationship, perhaps the break-up of a
family, the loss of a relationship with
both the mother and father, posSibly a
statement of their "contribution" to the
assault or the sexual involvement.
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It id difficult to portray an accurate
profile of a "typical" child abuser, but
a number of characteristics are common.
Unfortunately these traits are not
observable and identifiable until the
abuser is apprehended and they are traits
which are not only common among child
molesters.
Studies have shown that a significant
proportion of male offenders suffered
some type of sexual trauma as children.
Characteristically, they had a poor
relationship with their father, and were
raised in an atmosphere lacking in normal
plAysical intimacy and contact. They
suffer from poor self esteem, isolation,
and the need for immediate gratification.
As adults they look to children to
provide them with a solution for their
immaturely developed needs for affection.
Alcohol and drug abuse can be a
contributing factor in approximately
30-4Cie of the cases of sexual abuse,
although some therapists believe that
drug and_alcohol alms.% is given as an
excuse for acts only when a perpetrator
is caught.

Physical symptoms of sexual abuse include
difficulty in walking or sitting, torn,
stained or bloody underwear, pain CT
itching in genital, vaginal, or anal
areas; venereal disease, persistent
vaginal infections, and early pregnancy.

i.

changes in mood--extreme
withdrawal, or hyperactivity
learning problems where none had
previously existed
regressive behavior

In older children and teenagers
a;
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

1.
j.
k.
1.

m.
n.

seductive behavior
increasing isolation from peers,
activites
depression, suicidal attempts
runaway behavior
truancy
neglect of appearance
promiscuity
drug/alcohol abuse
hypochondria
lessening interest in academic
achievement
self mutilation
eating disorders including
overeating, anorexia, bulemia
delinquent behavior
extremes in behavior--severe
depression, aggressive behavior

The long term results of untreated sexual
abuse include depression, suicidal
attempts, promiscuity, prostitution,
sexual problems as adults, (affecting
choice of mate and ultimate marital
stability), eating disorders, chemical
dependency, poor self esteem, and
multiple chronic psychosomatic and
psychological illnesses.

Behavioral indicators max include:

For Young Children
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

warines3 of physical contact,
especially when initiated by
an adult
fear of night, the dark
seductive behavior for approval
by adults
sex play, masturbation, excessive
curiosity about sex
bedwetting and/or soiling
inappropriate sophisticated sexual
behavior or knowledge
excessive irrational fears

The Family System
The various types of child abuse and
neglect provide a disturbing perspective
of the many serious factors that deny
children a carefree and peaceful
childhood. Historically child abuse has
always existed, as children were
perceived as chattel, the property of
their parents or guardians. The family
unit has been regarded as sacrosanct;
what goes on in the privacy of one's hone
in the name of discipline and control, as
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part of the "normal" family interchange,
has been considered immune to challenge
by those outside the domain of the
immediate family.

incorrectly, may_be perceived as
different, or difficult. These
characteristics can precipitate a cycle
of abusive behavior.

While over time- the civil rights of the
family hAve, for the most part, been
maintained,_the rights of the child have
generally been ignored. Symptomatic of
this attitude is the inability of
children to exert any power even when
physical discipline is excessive, or
inappropriate texual overtures or actions
take place.

While the characterittics of what
constitutet phytical abuse (repeated
nonaccidental injury) are fairly clear,
the fActors_invoIved in precipitating the
occurrence of an abusive pattern are
multiple and highly complex.

Consider the fact that it is only
relatively recently, Since 1968, that all
states have incorporated legislation
regarding child abude And neglect.

It is important to remember_that we
All have the potential for SOW _form of
physical andemotional Ahmla If our life
situations,_ our m2Ing mechanisms And the
degiee of external and internal pressure
we are experiencing art sufficiently
taxed-

Before a child is even born, certain
characteristics of_his/her parents,
combined with the family life situations
may predispose the child to being abut-6d
and, later, as adults, possibly be
abusive to their oWn children. The most
compelling factor in predicting_abuse is
the parent's own experience as A child.
It is commonly agreed that a high
percentage of known abusive parents were
abused as children. The cycle of abuse
is, therefore, initiated by a poor,
negative role model from their own
parent. Studiet have shown certain
characteristict common to abusive
mothers: they include immaturity, low
telf etteem, hostile, impulsive and
aggressive behavior, inflexibility, and
inconsistency.(20)

At the same time, the typical American
nuclear family has_been dramatically
Weakened. Families are more mobile and
less dependent on extended family for
help; pressures relating to divorce and
single parenting are increasing. The
number of young single mothers living in
poverty it high.
Increasingly,
respontibility for monitoring questions
of Abuse and neglect have been directed
to schools and county social s6rvice
agencies.
In order to understand the dynamics of
child abuse, who is more likely to commit
abuse or be victimized, it is essential
to remember that:
3. Appropriate nonabusive parenting is
riot "natural" for everyone.
Parenting
las to be learned or proper role models
nust be provided.

Typically, abutive parent:1i are

emotionally and/or socially isolated,
inconsistent in behavior, and uninformed
About child development. They depend on
the security of absolute control and
discipline. Because of their lack of
knowledge, they have unrealittic
expectations for the child, who cannot
fulfill these needs or expectations,
thereby causing frustration, which, in
turn, is vented on the child by damaging
physical, verbal, or rejecting actions or
behavior.

). Both girls and boys are vulnerable
abuse

Most often a particular child within
Andly system is tingled out for abuse.
specifid Characteristics of the child
An Make_him_or her_more vulnerable to
buse_i.ei the child may be strong
Med, or may remind the patent of a
pouse who left, or; correctly or

The parents' immaturity, low self esteem,

20
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and social isolation may prevent them
from making friends easily; ultimately
they do not choose a suitable mate who
can counteract their poor self image, but
rather a person who reinforces it, often
someone who is also dependent, immature
and abusive. Abusive parents are noted
to have a lower threshold to stress, so
that when relatively minor or even
trivial events occur, the abusive parent
overreacts and physically or
psychologically harms the child.
In more than 50% of cases, the child is
unplanned and/or unwanted,(21) thereby
intensifying the ambivalence. In many
instances the child represents the only
possibility for providing the love and
nurturing that the parents themselves did
not receive as children. A demanding,
crying infant, an inquisitive toddler,
and an impulsive teenager cannot possibly
fulfill that need for love. If the
parent has an unhappy, abusive marital
situation or is alone, the child becomes
"the cause"; if the child reminds the
parent of the spouse who is abusive or
rejecting, that child bears the brunt of
the parent's anger.

Interventieh
It_is not_surprising, therefore that
intervention and:help is difficult:to
initiate' even when it is offered in a
positive, helpful and non-threatening
manner.
According to authorities, when an attempt
at intervention is made, most often when
children initially come in contact with
schools and teachers, a number of types
of reponses tend to occur:
Both child and parent deny the abuse,
each independently offering impossible,
often inconsistent and contradictory
explanations of how the injury occurred.
1.

2.
The child is described by the parent
as being bad, unmanageable, clumsy,

stupid, accident prone, or requiring
harsh discipline to behave.

The child is frequently absent from
3.
school as the injuries heal.

The Child Victim
It is well known that a high percentage
of children who are physically and
sexually abused are under the age of 5,
with the most dangerous period being from
Children at
3 months to 3 years.(22)
this age are less resilient, less able to
communicate, and as isolated as their
parent(s); they are, therefore, less
likely to come to the attention of
authorities. As each developmental
milestone approaches, each representing a
greater attempt at autonomy, the
frustration of the parent increases. By
the time the child reaches adolescence,
this type of abusive parenting has left
an indelible mark for a future
generation.

Given the temperamental and social
factors common to abusive parents, it is
understandable how external stresses such
as a lack of financial security or
unemployment can contribute to and in
fact intensify the abusive cycle. Unless
some intervention is initiated, the
prognosis for child victims is indeed
gloomy.
A significant percentage of sexually
abused children are never identified, and
subsequently may not receive the medical
and psychological attention they so
desperately require. They may deny the
incident(s) and retract previously made
impulsive admissions of sexual
involvement because of fears of_
punishment, a perceived notion of their
own contribution to the incident(s),
(usually initiated by the abuser) and
feelings of shame and guilt. The
intensity of the trauma associated with
sexual abuse is directly related to the
intensity of the relationship with the
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perpetrator, with incestuous contacts
obviously being the most traumatic. The
long term effects depend on who the
sexual contact was with, the nature of
the contact, its duration and when, if at
all, intervention and/or resolution took
place.
Children_raised in an abusive atmosphere
respond most predictably to the
circumstances over which they have little
or no control. Besides exhibiting the
outward physical signs of repeated abuse,
they tend to exhibit the extremes in
behavior:
they are usually more
aggressive, hostile, reckless and
_
impulsive, or decidedly passive, fearful
and withdrawn. In either case, they are
generally mistruStful. They are either
attention seeking (negatively so), or
attention avoidant. They show an
excessive reluctance to respond to
physical contact, particularly when
initiated by an adult. They have a
general wariness of adults, particularily
their parents, and often they prefer not
to go home. Not surprisingly, they show
na expectation of comfort when the
situation warrants it. They have been
described as being in a state of °frozen
watchfulness."(23)

There iS a high correlation between abuse
And illegitimacy, juvenile delinquency,
alcoholism, and drug_abuse,.truancy,
running away, and emotional disorders.
Some of the long term effects-3 of Abuse
can include mental retardation, brain
damage, cerebral_palsy, physical
retardation, learning disabilities,
neurological impairment, lower IQ ratings
and growth failure. ft high percentage of
abused children have been shown to be
functioning in grades below their age Or
intellectual level, and mord than one
study reportS that a significant
percentage were in classes for the
mentally retarded.(24) _Another study
ShoWed that 42% of children in
psychiatric hospitals were seriously
abused prior to admission.(25)
The issue- of child abuse and the
handicapped Will be described in a
separate chapter, but it is important to

indicate that just as abusive vnents
perceive their "normal" children to be
difficult to manage, the needs of
children with disabilitide poSe an even
greater stress in terms of increased
responsibility, knoWledge, patience,
financial burden, and acceptance. Given
the potential for abuse, these children
are at even greater risk.
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Abuse of the HatidiCapped Child
In the previous sections, the nature and
scope of child abuse and the factors
whickmay contribute to the abusive cycle
have been described. A case has been
made for the vulnerability of all
children in Situations where they lack
the paver, the strength, or knowledge to
defend themselves. Most children do not
have the ability to itop the abusive
cycle.
In considering the issue of the
abuse_of children with handicaps, it is
important to realize that these children
are at tWice the risk.
Great Variability_exists in the
financial, emotional, medical and
educational resources available to
parents of handicapped Children. _Many
parents lacking in any orlall of these
resources are loving, caring parents.
Yet handicapped Children_are_
_
overrepresented in statistics on abuse;
The lingering question is_why? Are those
thildien_who areliandicapped and happen
to_have the_misfortune of being bozn tO
parents with an abusive tendency
primarily at risk, or iS the presence of
a handicap ie a child the_overwhelming
factor whiCh Stretches_the_adult beyond
the edge_that separates_control from
ebuse?__ It is_a,question which has hot
been satisfactorily answered. -Certain
factors however, are Well established:
1.
Children with disabilities are
generally lett; Able to defend themselves
physically.
2.
Children with certain types of
disabilities may be less able to
articulate the fact of the abuse.

3.

Some children with disabilities may
be unaward that they are being abused.
They may be unable to differentiate
between appropriate and inappropriate
physical contact, Whether it is violent
or sexial in nature. They don't know
that there are any other options.

4.

Because many children with pLofound
disabilities are more dependent on others
for assistance or care, they tend to be
more trusting. This basic dependency and
trust often becumee translated into
compliance and passivity.

Because many of these relationships
they have established are of a dependent
nature, handicapped children may be more
reluctant to report instances of abuse
for fear of losing vital linkages to care
providers.
5.

6.

Some children with disabilities have
even greater difficulty, once they report
abuse, in establishing their credibility
as valid reporterS. This is particularly
true in cases Which are tried in criminal
court.
It is important to underscore the fact
that the possibility of physical abuse of
children with special needs is
significantly greater if parentS have not
come to terms with their feelings about,
and expectations of, a child with_a
handicap. Feelings of denial, anger,
and/or guilt_normally accompany the birth
or subsequent diagnosis of a child With a
disability. _Greater understanding of the
parents' feelings, Some direction for
both parents and child around issues
concerning acceptance are all necessary
at the initial diagnostic juncture.
Additional information about the child's
potential should be made available on an
ongoing basis at crucial developmental
stages.

Children With profound physical
disabilities, chronic illnesses, those
requiring some type of ongoing health
care, spe:ialized care in feeding or
hygiene may require intensive phydical,
financial and emotional commitment,
sometimes beyond the capacity of the
family.
If it is not quickly addressed,
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the overriding feelings of the loss cf a
"normal" child may create a type of
grieving process which interferes with
the long term bonding and nurturing
process.

While health care professionals may
provide a great deal of clinical
knowledge about the nature of the
problem, they are not always able to
clearly identify or advise parents of the
social and educational options and/or the
community based supportive Services so
crucial for the family. Parents are
often not knowledgeable_about their
child'S capabilities, how to work with
their child to achieve their maximum
potential, or how to contend with the
complex medical, educational and Social
Service network.
The tendency on the part of professionals
has been to be reactive rather than
proactive. instead of anticipating the
stress, confusion and depression that may
be experienced by parents and helping
them handle the Stages of emotion:,
professionalS have often left parants
alone to cope with the stress -divolved in
having a handicapped child. Studies have
shown that families of handicapped
children have greater difficulty in
maintaining harmony in marital
relationships, iSsues relating to child
rearing, in relationships between the
handicapped child and their siblings, and
in social interactions with relatives,
neighbors and friends. One study of
parents of children with spina bifida
showed that the divorce rate was twice
that of the control group, and also, of
the general population.(26)
It mudt be emphasized that_the presence
of didabilities is not sufficient alone
to precipitate an abusive pattern, nor
are all children with handicaps singled
out as victims of molestation. With
proper knowledge of the didability,
accesS to a full range of medical,
community, and educational resources, and
sufficient emotional support, most
families and chilSren with disabilititS

can exPerience family relations and
diaciplinary patterns indistinguishable
from those of families without the
presence of disabilities.

Vulherability
to Physical Abuse
As has been mentioned earlier, there is a
clear relationship between severe
phySical abuse as a crucial factor in the
development of disabilities, including
cerebral palsy, developmental delays,
permanent brain damage and Some forms of
mental retardation. The concern in this
chapter, however, ill the vulnerability of
children known to already have handicaps
prior to phySical and sexual abuse.
The profile of an abuse-prone adult
describes an individual Who is socially
isolated, immature, impulsive,
unrealittic about child development, and
prone to scapegoating of one child,
particularly one who appears to be
different or difficult. The perception
of the "difference" or difficulty may
begin at birth, especially if that child
is premature.
Studies of battered babies, the age group
With the highest mortality rate as a
result of abuse, indicate that a high
proportion (23.5% in one study of
battered babies) (27) have been
premature. Their particular
vulnerability is attributable to a number
of factors:
(a)

the lack of maternal bonding or
interest in the child. The premature
child may spent a significant proportion
of his/her first weeks or months in a
neonatal nurtery, with little if any
opportunity for the mother to establish
the necessary maternal bonding.
(b)
Premature infants are often more
difficult to nurture or parent, are more
colicky, sometimes Jess responsive and
generally more in need of attention. An
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insecure, abuse-prone parent may perceive
such a child_to be abnormal by the very
fact of its premature birth and may feel
more rejected and incompetent if the
child is not reSponSive. The child may
then be vieWed aS bad, unloving, and
deserving of "discipline", no matter how
young.
In 1971 David Gil, in a pioneering work
on factors which lead to violence
directed at_children, identified 29% in a
group of 6,000 patientS aS exhibiting
some prior form of deficit functioning
ranging from retardation to physical
anomalies.(28)

Another study of 60 battered children
showed 25% to be mentally retarded with a
significant percentage exhibiting some
type of learning disability and/or
behavioral problems.(29)
Consistent with patterns identified in an
abusive cycle, the children were
scapegoated, and singled out a8 the
source of family difficultied. A child
can never lespond adequately_in such a
situation. The abuse further reinforced
the children's low self-esteem, and led
to more behavioral problems and thus more
punishment.
In a number of sLudieS of abused
children, the number of children with
IQ's below 70 was found to be as much as
10 times as great as in the general
population.(30)
Moreover, numerouS
scientific studies indicate a higher
percentage of children known to be abused
and/or neglected in Special education
programs.
It id difficult to determine what
percentage of these children can achieve
to a higher level of functioning if the
cycl.= of abuse is broken. If you
consider the fact that a high percentage
of youthful criminal behavior is caused
by youth with learning disabilities, and
much youthful criminal behavior is
committed by persons with long histories
of familial abuse, disabilities and long
term outcome become more entangled in the

complex web of abuse.
The statistics are
further compromised by the fact that they
represent to a greater degree, a
low-economic, multi-problem group within
society.

The risk of physical and emotional abuse
to children with disabilities is greater
in the population known to have the
"inviSible disabilities", including
neurological impairments, behavioral
disturbances and learning disabilities.
A higher incidence of abuse among tais
population id attributable to a complex
seried of factors. Some of these
children are more sensitive to stress,
and may require a different kind of
parenting, communication pattern, and
structure.
Temperamentally, their ability to deal
with frustration may be more limited;
they may be hyperactive and/or unable to
focus on specific tasks or goals, and
have more limited social skills. Th6de
children come home from school having
already dealt with a great deal of
frustration With learning, and problems
in acceptance by their peers. At home
they can trigger further stress in a
vulnerable parent. The combination of a
difficult child and poor parenting skills
can result in abuse.
Children with hearing and speech
impairments deal with the daily
frustration of communication. Their
Speech is different and can be difficult
to understand; communication may be
strained, even with close family members,
leading to some isolating types of
behaviors. They may be perceived as less
intelligent because of their difficulties
in communicating. In a mainstreamed
population they may cope with cruelties
from other children and difficultitt in
communicating with teachers.
Some experts maintain that deaf children
:.,ave a greater tendency to exhibit poor
impulse control (31), thereby
exacerbating any difficulties already
present in communication.
In tun:, it
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has been suggested that hearing parents
are more physical with their deaf
children. (32) While the physical nature
of interaction may be a necessary
compensation for the lack of speech, it
may lead to more inappropriate, injurious
behavior.

Vulnerability =
to Sexual Abuse
In assessing the vulnerability of
children with Special needs to physical
abuse, it iS clear that external
stresses, as well as character traitS in
the adult caregiver, each contribute to
the potential for harm. In examining the
issue of sexual abuse and children with
disabilities, issues which are less
amenable to sociologi:al or psychological
rationalization are identified.

Children who are mentally retarded are
also at greater risk for abuse.
Generally it takes longer for a retarded
child to learn skills, and, at some point
this learning curve plateaus. AS the
child grows up, the gap, between his/her
chronological age and abilities becomes
more pronounced.

In an earlier section of this manual
Some time has been spent describing the
profile of a typical sex offender and
common myths about sexual abuse. Another
statement that could be included in any
list of mytht about sexual abuse is:

If other conditiong are present such as
seizure dis-rders, behavioral management
issues, and'c medical problems common to
mentally ret&.ded children, their
functioning may be additionally impeded.
In an environment characterized by
unrealistic, unfair expectations, guilt,
and limited knowledge, the presence of a
child who is retarded can be stressful
and frustrating, and place the child in
double jeopardy for battering and/or
neglect.

"Sex offenders never select children in
wheelchairs, mentally retarded children
or those with other disabilities." In
fact these children are more at risk of
being victimized. They_are perceived by
a sexual abuser as weaker, less
knowledgeable, less credible as
reporters, less communicative, and more
dependent, and, therefore, more
compliant. A 1980 study showed the risk
to children who are mentally retarded to
be 3=10 times at high as for nonretarded
children.(35)

For many families the opportunities for
some relief, for homemaking assistance,
or respite care, health aides, or
personal care attendants are not always
available. There appearS to be no
relief; a situation which can lead to
tendion, frustration and some breakdown
in internal controls.

The_small percentage of profeSsiOnalsiwho
specifically counsel victida Of:Sexual
assault who also happen td_ be disabled,
report a number of disturbing faCtors:

A series of studies conducted in a group
of children with cerebral palsy indicated
that recurrence of abute was a major
problem. This may be attributable to the
fact that criminal proceedings were
initiated in only 3 out of 37 cases of
child abuse.(33)
Moreover, the Study
showed that these children experienced
multiple placement out of their
biological home tettings.(341 Like many
bther children with handicaps, they "fell
between the slats" in the system. They
mere multiple victims, not only of abuse
and lack of a permanent home, but also of
the attendant difficulties in developing
attachment and trust as well as
mnsistent medical care.

1.
Although it it estimated in the
general population that as high as 80% of
abusers are known bo the victim, at least
one study conducted in Seattle, Stated
that 59% of cages of reported sexual
abuse of persons with disabilities was
committed by per-gond known to the
victim.(36)
2.
While it is speculated within the
general population that possibly only 10%
of all sexual abuse is ever reported,
within the population of disabled
children this figure may be even lower.
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In general, children With digabilitida
may be perceived as easy targets for
sexual_abuse because of many factors
besides the obvious physical, mental or
emotional limitations:
1.

They_have had:limited opportunity to
learn self-prottetiVe attategies. Thede
strategies may range from verbal
self-protectiVe skills to karate.

therefore perceived as a victim; this
victim-like affect makes them more
vulnerable to abuse.

A Begififiifig
We must provide children with
di:liabilities with the information

2. _Many_children with_disabilities have
noLknowledge:about normal sexuality.
They are unable to make the inference
between potitiVe and negatiVe sexual
adt8.
3.

Some children who are dependent on
caregivers for their most personal,
intimate aspects of personal hygiene, are
reluctant to report sexual abuse for fear
of losing that necessary card provider.
Children with more profound
disabilities may exhibit a greater level
of trust and affection to more
individuals. This may develop into an
abusive pattern.
4.

5.
Children with disabilities may be
unable to comprehend the fact of the
abuse and/or articulate it to a
responsible adult.

Children with disabilities,
especially mental retardation, profound
hearing impairments, or emotional
disturbances, are not perceived as
credible reporters of abuse.
6.

Some parents of handicapped children
are so overprotective and fearful for
their child that their child is ill
equipped for achieving independence as an
adult. They lack empowerment and are
7.

necessary to identify what constitutes
physical and sexual abuse. This includes
sex education, the range of appropriate
physical and sexual touch, and
assertiveness training. This information
must be provided in a manner which_is
comPatible Within the limitations of the
disability. An integral part of this
education must be the attainment of
seIf-protective skills.
Parents or caregivers responsible for
children with handicaps_must be alerted
to both profound and subtle signs of
sexual abuse, and must be encouraged to
act upon these signs as auickly as
possible. It is essential to
continuously and vigorously advocate for
children, particularly these children.
In the patt 10 years, the_horizons for
children with disabilities have been
Significantly advanced. The greater
emphasis on_independence, the acquisition
of more innovative and adaptive skillS,
have allowed more children to be
mainstreamed and have access to
fulfilling and meaningful roles in the
Work place. If we are going to extend
this effort even further, me must also be
alert to their vulnerability, share the
appropriate knowledge and strategies with
them, and provide the intervention and
attention when abuse occurs.
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Ih6titutional Abuse: The Forotteti Minority
It Was demonstrated in the previous
chapter that the factors which make
handicapped children more vulnerable
targets for phySical, sexual, and
emotional abude are varied. The
overriding misuse of authority, the
inappropriate use of physical violence,
and the sexual compromising of children
who_may be unable to comprehend what is
happening or to protect themselves is
even more serious when the limitations
imposed by their handicap are considered.

environment; community resources would
then be the primary service_provider. A
complex formula to include federal,
State, and local funding was developed so
that there are financial incentives for
service provision at the local level.
While in theory, this represents a
positive change both in philosophy and
direction, its efficacy is predicated on
other factort working well together.
They include:

Children With handicaps who are
mainstreamed, and therefore, integrated
into a broader social and educational
system, have some opportunity to- be
identified by professionals in the
community aS being At risk if they have
been abuted. Intervention for both child
and family may then be a possibility.
For some children, however, a broader
social framework is not available. Some
children with mord Severe physical,
communicative, cognitive, behavioral and
emotional handicapti may not be able to_
remain at home.
For these children and
their families institutional, group home,
or foster care settings may be the only
alternative available.

a.

Are there Sufficient number of
alternative residences available, whether
group home, alternative living, or foster
placement?
b.
Is adequate attention given to
matching service and resident?
c.
Are these placements staffed by
persons knoWledgeable about_disabilities?
d.
Is Some follow-up of_these residents
and their adaptation done by trained
knowledgeable_people at the county level?
e.
Is there ongoing involvement in the
resident!s progress from a relative or
other significant adult?
f.
Are the needs of handicapped children
being met once they are released into the
community?

In the past 10 to 15 years, in a reversal
of the prevailing institutional model, a
dominant philosophy in the long-term
treatment of severely handicapped persons
has been promoting de-institutionalization while at the same time,
providing the necessary medical,

Any or all of the answers to these
questions may have impact on who is
vulnerable to abuse in an out-of-home
setting.

educational and social servims

Questions arise about the vulnerability
of handicapped children living out of the
home, primarily because of the insular_
nature of their environment, the absence
of significant persons who might advocate
on behalf of a child exhibiting signs of
abuse, and the greater difficulty in
identifying abuse in a special
population.

through the home and/or the community.
For example, in Minnesota, in compliance
With the Welsch_Act (37) the state can
only admit_children who are mentally
retarded to state hospitals when no other
community placement is available.
Moreover, their hospital Stay could not
exceed a period of ond year. The hope
MS been that the_responsibility for care
would shift so that most handicapped
children could remain in a more home-like

Who is mord vulnerable to abuse and why
within the handicapped population?
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--Is it_the_profoundly retarded child who
may have diminished ability to comprehend
and/or to defend him/herself?

the availability of federal funding,
service providers appeared where none had
exiSted before.

--Is it the child who uSeS a Wheelchair,
possibly multiply handicapped, more
dependent on care givers for every
personal and physical need?

The Evaluation Division of the
Legislature has published a report
raising serious questions about these
facilities as well as the state
institutions. On a national scale,
Senator Lowell Weicker headed a committed
which published a massive condemnatory
report about inatitutional abuse in the
summer of 1985. We might ask:

--Is it the deaf_child who has difficulty
in interpreting and/or communicating
critical messages?
autistic_and/or severely__
emotionally_disturbed child who, without
stringent,"controls",:may be self-abusive
or violently abusive towards others?
In each of thete populationt the factors
which may precipitate abuse and prevent
its discovery are significant. while we
have determined that the presence of a
biological parent doeS not guarantee a
unique bond which might prevent abuse to
a child in a home situation,_how_are _
institutions, group homes, foster homes,
or alternative residential settings more
problematic?

IrittitutiOnal Factors
Every alternative residential option hat
the potential to replicate an abusive
family situation. While the_hope in
placing a handicapped child out of home
is that they will be in an environment
which can respond to their needs more
completely or provide a Safe haven, Pilch
is not always the case._ Handicapped
children in institutions may pose a
unique type of stress for their
caregivers, particularly if the care
providers are not sufficiently
knowledgeable about their needS, their
potential, and hoW to Work With them.
With the implementation of the Welsch
Decree_in 1972_in_Minnesota, the number
of_intermediate care facilities (ICF/MR)
increased dramatically, many funded
through Federal Medicaid funding. In the
rush to de-institutionalize, and given

--Are staff sufficiently skilled to
provide the specialized programming and
care required by children With handicaps?
How do staff respond to the stress of
working With theSe special children?

Residents are generally dependent on a
range of caregivers, some of Whom may not
be as well trained and therefore as
tolerant of the disabilities;_some may
only provide a marginal type of custodial
care. _The Evaluation Division report
describing facilities for the mentally
retarded Supports thiS claim:
"Direct care staff were not trained
adequately and often did not understand
the purposes behind the skill training
and behavior modification program they _
were expected to implement...Maladaptive
behaviors were often ignored or dealt
with by tranquilizing the residents."(38)
Staff turnover tends to be high in
institutional/residential settings.
Child care staff generally work long
hours, often with limited supervisory
Staff support. The stress level iS
great, pay is generally low and the
interaction with residents can be
difficult and not always obviously
_
rewarding, especially when dealing_with
autistic, severe emotional and behavioral
disturbance or profound retardation.
One study of direct care givers 14110

WOrked in facilities for dependent (many
of whom were abused), neglected and
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disturbed children had_some interesting
resultS. The study goad was to determine
the relationship between a number of
social factors and attitudes of direct
care givers towards use of physical force
on_children. A substantial number had
been in their jobs less than one year,
which attests to their lack of
experience, and few were in the 30-45
year age range, the most common age for
parents of children in this particular
facility. Many had never had children.

abuse by re8identS or staff prior to
placement?
3._ How adequately are community-based
placement possibilities actually
evaluated prior to Selection for a
particular child?
4.
Are state and county agencies
monitoring the community programs
adequately?

Is it in the state'S beSt interest to
allow theSt programs to remain relatively
free of State intervention? If any
facility is closed_ because of widespread
allegations of abuse, the state or county
will _have to assume responsibility, not
an easy task in this population.
5.

!It was found that the &Mount of force_
selected-by direet-daregivers to_manage
the-challenging Childicare_situations
could be eicpeCted to_increase_if they
were older, had_a_Iover amount_of
OdUdetionaLtraining, were or,hed been
Wernedi_were reared in a smaller
community, participated Seldom or never
in decision making in the_facility,
"lived in" on a 24 hour basis, worked in
a living unit_where the activities of
every day_Iife were not managed in
resident-oriented ways (more attention
given to resident needs than to meeting
the needs of the organizationL, and
experienced a higher degree_of resentment
toward the children...five factors were
found to be uniquely associated with
willing:lest-3 to use force:
L.
Amount of resentment toward the
children.
2.
Management of routines of every day
life in an organization-centered way.
3.
Seldom or never participating in
decision-making in the facility.
4.
Size of the community in which the
direct caregiver was reared.
5.
Age of the caregiver"(39)

6.
Are staff knoWledgeable in
determining the most current techniques
in working with handicapped children?
7.

Are staff trained to recognize abuse?

The recent report filed by the Evaluation
Division, Office of the Minnesota
Legislative Auditor addressed some of
theSe iddued in their analysis of
problems in the de-institutionalization
of_mentaily retarded persons, including a
significant number of children. "Staff
lacked training and the individual
programs Which they developed were not
adequate to teach skills_to residents and
Solve their behavior problems, and staff
lacked data which would allow them to
evaluate programs and determine whet
changes were needed."(40)
While formal safeguards to prevent and/or
respond to abuse are generally in place_
by law, accountability and adherence are
often difficult to determine, monitor and
enforce. Some children with more
profound handicaps may be unable to
comprehend and/or communicate that abuse
haS taken place, and may be_dependent on
their "abuders" for day-to-day care and
sustenance. The potential for misuse of
the system which is in place to protect
children in residential care is very
great.

The following queStionS have been
commonly raised regarding the_safety of
children with handicaps who reside out of
their home:
1.

Does a group living situation
perpetuate the isolated environment
inherent in an abusive syStem?
institutiOnd arid community
placements advised of any history of
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In addressing the queStion of the
vulnerability of_children_in
institutions,_more questions are examined
than can be adequately answered. It is a
statement about the closed nature of
inttitutional life.
It iS difficult bo
extrapolate accurate figured from county
rosters on what percentage of cases of
reported abuse_occur to_handicapped
children who are not residing at home.
There is speculation that a significant
number of these cases may never be
reported.

AS PACER has become mord involved in the
area of child abuse, a number of_parents
have called to relate_abusive experiences
their children, who reside out of their
parents' home, have had.
In each case
the abuse had taken place over an
extended period of time, allegedly
without knowledge of staff and without
intervention. Ttle cases involved
mentally retarded_teenagers in privately
funded group homes. The abuse was
ultimately discovered and reported to
county authorities. In some catet, once
one resident had divulged that they Were
abutted, other residents were able to
admit that it had happened to them as
well.
In many of these cades, parents
did not receive adequate explanations of
what had happened, nor did they receive
much guidance about what action to take
next, or even what their options were.

,Why did it take so long to discover the
abuse?
- -In those cases where staff wet_ the
perpetrators, why were staff histories
not checked more thoroughly prior to
employment?

--Why were facilities not informed that
resident had either experienced abuse
prior to placement or had a history of
committing abuse.
- ,-Why _were residents known to have been

abused,or:have abused:others not
supervised more_closelyiand/OripttiVided
With therapy which might atop the abasiVe
pattern?

--Why did the county not act more
aggressively in helping both child and
family?

--Why,_once the abuse was discovered, was
the major concern of the institution the
fear of a lawsuit rather than
intervention and rehabilitation?
The optimal goal in residential_settings
is to_provide an_atmosphere_condusive to
developmental growth_in_a safe_aad,secure
setting; It is_realistic to_suggest also
that achievement of this goal is
dependentj at least in part, on:
behavidral control and limit setting.
CtintttiVettY eXittS about_the utility_of
techniques such_as isolation roomsi_the_
use_of_restraints, behavior modification
techniques and the excessive use of_
medication,t0:control: behavior,: While rib
attempt Will-be made here to debate theit
telatiVe effidaCy or proper usage'
numerous_cases_of_permanent_injury_and
death have_resulted_from_improper use of
these techniques; Ironically, in some
cases, where:residential facilities have
been closed by the state as a,result of
such incidentsi-parents-h4ve:lobbied
vigorously fcr,their reinstatement a8
they-provide the only option for
diffidat-to Manage patients:who:cannot
be_oared frit athtite. Clearly the use_of
these MeatUtet by inexperienced staff can
lead to potential:harm, particularily for
Childreh whose_behavior_is aggressive,
difficult to control-and less responsive
to alternative methods;
But what choices
e .
for patentt? Mit enough.
:utional life, by its very nature,
focuses on the total group rather than
the individual. The concept of privacy
is more difficult to teach in this type
of living arrangement as residents live
dormitory style, thoWering, eating and
interacting together as a group.

It it generally accepted that children
With severe handicaps are not
sufficiently familiar with the dynamics
of physical and sexual abuse. If they
have not been provided with information
about appropriate and inappropriate
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touch, and seIfprotective skills, or if
they_cannot comprehend what thede
concepts even mean, the ability bo
empower these special children becomes
subject to question.
Theee children, however, do have normal
Sexual impulses, which may not be ad Well
controlled because of their lack of
social skills, temperament, And
comprehension; as a regult provocative
sexual behavior may be diSplayed by
residents. It is a_situation which
requires knowledgeable_staff, patience,
And a clearly defined policy on how
staff should respond.
One psychiatrist interviewed,_described a
situation in an institution for hearing
impaired children_where indiscriminate
sexual activity_was taking place betWeen
residents and staff. A staff perilon had
initiated the sexual abuse, With A
resident, who in turn abused Another
resident._ The cycle continued for an
extended period of time With no
intervention. The youngest victim was 8
years of age. The institution was
subSequently closed temporarily and
reopened only when substantive changes
and an ongoing therapeutic process_was
initiated, including intensive education
about sexuality, and appropriate and
inappropriate touch.
The topic of sexuality and perSond With
disabilities is a sensitive one, one _
Which demands better training for staff
and residents about the nature of
relationships, appropriate_sexual
contact, and with whom, and how to
reinfoxce these messages on a regular
basis with children.

Warning Signs
Many children who live in residential _
facilitieS maintain a close relationship
with their biological or foster families.
It is possible then for parents to
monitor their child's progress and
determine if their behavior reflects any
subtle or significant changed'.
For some
parents the out=of=home placement may
represent the only opportunity_to provide
appropriate care._ It may be easier for
some to deny the_evidence of abuse and
accept inadequate explanations as fact.
Many adults, however, no matter how
caring and sincere are not sufficiently
knowledgeable to identify notable
behavioral changeS As symptoms_of abuse.
Some symptomt which_may indicate an
abusive situation, particularly if they
were not_present tefore residential
placement may include:
persistent rocking
food stealing, obteStion_with food
excessive anxiety and fear of_returning
to facility after conclusion of home
_visits
more_primitive communication skills
unexplained physical Symptoms and
complaints
soiling, smearing
bedWetting
head banging
inappropriate sexual knowledge
or behavior
_

If these symptoms do Appear persistently,
and are unuSual for the child,_it would
be advisable for parents to_question the
child's program in their residential
Setting. _If it_continues parents should
become more_aggressive about finding out
why. They may or may not, in fact,
represent the pregence of abuse._ It is
crucial in thete cakes to accomodate the
child by having someone the_child trusts
present at the interview, and, if
necessary, an interpretor or other aide
helpful to the child.

If the current orientation is toWards
de-institutionalization and independent
living surely we must aldo provide
the knowledge which can protect
children the most in these settings.
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If abuse is suspected, closer involvement
by parents/significant others_and the
state_monitoring agencies responsible for
investigating abuse, must be initiated,
and efforts to find alternative placement
for the child must be attempted. In
addition, theSe victimt of abuse must be
provided with therapy to combat the
harmful effects.

Most parents of children with severe
and/or multiple handicaps are familiar
with the difficulty of obtaining
necessary services. It is not always
possible to obtain the necessary home
services; state or county funding is not
always available, particularly_in rural
areas. It is often frustrating to
advocate for more services for their
children. This lack of optiong available
makes it more difficult to reSpond
effectively. We must continue to_advocate
for thede children even in the face of a
seeming lack of support or options.

Summ ar y
It is_obvious that_the existing system is
only beginning to deal with the
multiplicity of problems associated with
child abuse. Clearly, the vulnerable
population of children and young adults
who live in out-of-home settings_have
greater susceptibility, and fewer
opportunities to attract attention and
receive help. They too must be
protected; they must be assured of a life
free from physical harm. 1A5 a society we
°We thede children a commitment to
provide safe institutions_and residential
alternatives. _This wilL require_more
stringent_selection of staff people,
better supervision and training for
primary caregivers, more effective
monitoring of facilities and a more
aggressive response to abusive
Situations.

The Child Prtiteotieti Sstem: Does It Vtroiga
Any analysis of the child protection
system is likely to engender a highly
volatile response from a diverse
community of concerned and involved
parents and professionals. Inasmuch as
child abuse as a social and medical
problem i8 characterized by conflicting
opinions, most professionals agree that
we- are in the midst of a critical period
in our ability to respond in an adequate
social and legal way to the needs of
abused children. Moreover, the
difficulty in responding stems from
system-wide problems.
An effort has been made to balance
the need to protect children,
preServe the rights of all concerned, including the accused
offender(s), and make the responsibility for reporting abuse
incumbent upon a wider variety of
sources. Frequently, this_precarioud balancing act cannot be
maintained. _When this happens,
neither_the child nor the
family receive the help and
direction they so desperately
require.

The goals of child protection are
often unclear.
Are they:
to
to
to
to
to
or

prevent further abuse?
protect children?
intervene?
rehabilitate?
prosecute?
to exact revenge?

including teachers, physicians and other
health professionals, consistentLy
express frustration with the chili
protection system. At beat, they feel
that they are dealing with a punitive,
inconSiStent, and subjective social and
legal structure. The optimal goal of the
child_protection system appears to be to
protect children and to keep families
intact. rt MS become increasingly
difficult to achieve both.
Sow the child_protection system operates,
the legal_framework, and_the reporting
process will_be_described in thigi
chapter. _Questions relating to_its
efficacy are_raised and sod* SUggettiOne
for its improvement are diacUtded.

The Legal Structure
Legislation pertaining to child abuse can
be found at both the federal and state
levels of government. It is noteworthy
that the federal initiative for child
welfare legislation was not created until
the early 60's when states were mandated
to establish child welfare serviced.
Specific child abuse legitlation was not
established until 1974, when the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (PL
93-247) Wats passed. The Act provides for
a broad spectrum of concerns, including:
_The identification and definition(s)
of child abuse and neglect.
b.

Elements_of each are involved in the_
legally mandated structure as carried out
through_child protection and the juvenile
and criminal courts.
It is=unrealittic_to_expect that the
existing Child protection system can
adequateIy_monitori protect and
rehabilitate abused,and at-risk children
and perpetrators. Mandated reporers

The oreation of a child abuse
repOrting system.
c.

Miatanteed_immunity for identified
mandated reporters.
d.

The National Center for Child Abuse
and Neglect WAS established_as a resource
and funding source for those states which
had complied with the directives for a
reporting system; the National Center
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would concentrate on innovative projects
research, and scientific inquiry into the
area of child abuse at the federal level
and via state projects. By 1978, all
states had complied and were, therefore,
eligible for federal funding.

PL93-247 is found in Appendix B.
addition,_highlights of the Minnesota
statutes are found in Appendix A. State
by state comparisons of the reporting
laws are found in Appendix C.
In Minnesota the state law has been
expanded and amended in the past decade
to reflect both the changes which have
occurred in the definitions of child
abuse as well as the court's
interpretation of these definitions. The
pivotal legislation relevant to child
protection is the child abuse reporting
law, found in Appendix A. Under the
terms of_the reporting law, an increasing
variety of mandated reporters, including
physicians, educators, friends "who Fax
know or have_ reason to believe" abuse or
neglect is taking place can report abuse
without fear of civil or criminal
liability and without_fear that their
identity_will be revealed, if a report is
made in good faith. This includes abuse
and neglect which occurs in a licensed
facility. upon request, a summary of the
report may be provided to the reporter
unless the release of such information is
detrimental to the best interests of the
child. Failure_to report results in a
misdemeanor charge. The state statutes
represent the basis for the determination
of child abuse cases through the juvenile
and criminal courts.

JUvenile Court is the court* which has
responsibility for_hearing_neglect and
dependency_and_juvenile_delinquency
cases._ These_may_incIude extreme
neglect,_and sibling abuse; It has no
jurisdiction for prosecution-of parents
and isi-therefore, considered
non-punitive in its-orientation except
for those cases of delinquency. In those
cases_v_decisions_pertaining_ to

termination_of parental rights and
removal of children from their parents

may be determined in juvenile court.
It
does not require evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt. There is, therefore,
greater flexibility in how a child may
testify.
"lamina-I-Court cases pertaining tO
intrafamilial-sexual abuse, sexual abuse'
and willful child abuse and neglect cases
mustibe tried in_criminal_court.
In
criminal court*_guilt_must be_proven
beyond_a_reasonsble_doubt. The
orientation_is punitive, and places the
child_in a situation where they must face
the accused_ (who may be someone close to
them) beisubjected to cross
examination, and essentially be treated
in the same way as adults. One attorney
estimated that_only 501i_of cases_go to
trial beause of the_nature of the
evidence required, the process:for the
child, and tlle questionable outcome.
That is not to say that abuse did not
take_place, only that it could not be
prosecuted.

The Child Protection System
By_federal and_state law, child
protection staff and services must be
provided through the county. Depending
on the size of the community, child
protection staff may work independently
and utilize the services of the police
and county attorney where necessary, or
may routinely work_as a part of a
multidisciplinary_team. Child_protection
staff (CPS) must assess aII verbal and
written reports of child abuse, determine
whether they warrant further
investigation and, if so, what is to be
provided. !They are authorized_to
interview the child, the reporter, the
suspected offender and any other persons
who may have evidence of abuse and
neglect; they must make judgement calls
as serious as whether a court order
should be sought to remove the child
immediately to protective custody, or
whether to implement a treatment and
rehabilitation plan. They may determine

that the report does not warrant any
further investigation.
In_cases
involving child sexual abuse and severe
physical abuse or neglect it is
required° that a police investigation
take place preferably in coordination
With_the Child Protection Staff, and that
a report be submitted to the county
attorney,_who is responsible for
prosecution involved in all substantiated
cases of sexual abuse and more extreme
cases of phydical abuse and neglect. The
county attorney_represents the county
protection agency in tbe criminal
ditpodition of all such_castS. A typical
Assessment_Process and Criterion are
found in Appendix D.

ReportS of abuse and neglect are handled
on a 24-hour_basis by_county child
protection workers. If children are
considered to be in lift threatening
situations, calls muSt be responded to
immediately. Typically, in an emergency,
staff could include a_-Child Protection
worker and police officer wbo would
determine if a child Should be removed to
a temporary shelter. _Child Protection
workerd are required to consider phySical
abuse reports within -24 hours_and
questions_of neglect within 72 hours.
Assessments are then made ad-lo which
course should be implemented and whether
criminal chargeS are necessary. The
comprehensive dimension_of all the
circumatances in each case is stressed in
the inveetigation, including the seVerity
of the injury, age of child, family
history,_other family members, and the
resources available, etc.
A treatment
plan is developed With provisions made
for folloW=up And continued involvement
by the Child Protection staff.
If a child has been removed from the
homethen a priority in the ongoing
treatment is not only rehabilitotion, but
the_reuniting of the family. It is
difficult to find Sufficient quality
foster card, and removing children from
their hots; no natter how necessary, is an
action which brings its own problems.
Most often abused children want to be
with their families, even though the home
situation may be problematic.

In theory, the mechaniom established to
identify, monitor, and deal with cases of
child maltreatment are well integrated in
our society, with the authority to act on
behalf of and in the best interettit of
children. But With each year, each
sensational case, and further amendments
to the law, more criticism and
frustration with the system is expressed.
Why?

Problems ih the System
1.
The number of cases reported are
rising dramatically, both as a reSult of
greater_knowledge about &Dude as well as
a greater knowledge of repercussions in
not -aporting. Child Protection must
spend more time in Assessment and
investigation rather than in providing
treatment and managing those cases Which
have already come to their attention.
One retearcher, Douglas Besharov, has
suggested that the reporting laW has made
it_difficuIt to provide adequate
protection for the children who need it
most "because too much time is spent
investigating cases which cannot be
substantiated."f41) In many cases,
parents feel they have been unfairly
victimized and harrassed. Professionals
familiar with child &Dude who work
outside of the CPS process often feel
that too many children never get the help
or intervention they need. The dilemma
appears to be a Catch 22, where_the
requirement to report is in conflict with
the system's ability to redpond
effectively.

Does a weakneSS exiat in how we
substantiate claims_of child abuse? A
high percentage of child abuse cases are
never reported, cannot be substantiated
because of the secrecy involved, the lack
of witnesses, the difficulty for children
to come forth, and the grueling, lengthy
nature of the invedtigative process.
Great variability exists in the extent
and the type of injury termed Serious
enough to be considered aS

"substantiated" in child abuse
assessments, and ultimately through the
rehabilitative and/or court system.
Whereas in some counties, cases are
det:trmined to be serious if less severe
injury or neglect is observed, in other
counties action is not taken at all
unless injury is extensive and requires
immediate intervention. Does consistency
and agreement exist about how severe
injury has to be before intervention
occurs?
2.
In smaller communities, reporters are
more reluctant to come forward because of
the difficulty in maintaining anonymity;
a_more protective_attitude exists toward
members of the community irrespective of
what the charges may be.
In addition, a
greater identification exists with the
person charged, who might be a life-long
friend or community leader. In larger
urban areas, questions arise regarding
reporting because of the concerns about
follow-through in a larger more complex
system.
Reporters fear for the safety of
the child if charges are not
substantiated; some professionals rely on
the reporting law only as a guide; their
own professional judgement is the
standard by which they determine_when and
how to get involved in child abuse cases.
Overall, suspicion exists about the child
welfare system, and the prospect of
"outsiders" becoming involved in private
family dynamics.

3.
Debate exists about whether the court
process is flexible enough to fairly
consider the child witnesses. In many
instances, criminal prosec;ution of sexual
abuse cases may protract the trauma of
the abuse, and re-victimize the child.
In a recent case in California where 7
defendants were charged with numerous
counts of sexual abuse, 400 children were
interviewed in pretrial hearings; most of
the charges were dropped. The rigorous
cross exemination, what some child
advocat-4s describe as a process of
putting the victims on trial was a
painful one for the children
involved. According to written reports,
the pretrial took 20 months, the cost was

high; the process and outcome did not
help the children deal with their
traumatic experiences. It made children
constantly defend and re-state their
testimony, a process which is even
difficult for most adults. And at the
end, charges were dropped against most of
the alleged offenders.
"The courtroom exposes (the child) to a
psychological threat by virtue of the
physical presence of the defendant a few
feet away, and the defense lawyer who
does his best to make the child look like
a liar or otherwise discredit him."(42)
In criminal court, provisions are not
consistently made for the_age of the
child, their language, the trauma they
may have endured, or children's
understanding of the consequences of
their testimony. Children may retract
testimony about abuse, not because it did
not happen, but because of their guilt,
and fear of the consequences.
In the case of children with handicaps,
particularly developmental disabilities,
and/or lack of verbal skills, the issue
of credibility and compliance in cases of
sexual abuse are often more complex.

Children have difficulty in
4.
establishing credibility in the
investigative and court process.
"The
law is skeptical of the capacity of
children to observe and recall events
accurately, to appreciate the need to
teIl the truth, and to resist the
influence of other_people._ Children are
commonly thought to have great difficulty
dirtinguishing fantasy from reality, and
to be readily confused by an exaggerated
The author
curiosity about sexuality."(43)
goes on to say..."there is no evidence
that they are more likely than adults to
make false accusations."(44)
Trials may occur six months to_a year
after the incident, casting doubt_on
testimony, clouding some:recollections,
creating long term anxiety and
apprehension about testimony and the
consequences for the children. The
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infamous Jordan, Minnesota case, has set
back the issue of children's credibility
and has not resulted in clear
determination of who was mord victimized,
the children or the alleged offenders.
The investigation appears to have been
poorly handled, and a resolution was not

achieve&

The ce-Junty now faces millions

of dollars in laosuits, children who may
have been abused and were then returned
home to parents they testified againdt,
other children who may have been unfairly
removed from their homes, and parents and
families who feel that they have been
victimized by an arbitrary investigative
process.

also not readily available, families are
more isolated, and where currently stress
is very high because of difficult
economic times.
6.

A lack of coordination among child
protection, county prosecutors, community
agencieS, and schools exists in many
counties. Each party involved in
providing help to families in distress
has their own agenda; each teels their
goals are paramount, and each are
concerned by the roadblocks in effecting
change for the child, the family, the
offender and the child protection system.
7.

The issues of credibility and flexibility
are even more contentious vsen assessing
how handicapped children can be best
served through the existing child
protection system.
One teacher of adolescents who are
mentally retarded shared the following
case with PACER: It was known that a
young student had been repeatedly
Sexually involved with a man in the
neighborhood. Because he (the boy) had
complied, even when a formal report was
ZiIed, nothing could be done. The fact
that the victim was clearly much younger,
sexually naive, and retarded, indicated
that the perpetrator had taken advantage
of the boy. However, the question of
compliance was the crucial factor.
In
the court, issues of credibility,
questions of accurate memory of events,
and compliance especially in terms of
handicapped children and hoW they are
perceived, can interfere with the ability
to prove beyond reasonable doubt.

No matter how qualified and competent
the individual, the job of a child
protection worker it a difficult one.
Because of the stressful nature of *he
job, there is a high attrition rate among
Child Protection staff,_resulting not
only in a lack of consistency in case
follow-through, but also in a dependence
on more inexperienced staff Who mutt make
critical judgement calld. CaSeloads are
very heavy, particularly in rural areas,
Where the necessary support services are
5.

Teachers interviewed in the past
year, after the PACER abuse program,
expressed that they have become an
additional source for investigating, and
monitoring child abuse, a role which they
are not trained for, have little time to
carry through, and sometimes are more
than reluctant to undertake. They are
left with fear for their studentS, fear
of some parents, frustration with child
protection, and anger with the legal
system. They are in contact with their_
students for a large block of time, they
are wit:leaded to their difficulties, they
mutt cope with the behavior which
accompanies abuse, and often times, they
see the system fail the child, with more
disastrous results.

Goals
In this manual there has been an attempt
to consistently portray the issue of
child abuse as a multi-faceted problem
with few long-term solutions.
Some experte in the child abuse field
suggest that reform in child abuse cannot
come without first achieving greater
reform in society--an effective
Attack on poverty, hunger, unemployment
the development of family support
system, earlier and better parenting
education, more quality day care
programs, innovative job training and job
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questionable long-term results, and is
not a proven deterrent.

placement. Current economic trends and
social attituded, hoWever, do not appear
to support significant change in all
these areat. But what can be done? How
can we protect children more effectively?
By removing offenders from circulation,
We may lessen harm to children, but we
must also deal with the contequences of
breaking up familidet creating guilt and
shame in the fragmented_remains, and
possibly precipitating a damaging cycle
of poverty,_stress and frustration. We
mutt also deal_with the impact of the
investigative process on children.

4.
Greater uniformity must be achieved
to determine at what point reported cases
merit further investigation and _
intervention. Tbis should be a priority
for mandated reporters, child protection
Staff, and county prosecutors.
5.
More support and education must be
provided to teachers who as a profession
are feeling overwhelmed by the
responsibilities involved in the child
protection process. Optimally,
responsibility for these issues should be
shared by a multi-disciplinary team of
professionals to include teacher, social
worker, principal, nurse and/or
psychologitt. This process is not
uniformly integrated in all school systems.

Some goals that are being suggetted by
advocates in the field include:
1.

Advocate for system-wide reform for
children who must testify. This could
include:
a.

the acceptance of innovative
measures, such as video-taping at
ditclosure
b.
closed testimony for children
c.
the presence_of_trusted persons
including interpreters, therapists or
teachert available to the child durin4
court proceedings, and
d.
shorter time spans between investigation and trial.

2.

We recognize that handicapped
children have unique needs and greater
difficulty in establishing their
credibility in the investigative and
court proceedings. These_children may
require that testimony and evidence be
presented in a less traditional manner
and/or with the ateittance of a special
advocate._ They should not be further
victimized in court because they do not
have the necessary skills to prove their
credibility.

3;

More_research_must be funded to
eXamihe POssible_treatment for sex
Offenders. Punishment thrOUgh the courts
does not necessarily include
rehabilitation. iAgreement does not exist
abdiit what, if any treatMent, ia
effective, but criminal protecution has
_

The question_of providing an equitable
court process for both the alleged victim
and the alleged offender is complex, an
issue which can best be debated and
resolved by legal scholart. However,
what is clear at the present time is that
in the opinion of many who work with
abuted children, the child protection and
court SyStem is inconsistent and
inequitable. If we examine the goals in
the court system stated at the outset of
this chapter we can respond that children
are
always protected, and may
continue to live in an abusive situation;
depending on the count:, rehabilitative
retources are not necessarily available
or affordable for either victim or
offender, and prosecution has not been
proven as an effective deterrent to
abusers.

While reform in the child protection
system it indeed a goal, more than
anything else, we must begin to look to
prevention as the goal for the reduction
of child abuse. In so doing, we must
first develop and tide more comprehensive
community-wide redources to assist
familide in distress. With prevention a
major focus for positive change, the
court process will cease to be the only
option for children, and hopefully lead
to a more fair, less traumatic resolution
for all parties involved. As advocates
for children, we must all make the system
work.
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Prevention Strategies:

ur Hope For The Future

It iS difficult not to feel a sense of
despair and frustration about the fate of
abused children and the prognosis for
them and for their families. While there
is no question that child abuse is a
problem of epidemic dimensions,_the
alternatives available for remediation
are difficult to agree upon, implement
and monitor. Before the incidence of
child abuse can be successfully reduced,
however, professionals, legislators and
parents must view prevention as the
primary focus. Prevention eforts should
be concentrated in a number of areas.
They include:

Family planning information. Despite
the relatively easy accessibility of
birth control information, 50% of abused
children are the products of unplanned,
unwanted pregnancies, many to young
teens, children themselves. Why aren't
they using birth control? More effort
must be made in working closely with
pregnant adolescents, not only to ensure
good prenatal medical care, but also to
help them consider alternative options to
keeping their child. Many of these girls
are not only young and uneducated, they
may also be poor, alone, and themselves
pioducts of an abusive family system.
3.

1.

I4ore widespread public knowledge
about child abuse;_ Clear, specific
information must be provided about the

A number of sites in the U.S., including
Minneapolis and St. Paul, have a special
high school program available for
pregnant teens and young parents.
It has
not only enabled them to finish high
school, but also provides day care,
parenting classes, and counseling. Those
who are fortunate enough to participate
in this program have benefited gre,cly.

causes, the signs and symptoms, long-term
outcomes of child abuse and prevention
strategies. The media has bo a great
degree, concentrated on the more
sensational aspects of child abuse and in
that manner has succeeded in bringing the
problem to the public's attention.
However, the public does not really have
an understanding of the insidious nature
of child abuse, or the fact that it
happens in many "all American" families.

Parenting skills education through
the schools. Parenting skills classes
should begin as early as kindergarten and
continue through junior and senior high
school. Children should have some "hands
on" experience in what it means to be
responsible for a child. At the same
time, they could learn about child
development, appropriate/inappropriate
discipline, and possibly, if they
themselves are being abused, learn that
there are alternatives, that abuse and
discipline are not synonymous.
4.

Information about child abuse and
parenting must also be made available in
the workplace through in Staff education,
awareness projects, parenting skills
classes, in-house counseling and referral
services, and in the community through
service organizations, community groups,
etc.

Prenatal education. A greater effort
must be made in prenatal education. In
'tope high risk populationsk_abuse_may
beginiin the womb-, with_poor prenatal
nutrition, prenatal alcohoi_and drug
abuse,_and_lack of knowledge about
maternal bonding, infant care, child
development, the responsibilities_of
being_a parent, and expectations for
infant and child behavior.
2;

Family Support Groups. The factors
fairly common to abusive parents are
their sense of isolation, and their lack
of knowledge about child growth and
development.. Support groups for parents
shouid be established and publicized
through county child protection, hospital
maternity departments, physicians,
schools, social service agencies, and
public health channels. Often it is a
5.
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relief to know that others are having the
same concerns and street-6d in being a
parent. For many adults the sense of
shame common in abuse is overwhelming.
What they may need_most is some
clarification of_appropriate
expectations. Some groups work beet When
led_by professionals, in othera, trained
nonprofessionals may elicit greater
rapport and trust. Groups such as
Parents Anonymous have had great success
with those families who become irvolved
voluntarily and accept that they, and not
the child, must assume responsibility for
the abuse.

partial list of important information to
share with children includes:
a.
Children must understand and be
comfortable_with knowlege about the
difference between bad touch, confusing
touch and good touch.
b.
They must learn that:some partd Of
their bOdies'are:private and not to_be
teddhed ot viewed bv_anyone_other_than a
parent_or_doctori_and_then_onlyiunder
circumstances_which are,appropriate
and/or understandable for the child;

c.
The difference betWeen secrets and
surprises must be clearly taught to_
children. 'Children need to know that
some secrets are not fun and they can be
harmful.

6.

Early childhood screening programsAn aggreasive effort should be made to
have mandatory comprehensive early
childhood screening programs.
(Minnesota
is one state where this has been
incorporated.) This would not only
assist in determining who is abused or at
risk, but also, serve as a means of
getting help for children and families.

d.
How to say no even to someone you
know or love if they are manipulating you
into some action touch, or activity which
maket you feel uncomfortable, confused or
afraid.

7. Crisis careTprograms. Child abuse
halinesi_domestic violence:hot
linesthese_xesources prOvideadVide at
well as_anonymity_to_persona Who fear
they might abuse_their
staff are available:to help_diffuse_tne_
immediate ctitia ehd suggest alternative
means:of relieving tensionsi_as well as
ditedt families to supportive services;

e.
How to indicate emphatically and
persistently if they have been abused,
and how to respond if they are not
believed.
_

_
f. _How not to be deceived by bribes
or tricks, and how to use trickery in
self defense. Introduce tole playing,
and possibly puppets or other vitual aids
in demonstrating the concept of "What
if..." and how to respond. Practice and
rehearsals in preparing children to
reepond to difficult gituatioas can 6:1
useful.

S.

Respite care, crisis care nurseries.
Short-term havens for children whose
patent(s) are in crisis and who may be in
danger of harm or if their parent(s) do
not have a place to leave them.
9.

Therapeuticdmcare centers.

g.
Children must be taught that
people they know and love, like
relatives, friende, babydittert, or
teachers, and not necessarily strangers,
could be abutive.

Children who have been &bulled require a
special kind of nurturing and
interaction. This type of program_helps
children by providing a stress free_
learning experience, works on issues of
self etteem and anger, helps alleviate
stress and fear and works at rebuilding
the child's world.

h._ Children_who use wheelchalts:
should_refuse unnecessary requests to
help them_amd be encouraged te be ag
self-sufficient as possible.

10.Eatic personal s4fety skills_must be
taught frOM an eatlY_Age_by parents,
teach-eta, and volunteer groups.
A

Children can be taught a
"password" known only to their immediate
i.
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family._ NO one can pick them up or take
them home without first relating the
password.
11.
Children's Truat Fund.
In a
Children's Trust Pund_Model4 a certain
dollar_amount_from_state-generated fees
is earmarked for the development of child
abuse prevention projects. At this date,
36 states have now adopted trust fund
legistation. If your state has not yet
passed legiSlation to eStablish
children's trust fund, then advocate for

reminiscent of the 60's and 70's. Our
experiences in that decade, however, were
not all positive--social change and a
more broad distribution of medical,
social and support Services can be very
costly and difficult to administer. The
preventative Services described in this
chapter and in the appendix have the
advantage, however, of costing far less
than the long term treatment and/or
common antecedents of abuse Such as
juvenile and adult crime, chemical abuse
and suicide.

it.

12. _Groups representing various
disabilitiesi_both in:the public:and
private sectors, should_provide training
for parents of handicapped:Childreni and
for-staff and-volunteetS Whd WOrk_with
handicapped children_on_the_subject_of
Child abuse.__It_is_essential that_they
be_able_to_recognize_theimoreidiscreet
signs and zymptomd of abuse in:these_
populations,-and,encourage children tO
divulge if they have been abused.
,

We_are living in difficult and stressful
economic and social times. Some experts
believe that in order to remedy social
problema such as child abuse, we must
call for a return to a social philosophy

It id inherent upon those of us committed
to the physical_and mental health and
welfare of children and the stability of
families to work towardS the development
and utilization of preventative models.
We must educate society to anticipate
needS, not merely respond to crises, and
we must do it soon.
A detailed_list_and description of local.
and national programs that provide help
for parents and children can be found
on pages 79-93 in the Bibliogrephy.
In addition, a listing of visual and
Written resources for both children and
adults can be found on pages 57-78
in the Bibliography.

6-

Summary
Despite significant progress in acquiring
empirical, clinical, and statistical
information about child abuse, and
despite a recognition of the magnitude of
the problem, these gains are not equalled
by progress in the Identification,
intervention, treatment and
rehabilitation of children and families,
particulary those children who are
handicapped.

research, and social services is
necessary to replace the ad hoc responses
which have been the norm.
It is clear that the conventional child
protection system has been overburdened
by the deluge of cases, and has aot been
able to respond in an effective manner.
Moreover, current and projected funding
appropriations fall short of the actual
need for services, particulary for
families with special needs children.

The causes of and response to the
multi,laceted nature of child abuse are
rooted in the community.
While the
dynamics of family life have changed
radically in the last 20 years, the
family unit remains our basic social
institution. Strengthening and
supporting the family unit, therefore, in
whatever form it may exist is essential.
Implicit in this is the development and
implementation of effective preventative
programs.

The-special needs posed by children with
handicapping conditions who are more
vulnerable tOlabuse, moredifficult tO
identify_as victims, and for whom
intervention is more complex' must be
addressed;
We cannot continue to tackle the
consequences of these complex issues
without giving equal attention to
prevention efforts. Prevention for
handicapped and nonhandicapped children
must be the focus and the challenge in
the next decade.

TO date prevention efforts have_not been_
sufficiently deveIoped;_ kbroad range of
strategies in the area of public policy,
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Teathers' Questions- about the Pi%otection Syttetti
1.
QUESTION:- What do I do when the system fails and a report of abuse goes
nowhere? This hag happened numerous times in my school.

ANSWER: Many teachers raise this issue. Fir:It of all, it is essential that
you
continue to document your specific concerns if you feel abuse is persisting
and/or has not been properly dealt With. Continue to monitor the child and let
him/her know that you care. If enough evidence accumulates, you can re-initiate
a report. You may be the child's only advocate, so do not give up.

QUESTION: What do I do if there seems to be no strong Support system in
my
school Such as a reliable principal and/or social Worker to Work with on issues
of child Abuse?
2.

ANSWER: Minnesota Statutes regarding child abuse are very specific.
Even if
those professionals are not supportive, you are required by law to report
suspected abuse.
If the report is made in good faith, you are not liable to any
Suit or investigation if,the charges are proven to have no basis in court. You
art not responsible for determining if abuse had taken place. Child protection
must make those determinations.

If a good child protection system is not in place, advocate for the development
of child protection teams in your school to include the principal, teacher,
social worker and the school or district nurse. Raise this issue at staff
meetings;_if necessary speak to the school board representative to see that this
occurs. Contact other schools to find out what
their policy IA and how it was
implemented.
QUESTION: How do I deal with an angry parent whose child may have just
reported abuse and who blames me for bringing it to the attention of the
authorities?
3.

ANSWER:- Don't get into an argument with the parent.
Understand their anger and
fear.
If you feel the parent could be violent or destructive, inform your

principal, social worker, and county protection. Let the parent know that your
report was made in good faith, out of concern for both the child and the family.
Suggest to the parent that the social worker would be willing to meet with them
and make every effort to arrange such a meeting.
4.

QUESTION:

What do I do if the reporting child/adUlt Changes his/her mind?

ANSWER:_ Typically, children may think tWice after initially reporting. Most
often_it is not because their original Statement was false, but because they fear
the consequences of their action. Don't blame the child for retracting.
Continue to be supportive, and let the child know that you will litten
when
he/she is ready. Also, be sure and document the retraction and the
circumstances.
QUESTION: I feel frustrated by the fact that once I make a formal report,
and after much soul searching, I don't know what happens; there's no
follow-up--even if the child remains in the class and may continue to behave in a
disturbing manner, I have no sense of what is happening.
5.

ANSWER:

Recent amendments in the child abuse reporting law provides that:". .the
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local,welfare agency give mandated reporters a summary of the disposition of the
report made by that reporter at the persOn's request* and a concise summary to
voluntary reporters, at their request* if the release doesn't harm the child's
best interest."

Questions about how much information about specific cases should be released is
one of many "grey" areas within the reporting process. Disclosure is a difficult
question, particularily in view of issues such as confidentiality and civil
righte of the child. A great deal of time is involved in maintaining contact
with the social worker assigned to the cases. The process from the time of
reporting until resolution in court or through counseling is long, sometimes as
long as six months to a year. The major concern is to remain supportive and
helpful to the child and to maintain a close working relationship with the social
workers assigned to the case.
6.

WESTIONt Why bother reporting?

ANSWER: The binding legal issue has been addressed in this resource manual.
It
is the law. However, teachers whose experience with the reporting process has
been discouraging vow that they won't become involved again. While the flaws in
the system are obvious, it is incumbent upon all professionals working with
children to advocate for them and to work at improving the child protection
process.

When suspected abuse is net-reported, there is no chance for intervention on
behalf of the child and the family.
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Ptihted Re 6eirces fot Parents and Teacher
Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Guide. The Child Abuse and Neglect Association
in the Hennepin County Community, P.O. Box 15601 (Commerce), Mpls., MN 55415.

The first section of the guide includes basic information about
prevention, treatment of child abuse and neglect, what happens When an incident
is reported, how sexual abuse examinationd are handled and how the police and the
schools serve as resources.
The second section of the guide is a directory of agencies and
organizations working in the field of child abuse and neglect.

Sexual Assault:- k Statewide Problem Eileen Keller, editor, Assistant Director,
Minnesota Program for Victims of Sexual Assault, 430 Metro Square Building, St.
Paul, MN 55101.
(612) 296=7084.
A procedural manual designed by and for law enforcement, medical, human
Services and legal personnel. The manual defines and describes the
interdependent functions and procedures of each of theee
Preventing Sexual Abuse of Persons With Ditabilitied, Bonnie O'Day.

Bonnie O'Day, Coordinator, Sexual Abuse Education for Disabled
Adolescents Project, Minnesota Program for Victims of Sexual Assault, a Project
of the Department of Corrections, 430 Metro Square Bldg., St. Paul, MN 55101,
(612) 296/7084.
curriculum for hearing impaired, physically disabled, blind and
mentalia .t%rded studentt, and hag been developed for professionals who work
with per -, s with disabilitied.
What EVeri, !ercnt Should_pow,_Dri_Thomas_Gordon; 1975; Published by_the
National CoAmittc
Frevention,of Child Abuse Publishing Department, SUite
1250; 332_ S,
Ave;; Chicago; IL-60604-4357, (312) 663=3520. (Booklet)
_Th l.
coni:nsed version of the Child=reating philosoPhy contained_ in
Dr; Gordon's N.-k 7?.E.T. (parent Effeotiveness_Training.)
He has distilled 15_
pribiples tL
hi: bcnic which might serve as_hlueprints for parents who want to
beCome more gl.fwo7e in rearing healthy and responsible children.
_

physical Child !..olue,. Anne h. Cohn.

Prevention of Chi. :1 hbuse, 1,0.
55403.

Published by National Committee for
Minnedote Chapter, 123 E. Grant St., Mpls., MN

(Booklet)

Thid publication explores the magnitude and causes of the problem of
physical child abuse in the U.S.
It discusses legal responses to the problem and
Approaches o treatment and prevention.
(Pamphlet)
Dealing With Sexual Child Abuse,- Josephine Bulkley, Jo Endminger, Vincent
Fontana, Roland Summit. (1982)
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse,
Publishing Department, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago, IL 60604-4357.
(312) 663=3520
(Booklet)

_This_hooklet_addresses the questions_in_sexual child abuse SUch_ag: Whd
can help abused_children? Is there any hope that offendere tan Change their
behavior? What should you do if you suspect SeXUal Child ahtige? What happens to
_
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a child, an offender, and the family if sexual child abuse is diticovered?

Child Discipline: Guidelines for Parents4 Gary May. National Committee for
Preventin of Child Abuse, Minnesota, Chapter, 123 E. Grant St., Mpls., MN 55403.
(Booklet)

This pamphlet clarifies the differenceibetween discipline and abUSe and
enteurages thei development of_geed parent7child_relationships._ It_is written to
help break destruCtive parenting cycles and to replace those methods with
donattdotive ones. Discusses discipline from infancy through adolescence;
EMotional Maltreatment of Childrem,_ James Garbarino and Anne C. Garbarino.
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse. Publishing Dept., 332 S.
Michigan Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago, IL 60604-4357 (312) 663-3520.
(Booklet)

This booklet defines emotional maltreatment and describes parental and
children's characteristics involved in this type of abuse.
It uses case
hiStories to give examples of emotional abuse and its impact.

Child Sexual Pibuseat la Happening Published by: Minnesota Program for Victims
of Sexual Assault, Minnesota aepartment of Corrections, 430 Metro Square Bldg.,
St. Paul, MN 55101.
(612) 296-=7084.
1982.
(Brochure)
A uSeful brochure with facts regarding incidence, symptoms of sexual
abuse, impact on the child, tips for parents about prevention as well as how to
handle it if it happens to your child, and a brief overview of sexual abuse lawS.
The Disabled Child and Child Abuse, Donald F. Kline. NCPCA, 332 S. Michigan
Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago, IL 60604-4357. (1984) (Brochure)
A brochure with facts about the susceptibility of children with handicaps
to child abuse. This brochure presents the concept that a first step in
prevention of abuse of the handicapped child is to increase the public's
knowledge about disabling conditions.

Children Need Protection, Prepared by the Carver County Program for Victims of
Sexual Assault, 401 E. 4th St., Chaska, MN 55318.
(1980) (Booklet)
This is a guide for talking to children about sexual assault.
It defines
sexual abuse and the Criminal Sexual Conduct Law. It also provides examples of
how tc talk to children, what they need to know and games to use in teaching
concepts of sexual eyse prevention.

It Shauldn!t Burt To
A Child-, Anne Cohn, NCPCA, Minnesota Chapter, 123 E.
ctant 5
Mpls., MN 55413.
(1982) (Brochure)
11971 bre-Chute defines child abuse, discusses facts and misconciptions
Its and preseni]s information about how each of us can help prevent

..rtoot at

lid abus.
'1111(aren With Disabiliti:s Vulnerable to Sexual Abuse? Published by the
.;ti. Program for Victims of Sexual Assault, Minnesota Department of
CA.
430 Metro Square Building, St. Paul, MN 55101, (612) 296-7084.
2)

(Bi-:1-ures)

Tiis hrochure gives facts about the vulnerability of children With
disabilitis to sexual abuse, some steps to take to help your child understand
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and prevent sexual abuse, behaviors and symptoms of sexual abuse, and information
regarding the laws on sexual abuse.

Protect Your Child From anual AbuSe: A Parent's Guide
Parenting Press, Inc., 1984.
(Booklet)

Janie Hart-Rossi.

This book accompanies: "It's My Body" a book for preschoolers about
appropriate touch and how to say no. It is an excellent resource for parents and
teachers working with young children on self protection skills. Provides
background information on sexual abuse as well as exercises for adults to get in
touch With their own "touch continuumTM.

Told Me Vot To Tell," Prepared by King County Rape Relief Volunteers and
For copies contact:
"He Told Me Not To Tell," DPW 2487 (11=80),
Minnesota Department of Public Welfare, B-20 Centennial Office Building, St.Paul,
MN 55155.
Staff.

This booklet focuses on the P
parents can start in helping prot.
ways children may communicate the
been assaulted.

'4-ion0 of child sexual assault, where

Wad, what children are up against,
nelp, and what to do if a child has

Institutional Abuse of Children
York, 1982.

Hanson, Ranae.

Haworth Press, New

Defines institutional abuse from a variety of perspectives. Looks at
corporal punishment, responses to the problem of institutional abuse, and
concerns of direct care workers.
No More Secrets, Adams, Carin and Fay, Jennifer.

Impact Publishers, 1981.

Informational book for parents, educators, and lay persons interested in
teaching children about sexual abuse.
Your Children- Should Know, Oblao0 Flora & Hosansky, Tamar;
Inc., 1983.

Bobbs-Merrill Co.,

A book with information strategies that will help keep children safe from
assault and crime.

The Child Abuse Help Mock, Jim Making.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. 1982.

Focuses on causes of abuse, types of abuse and how to get help if you
know Of someone wbo is abused.
Come Tell Me PiedIt Away,- Linda Tschirhart Sanford.
583, Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066.

Ed-U Press, Inc., P.O. Box,

This booklet outlines the basics of a positive approach to the prevention
of child sexual abuse and touches on the broader subjects of healthy child
development. Much insight into sexual abuse and how to approach prevention with
children.
The Bruises Don't Always Show,- A Child Abude and Nefflect Training Module_,_
developed by Beverly_Blinde and Mary Dooley Burns for adult vocational parent and
family education, 1983. Funded by: Minnesota State Department of Education,
Division of Vocational-Technical Education.
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This curriculum project was designed for several purposes. The manual
can be used as an_adjunct to a seminar on understanding and working with abusive
parents, as a resource for parent trainers to use when presenting on the topic of
child abuse and as a resource for parent group leaders and others working with
families.

Basic FactS About Sexual Child Abuse, National Committee for Prevention of Child
Abuse, Publishing Department, Suite 1250, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL
60604-4357.
(Brochure)
Dispells myths and provides facts and definitions on sexual child abuse.
Understanding Sexual Child Abuse,
Gary May. NCPCA. 1984. National Committee
for Prevention of Child Abuse, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago, IL
60604=4357.
(Booklet)
Defineii_Various_forms_of_sexual_abusei_the effects of sexually_abusive
relationships on children, who the offenders arei_and parents' responses to
learning about an incestuous relationship in the family;

Protecting Minnesota's Children:
Public Issues League of Women VOterd of
Minnesota, 55 Wilbasha Street, St. Paul, MN 55102. (612) 224-5445.
Resource manual with an overview of issues on child abuse, including
legislation, the child protection system, problem areas, reforms, questions and
proposals.

Child Abuse4 A Personal Atcount by Ohe Who Burt' A Guide for Teachers and
PtOfeSSionals, Rebecca:Harrison and Jean Edwards. Published by Ednick
COmmunicationso Box 3612, Portland, Oregon 97208;
This book includes personal accounts of abuse, facts professionals need
to know, the educators role, teaching about sexual abuse and the health
professionals role in prevention of child abuse.
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Printed Materials for Use
with Children or Adolescents
Please note: PACER does not endorse or promote any particular book or curriculum
listed. Before you use any of these materials we urge you to personally review
the books or curricula described. Prior to selecting these materials, it would
be helpful for parents and professionals to have a clear idea of their individual
goals and objectives.
.Code:

(A)
(E)
(P)
(C)

=
=
=
=

Pre-teen and adolescent
Elementary
Preschool
Coloring book or comic

A Crack in the Mirror Child Abuse Program, Commission for Racial Justice,
United Church of Christ, 105 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016. (A)

A booklet for ages 11 to 14 which gives an overview of child abuse and
neglect. Three case studies help illustrate neglect, physical abuse,
and incest.
Acquaintance Rape: Awareness and Prevention_for_Teenagers Py Bateman/
Alternatives to Fear, 1605 17th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122,
(206) 328-5347 (A)

Various exercises help teenagers identify possible rape situations.
Alice

Bab sit_ire Kevin MicGoverni_PhD.,_Cathy McGovern, McGovern
MUlbacker Books, 1985;
44 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (V)

This book is meant to be read tO children.
It points out how individuals
in trusted positiOne May:take unfair advantage_of_unaware_children.
Though it makeslah example of_this_particular reIationship--that of the
Child and babySitter--it is applicable to other_situations.
Ages 5-10;
AdOlt reader will need to guide listeners appropriately as no judgements
are made about actions of the babysitter until the end.
A Little _Bird_Vold Me--itimut My Fee1-ings 38 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1;4300-892-KIDS. (C, P, E)

This is a Story and coloring book which helps children say no to
inappropriate touching by trusting their own feelings. Ages 4-10.

Ail Alone After_School Muriel Stanek, 32 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O.Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1=800=892-KIDS. (E)
Safety rulee and tips are covered in story form as tad by a child
narrator, a "latchkey" child. Generously illustrated. Ages 6-10.

Amazing Spider-Man and_Power_ftck NCPCA Publishing Dept., 332 South Michigan
Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago, IL F0604-4357, (312) 663=3520. (C, E)
Two stories teach children how to protect themselVes from_sexual abuse;
Marvel ComirS helped NCPCA Create this full-color comic book. Teacher's

guide available.

tened Becky Montgomery, Carol Grimm &
Peg Schwandt, 18 pp., 1983. Rape and Abuse Crisis Center of
Fargo-Moorhead, P.O.Box 2984, Fargo, ND 58108, (701) 293=7273. (E)
Booklet with text tells the story of Annie. Someone she knew was
touching her in a way that scared and hurt her. Annie bold and felt
much better! Pictures can be colored. $2.95. Ages 5-8.
Al'e You in the HouseAlone? Richard Peck/Learn Me, 642 Grand Avenue,
St. Paul, MN 55105, (612) 291-7888. (A)

Appropriate for teenagers, this paperback reports the occurrence of a
young girl's rape and relates her feelings as a victim.

Child Abuse-Ialt_Mappening__to_You7 Bridget Wakcher, 22 pp., Kidsrights,
401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS (P, E)
An honest book which tells children what basic needs should be met by
pa-ents. It approaches difficult situations through illustrations of
what is not acceptable behavior by parents and other adults.
Ages 3-8.
Come_To the _Edge Julia Cunningham, Pantheon Books, New York, NY.
1977, 79 pp. (A)

A boy is placed in a foster home on a farm by his father. His father
later brutally rejects him. This is a compelling psychological novella.
Appropriate for junior and senior high.

Cry_Softlyi _The Story of ChiId_Abuse Margaret O. Hyde, 5.: pp., Kidsrights,
401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL
32757,
1-800-892-KIDS. (A)
"Cry softly, so the neighbors can't hear you," a parent warns. This book
answers questions about where a child can go for help and what are a
child's rights.
"..should be studied by every boy and girl as soon as
he or she can read."--Publishers' Weekly. Ages 11-15.

DannsDift_icu-2-t-Days Child Abuse Program Commission for Racial Justice,
United Chu,ch ,af Christ, 105 Madison Ave., NeW York, NY 10016. (C, E)
Thin Is
cov.:7/wor4book_for_childreni_ages_8 to 10._ A .school nurse
uocov3rs. and 7:zports that Danny has been abused... His family gets help,
resulting in ntr:ene,chened bonds and increased happi74Nss.

Cr Mackey and Helen Swaa, Children's Institute of Kansas
City, 9412 17igh Dr., Leawood; KS

66206.

(A)

An adc'eicent writes a diary, relating experiences of sexual abUse.
Don't Hurt Lau:1i!

Wx1lo Davis Roberts, Atheneum, New York, Ltd., 1977.

Laurie is physically abused by her mother. She wants help, but is afraid
nobody will believe her. She finally gains the support of other
adults, as the dynamics of abuse become apparent.
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Don't-Hurt-Me,-Mama Muriel Stanek, 32 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32737, 1-800-892-KIDS. (E)
A straightforward story, told by the victim, on the events which prompted
an incident of physical abuse by the mother. The book is helpful in its
explanation, showing that abuse can be Stopped and relationships
reestablished. Ages 6=9.
Feeling Safe Peeling Stron :
it Happens to You Susan
Minneapolis, MN, 1984, 68
Suite 203, P.O. Box 1830,

How to Avoid-Sexual-Abuse-and what to Do if
Terkel and Janice Rench, Lerner Publications,
pp., Network PublicationS, 1700 MitSion Street,
Santa Cruz, CA 95061=1830,
(408) 429-9822 (A)

This book contains six stories, bold by youngSters in the first person.
The fictionalized accounts, relating various incidents such as rape and
incest, would be appropriate for adolescents.
Frances Speaks Outs My Father==Raped-lta -Heln Chetinj IllUS, by Karen
Olseni New Seed Pressi P.O. Box 3016 Stanferd, CA 94301.

ThiS iS a denditively written paperback. It might be appropriate to
read to youthful victims, unde- eight years.

Help Yourself to Safety,A-Guide_to Amoiding-DangerouS Situationt With
Strangers and Friends Kate Hubbard and Evelyn Berlin, 41 pp., The Chas.
Ftanklin Press, 7821 175th St. S.W., Edmonds, WA 98020.
(206) 774-6979.
(E)

This book includes a "read-aloud" section for cfsildren, which stresses
perdonal Safety tips and numerous "what if" sitLations designed to teach
safety concepts. Forward by John and Reve Walsh. Ages 5 to 11 and
adult. $3.95.

He Told Me-Not to Tell King County Rapt Center, 1979 King County Rape Center
1025 S. 3rd St., Renton, WA 98355, (206) 226-0210. (E)
Informs parents about how and when to talk to children even before a
problem occurs. Parents learn what to do if they suspect molestation.
Hil

My Name is Sissy Ruth Amerson, Social Worker II,
Lee County Dept. of Social Services, P.O.Hox 1066, Sanford, NC
(919) 774-4955.

27330,

(E)

This coloring book for children, K=3, tells the story of Sissy who is
Sexually abused by her uncle. Sissy manages to get help for herself and
her uncle.
Hold Fast

Kevin Major, Delacorte Press, NeW York, NY, 1978, 170 pp.

(Al

A modern=day "Huckleberry Finn" story, of a boy who runs away from an
abvsivx. uncle.
Grades 5-8.
I Like You to Make JokesWith_Mel__Eut_I_DonLt-Want You To Touch Me Ellen
Bass and Marti Betz, Lollipop Power, 28 pp., 1981. Lolli-op Power, Inc.,
P.O. Box llil, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. (P)
Sara, a pre-schooler, narrates this well-illustrated story of a little
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girl who learns to say no to touching, when_it makes her feel uncomfortable; Book would Make a gOed lead=in for the parent or teacher who
wants to addriAs "g0i0d" and "bad" touching.
It

my sotlyt A Book TO Teach Young Children How_to=Resist_Uncomfortable
Tbdch _Lory Freeman,_Illus. by_CaroI Deach, Parenting Press, Inc.,
Seattle, WA, 1984, 26 pp., Network Publications, 1700 Mission Street,
Suite 203, P.O. Box 1830, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1830, (408) 429=9822.
(P)

Simple text and attradtiVe illdatrations help_adults teach preschoolers
te4b_"todching codes." A_parent's guide_by_Janie Hart-Rossi,
Called Protect Your Child From Sexual Abuse_i_ is also available.

It's Not Your Fault Judith A. Jame, The ChaS. Franklin Pretna, 1985, 25 PP.
The Chas. Franklin Press, 18409 90th Ave. W., Edmonds, WA 98020,
(2n6) 774-6979. (E)

5xcelleht illOattated Ii<JOklet with_radabIe_storyi_teeching 'Ws not
your_faulto" as well s texual molestation prevention skills; Read aloud
AeotiOn_for ages 4-11. Clat:s or family discussion questions. Referral
to national or'onizations and resource list. $3.00, discount available
in bulk.

The Lottery RoRP

irene Hunt, Schzibrier, 1976. (5)

Writil.-en And illuerated with sensitivity, this book helps elementary
age school children understand child abuse.

tiy_Rody is Private Linda R. Girard, 32 pp., KidarightS, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1=800=892-KIDS. (E)

This introduction to the topic of sexual assault attempts to be nonfrightening. A child narrator helps the reader understand that the
private parts of any child's body are not for touching by others. Well
illustrated, $9.25.
My Feelings Marcia Morgan, Equal Justice Consultant8 & Education Products,
Eugene, OR, 1984, 38 pp Network Publications, 1700 Mission Street,
Dept. P, P.O. Box 8506, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-8506, (408) 429-9822.
(C,P,E)

Sexual abuse information for children in the form of a coloring book. It
is designed to teach children to identify and trust their own instincts
about good and bad touch. Aged 4=10.

My Personal safety Coloring Book Barbara Hutchinson and Elizabeth Chevelier,
FridleY Police Dept., 1962. rridley Police Dept., 6431 University Avenue
N.E., Fridley, MN 55432, (612) 571-3457; (C,P,E)
Teaches concepts of good and bad touching through picturea to be colored
with sad or happy faces drawn in, depending on the touch. Good
questions about feelings associated wi`l) the pictured. Preschool through
third grade.
My-Very-Own-BoOk AbOut Me Jo Stowell and Mary_Dietzel, Lutheran Social
Services of Washington, Spokane, 1980, Rape Crisis Resource Library,
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N. 1226 HOwardi Spokane, WA

99201, (509) 3277761. (P#E)

Designed tc be a tool in diagnosing, preventing, and treating child
sexual abuse, this workbook uSes a positive, experiential approach.
Appropriate for preschool through sixth grade. Comes with a parent's
guide. Guides for teachers and therapists also available.

My Very OWn Special Body Boot Bassett, C. Henry Kempe National Center for
the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abude and Neglect, 1205 Oneida
Street, Denver, CO 80220# (303) 321-3963. (C,P)
Approaches sexual abued_preVentiOn in a positive way.
through grade three. $3.75.
N'a_More=Secre

Fdr Me

Oralee Wachter,

Little Lwn, Trade Sales Dept., 34

i

t

For preschoOl

Brown and CO., Roston' 1983.
n street, Roston' MA 02106,

(617) 227-0730. (E)

This book includes four stories about children facing situations
involving sexual abuse.

Once I WaS A Little Bit Frightened J. Williams, Rape and Abuse Crisis
Center, Fargo, 1980/Rape and Abuse Crisis Center, P.O. Box 1655, Fargo,
ND 58107, (701) 293-7273. (E)
This illustrated booklet is an aid to parents, teachers, and
professionals who are attempting to elicit information from children
about possible sexual abuse; Kindergarten through fifth grade.
Our Eddie

Sulamith Ish-Kishor; Pantheon; NeW YOrk# NY, 1969, 183 pp.

(A)

This is the story of a boy and his stern, abusive father. It focuses
on family life and the feelingd of the family member3 as the family
deteriorates. Fifth through ninth grades.
Play_It Safe: The KOS' Guide to PersonaL_Safeti-and Crime Prewention
Kyte, 130 pp., 1983, C. Henry Kempe Nationa7. Center for trie rievention
and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect, 1205 Oneida Street, Denver, CO,
80220, (303) 321-3963. (E)

Private zone FrancesiDayee/Charlet Prankl:In pressi 18409 90th Ave;
W.;
Edmonds, WA 98020, (206) 774-6979. (FiE)
This read aloud book for_young children teaches youngsters aL:oUt their
private zones_and encourages discussion between the adult and Child
reading the book together. Ages 4-10. $3.00.
Promise Not to_Tell Carolyn Polese, 65 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-8S2-KIDS. (E)
This courageous story shows clearly and with Sensitivity, the dynamics
of sexual assault of children. The young reader comes to understand the
confused feelings which unfortunately may prevent the victim from
telling. Helpful to parents and professionals
for prevention and
therapy.

Red-Flag-Green Flag People

J. Williams, Rape and Abuse Criais Center, Fargo,
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1980, Rape and Abuse Crisis Center, P.O. Box 1655, Fargo, ND
(701) 293-7273. (C,P,E)

58107,

A colorilig book with self-protection information and examples of good
touch and bad touch, which uses "red flag" or "green flag" people.
Appropriate for preschool through third grade.

The Rough Road

Margaret MacPherson, Harcourt, San Diego, CA, 1967, 191 pp.

(E)

This is the story of a boy who is abused by foster parents. He doesn't
learn there is another way until a man befriends him. He has a
courageous struggle to earn a place for himself in a hostile world.
Safety Zone Linda D. Meyer, The Chas. Franklin Press, 36 pp., The Chas.
Franklin Press, 18409 90th Ave. W., Edmonds, WA 98020, (206) 774-6979.
(P,E)

This book teaches skills to children for preventing child abduction.
Adult's
Hypothetical situations, safety tips, and games are used.
text includes information about resource organizations and what to do
if your child is abducted. Ages 4-11, $3.00 paperback.
Saving the Big-Deal Baby
42 pp;

Louise Arartrongi E.P. Dutton, New York, NY, 1980,

(A)

This story of a young couple and their baby shows how stress and crisis
create an abusive situation. The situation is resolved as they get help.
Suitable for young adults, low-functioning parents.
"School Report Packet" C. Henry Kempe National Center for the Prevention and
Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect, 1205 Oneida Street, Denver, CO,
80220, (303) 321-3963. (P,E)
Basic information on child abuse for students through 8th grade
postpaid.
The Safe Child Book

$3.00

Sherryi Kerns Kraizer, Dell Trade paperback, 127 pp.

(E)

This book is dedicated to having children be safe, and feel unafraid,
nurtured, comfortable. The effort is to strike a balance. Simple
guidelines are given.
Sexual Abuse, Alerting Kids to the Danger Zones Joe Berry, 48 pp.,
Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757,
1-800-892-KIDS; (E)
Types and causes of sexual abuse are discussed frankly.
Children can
learn to maintain their safety, by using guidelines for assertive
behavior. Fine illustrations. Ages 6-10, $5.95.

Sexualibusel=Information_lar_Preteens_and_Teenagers Austin Child Guidance
and Evaluation Center, Texas Abuse Services Div., Austin, TX, Austin Child
Guidance and Evaluation Center, 612 W. 6th Street Austin, TX 78701,
(512) 476-6015.

(A)

This booklet provides an overview of sexual abuse of preteens and
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teenagers and discusses means for preventing thug-6 and treating victims.
Semnat_Abnxiv L.t's Talk About It Margaret 0. Hyde, 96 pp., Kidsrights,
401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS.

(A)

A youngster can avoid bad touching by an adult. Such touching should
be reported and stopped. Both the victim and the offender can be helped.
Ages 10=17, $8.95.

Something_Happened_to_Me Phyllis E. SWeet, Mother Courage Press, Racine,
WI, 1981, 36 pp. NetWork Publications, 1700 Mission St., Suite 203
P.O. Box 1830, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1830, (408) 429-9822. (E)
Thiii book is meant to help the professional yho is working with children
Who have been sexually abused. The child is encouraged to speak of his
or her experiences and to realize he or she is not to blame.

Step_On A Crack Mary Anderson, The Book PreSS, Brattleboro' VT. (A)
Sarah has severe problemS With nightmares and compulsive stealing. A
friend helps her diecover the underlying cluses for this questionable
behaviorearly experiences in an abusive home. Suitable for adolescents
11 to 15.
Stop DoW_t_IMurtift American Humane ASSOCiatiOn0 9725 East Hampdeni
Denver, CO 80231, (303) 695-0811. (EA)

Mid id an informational brochure for children and adolescents. Child
abuse and neglect are addressed by responding to children's questions.
Information on local community resources is Hated. Order in lots of
1,000 and brochure will be modified to identify state resources.
(1,000 at $200.00, 2,000 at $240.00, 3,000 at $300.00)

StopIt!

Eric Berg, 1985, 16 pp., Network
Publicationt, 170P Mission St., Suite 203, P.O. Box 1830, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061-1830, (E)

This booklet, using cartoons, focuses on teaching children that adults
may not always be right. Children are given permission to trust their
feelings and act on them. Adult's guide available.

Strangers Don't Look Like the Big Bad Wolf Janis Buschman and Debbie Hunley,
32 pp., The Chas. Franklin Press, 7821 175th St. S.W., Edmonds,
WA 98020, (206) 774-6979. (E)
Four-year old Molly experienceS a number of situations where she learns
to be responsible for her ,..sn personal safety. This is an abductionprevention L-,00k for preschoolers.

Tell SoMeonel _eLic B/2rT, Network Publications, 19850 16 pp;0 Network
Publications, A00 Mission Street, Suitt 203; P.O. BO* 18300 Santa Cruz,
CA 95061-1830, (408) 42S)-9822. (E)

Children learn how to build a support system with those they trust.
They learn to feel comfortable about telling someone of embarrassing
experiences. For ages ten to twelve. Adult's guide available. Good
illustrations.
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TOp Secret:

Sexual Assault Information for Teenagers Only Jennifer Fay_
Jo_Flerchinger, King County Rape Relief, Renton, WA, 1982
King County Rape Relief, 305 S. 43rd St., Renton, WA 98055,
(206) 226-5062. (A)
Information is provided on sexual assault and self-protcction is
emphasized. For adolescent, twelve to seventeen.

"The Touch_Continuum"

C. Kent, Hennepin County Attorney's Office, Mound, MN,
4(2): 1-5,Feb., 1980; Hennepin County Attorney's
Office, Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Project, C-2100 GOv't Ctt., mpls.,
MN 55487, (612) 348-3091. (P,E,A)

in_ChiLdJCae_Resources

"The Touch Continuum" defines the entire spectrum of touching from lack
of touch to exploitative touch.
Touch Talk Eric Berg, Network Publications, 1985, 16pp., NetWork
Publications, 1700 Mission St., Suite 203, P.O. Box 1830, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061-1830,. (P,E)

With the aid of charming, cartoon-like illustrations, this booklet
teaches children to be aware of the wide range of different kinds of
touch, good, bad, and confusing.
It is to be read with children.
Adult's guide available.

Tough-Chauncey Doris Buchanan Smith, Wm. Morrow & Company, New York, 1974.
(A)

A thirteen-year old boy struggles with physical abuse by his grandfather
and neglect by his mother. A friend helps him find resources in the
community. Fifth through ninth grade.

Trust Your Feelings C.A.R.E. Productions Association, C.A.R.E. Productions,
Box L., #8 12th Street, Blaine, WA 98230, (604) )11-5116/or write
directly to Box 183, Surrey, British Columbia V3T 148, CANADA. (E)
This colorfully illustrated book defines good and bad touching and
suggests actions in response to bad touching.

A_Very Touching-Book Jan Hindman, NcClure Hindman Books, Durkee, OR, McClure
Hindman Books, P.O. Box 208, Durkee, OR 97905, (503) 877-2430. (P,E)
Children are taught to recognize appropriate and inappropriate touching.
K-6.

What If I Say No 28 pp., Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851,
Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (C,P,E)
This coloring book teaches children about their right to say, "Nol"
Various situations are used as examples and stories and activities on the
same theme are included. Ages 4-10.
"What If" Game, Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL,
32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (P,E)
This game's design helps children interact, with open discussion of the
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problem of sexual abuse. A group of_game cards astrawhat if" questions
concerning possible and actual sexual abUse situations. Ages 4-12,
adults.

What's_the-Matter With Kell ? Parents Anonymous, 16 pp., Kidsrights,
401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800=892=K/DS. (E)
This book carefully recounts the events of an incest case. The effects
on family, friends, and victim, alike, are noted.
This book has been
used successfully by many help groups. Ages 5-10.
The Standoffs,- Wheat, Patte, Winston Press, 430 Oak Grove, Mianeapolis,
MN 55403.

A paxnphet about touching for young children.

Teacher Training Manual, Sexual Abuse of Persons With Disabilities,_ Disabilities
Project, Seattle Rape Relief, 1825 S. Jackson, Suite 102, Seattle, WA 98144 (206)
325-5531 (Voice/TDD). A school-based approach to developing a special education
program concerning sexual exploitation. Includes guidelines for training of
professionals and parents about sexual exploitation of handicapped individuals.

special Education Curriculum on Sexual Exploitatiom, A Curriculum for Developing
Sexual Exploitation and Teaching Self-rrote Ave Techniques
an Awareness
Seattle Rape Relief, Developmental Disabilities Project, 1825 S. Jackson, Suite
102, Seattle, WA 98144.
"Ilio-Go-Tell," A child Frotection curriculum designed specifically for disabled
Lexington Center, Inc.,
preschool and early elementary school-aged children.
Lexington Center Foundation/Lexington School for the Deaf, 30th Avenue & 75th
Street, Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11370, (718) 899-8800.

Curricula for Use with Children and Adolescents
Please note: PACER does not endorse or promote any particular book or curriculum
listed. Before you use any of these materials we urge you to personally review
the books or curricula described. Prior to selecting these materials, it would
be helpful for parents and professionals to have a clear idea of their individual
goals and objectives.
AGE GUIDE:

(A) = Adolescent
(E) = Elementary
(P) = Preschool

MovEasy-Answers Illusion Theatre of Minneapolis, 528 Hennepin Ave., Suite
704, Mplt., MN 55403, (612) 339=4944 or Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland
P.O. Box 85', Mt. Dora, Florida 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (A)

Curriculum for junior and senior high school students prepared by the
theatre's director, Cordelia Kitnt.
It is a twenty-lesson program to
develL9 studentsc skills in communicating feelings and also to help
develop protection and prevention skills.

Nurturing ProgramA:Group Based Program for Parents and Children Ages 4 to
12 Years /Family Development Resources' Inc., 767 Second Avenue, Eau
Claire, WI 54703, (715) 833-0904; (PiE)
For use by professionals. Includes all facets of postive parenting.
Coloring book, games, and A-V scripts are among the materials in the
program. For example, "Red, White, and Bruises" is an A-V script which
discusses the limitations of hitting as a form of controlling children's
behavior. See description of similar program for young children.
Nurturing Program for Parents and Young Children, Birth_to_ 5 Years Old.
Family Development Resources, Inc., 767 Second Ave., Eau Claire, WI
54703, (715) 833-0904. (P)

For use by social workers, psychologists, elementary and special
education teachers, counselors, parent educators, etc.
Includes "fOie
and Benny," a set of pictures illustrating inappropriate physical hurting
touch, as well as "Scary Touch" Dolls, to be used in a discussion of
inappropriate sexual touch with children.
Itens can be ordered
separately or for $127.00 for the entire children's program.
Personal Safety and Decision Making. Recommended grade levels:
5-8/The
Committee for Children, 172 20th Ave., Seattlq, WA 98122, (206)
322-5050. (E,A)

Teaches young people to be assertive, resist peer pressure and sexual
exploitation. Techniques such as group discussions, role playing, and
analysis of story scenarios are used in helping this age group understand
sexual abuse. Comes with teacher's guide and reproducible homework
Sheet:4, $55.00.

Preventing Sexual Abuse Carol Plummer, 165 pp.
Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (E,A)
This curriculum offers activities and strategies for working with
children and adolescents. Separate curriculum guides for elementary,
secondary, and special school populations are included.
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Prevert'ng_Sexual-AbuSe of Persons with Disabilities--A-Curriculutn-for
Hearing Impaired, Physically DisabledBlind, and Mentally Retarded
Students. Bonnie O'Day, Minnesota Program for Victimt of Sexual Assault,
175 pp., 1983, Minnesota Program for Victims of Sexual Assault, 300
Bigelow Bldg., 450 N. Syndicate St., St. Paul, MN 55104.
(612) 642-0256
(A,E)

Professionals Who work with disabled persons should find this curriculum
udeful. It contains chapters on the vulnerability of handicapped
children, on sexual assault education for instructors, parent training,
and on the curricula for the individual handicaps. It also contains a
chapter on suggested modifications for younger students. Activities for
lessons are practical.
Respondl___Teaching-Children Self=Protection-Course Guide J. Anderson and
J. Benson, 80 pp. Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland, P.O. Box 851, Mt.
Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (E)

This ten lesson curriculmm addresses the student's Self=eSteem,
assertiveness, and response to danger at home and away. Children are
taught bo recognize and avoid abduction, physical abuse, and sexual
abuse. Ages 9-12, $12.50. A Student's handbook which aids in presenting
the ten letsons is also available.
Strategieb for Free Children 300 pp., $25.00 Kidsrights, 120=A, W. Fifth
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800=892=KIDS. (E)
Teaches children to prevent verbal, physical, and sexual assault.
Workshops for parents and teachers as well as a classroom workshop for
children, six to twelve, are included.
Talking About Touching Recommended grade levels, K-4/The Committed for
Children, 172 20th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122, (206) 322-5050. (E)
Phot'r)graphs and stories serve as a basis for classroom discussion.

Tea n's guide helps teachers recognize indicators of abuse.

Supersize,

$110., compact size, $70.

Talking About Touching With Preschoolers The Committee for Children, 172
20th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122, (206) 322=5050. (P)
This program contains 30 weekly lessons which have also been used with
EMR and LD students with success. Simple and effective illustrations or
photographs aid in helping the teacher use the self-contained teaching
unitS. Guide notes on the back of each story or picture clarify
specific objectives. The teacher comfortably can use suggestiond to
guide discussion. Super size, $80., compact size, $45.
Talking to Children/Talking to-Parents About Sexual Assault King County Rape
Center, 305 South 43rd, Renton, WA 98055, (-206) 226-0210, 68 pp. (E)
ThiS curriculum was nationally presented in the 1985 PBS TV Servied,
"Child_Sexual Abuse: What Your Children Should KnoW." A reSource for
teachers, parents, and professionals, it can be used with ages 6 to 12.
Includes the manual, He-TOld-MA Not to Tell.
(See Children's
Bibliography.)
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Pleade Not2: PACER (1-s pot endorse or promote any particular film or video
listed. Before you usc any of these audiovisual materials, we urge you to
personally review the materials.
It would be helpful for parents and
professionals bm have a clear idea of their indivdival goals and objectives.
*Code:

(A) = Adolescent
(E) = Elementary
(P) = Preschool

"Abused Adolescents Speak Out," 1/2" videotape, 26 min., Face to Face,
730 Mendota, St. Paul, MN 55106, (612) 772-2557 or 2539. (A)
This is a group discussion with four abused adolescents and a counselor.
They emphasize the need for support.
"Acquaintance Rape," 16 mm, four 8-minute segments, color. To purchase:
O.D.N. Productions, 114 Spring Street, New York, NY 10012, $490. Also
available through Minnesota Victims of Sexual Assault, 300 Bigelow
Bldg., 450 Syndicate St., St. Paul, MN 55104, (612) 642=0256. (A)
Designed to help in prevention of acquaintance rape; Sex role
stereotypes teenage sexuality, and communication breakdowns are covered;
Suitable for high school students;
"Better Safe Than Sorry-III," 19 min., Film Fair Communications, 10900
Ventura Boulevard, Box 1728, Studio City, CA 91604, (818) 985-0244.

(

)

Adolescent boys and girls are taught about the possible dangers of
sexual abuse, as well as how to avoid potentially dangerous situations.
Sequences are dramatized and common sense rules for personal safety are
taught.

"Boys Beware" (Third Edition), CD550593, color, 14 min., Davi8 Communica=
tions Media, Aims Instructional Media Services, Inc., c/1980. Rental
fee, $15.25, University Film and Video, U of MN, 3300 University Avenue
S.E., Mpld., MN 55414, (612) 373-3P10, 1-800-542-0013 in Minnesota. Out
of state, 1-800-847-8251. (E,A)
Boys should not be forgotten, as they too can be victims of sexual abuse.
The film uses three incidents, to teach boys to take some common sense
precautions. Boys learn that perpetrators can be people they know and
think they trust. Reporting is promoted.
"Bubbylonian Encounter: A Film for Children About the Sense of Touch," 16 mm,
1/2" or 3/4" video. Kansas Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse,
1983.
Kansas Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse, 435 S. Kansas,
2nd Floor, Topeka, KS 66603, (913) 354-7738.

This film uSeS "Bub," A tourist from the planet Bubbylonia, to humorously
teach about positive and negative touch, as well as forced sexual touch.
Positive examples are promoted so that good choices can be made.
(E)
"Child Molestation:

A Crimk ivgainst Children," 11 min., AIMS Media, 6901
72
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Wbodley Ave., Van Nuys, CA

91406, (4nA) 785-4/j.

(800) 367-2467;

(E,A)

The children in this film have been sexually molested by relatives and
have been helped by counseling.
They help others to understand what is
sexual molestation and what is not. Kids are taught to be careful
without paranoia. Ages 9-15.
"Child MoleStation: When to Say 'No'," AIMS Instructional Media,
Van Nuys,
CA, 1978, 13 1/2 minutes, 16 mm or video, AIMS Media, 6901 Woodley Ave.,
Van Nuys, CA 91406, (818) 785-4111 or (800) 367=2467. (E,A)

In four different examples, Sexual abuse is avoided because the child has
learned to say "no." Ages 10=16.
"Child Sexual AbUge=What Your Children Should Know," WTTW, Chicago, 16 trIM and
video.
Indiana University Audio-Visual Center, Bloomington, rN 47405,
(812) 335=8067; (LA)
This is a series of five programs, each for a different age or group-parents, grades K-3, grade8 4-7, grades 7-12, and one on_"Touch". With
Lindsay Wagner, Cordelia Anderson Kent, and the Seattle Illusion Theatre,
a small group of children discuss and demonstrate different kinds of
touch. Adult film uses studio audience. User guide available.
"Don't Get Stuck Ulere," 16 mm, color film, 14 min. Purchase from:
Research Use and Public Service_Division, Boys Town Center, Boys Town,
NE 68010. Available for rent from: Face to Pace, 730 Mendota,
St. Paul, MN 55106, (612) 772=2557 or 2539. (A)
For use with teenagers, this film, through actual interviews With abused
young:nerd, summarizes physical, sexual, and emotional abuse.
"Feeling Yes, Feeling No, #1," 13 min., National Film Board of Canada.
Perennial Education, 930 Pitne., Evanston, IL 60203, (312) 328-6700. (E)
FilM #1 ih tibia Series portrays positive and negative touching_SdeheS
as done by the Green Thumb Theatre Group, followed by_lively di:SOL:ea-dn.
The film teaches basic skills in self-worth, self-confidende, and Odd
judgement.

"Feeling Yes, Feeling No, #2," 14 min., National Film Board of Canada.
Perennial Education, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL 60202, (312) 238-6700.

(E)

Film #2 teaches children how to recognize sexual assault by Strangers.
"YeS" and "no" feelings are stressed.
Children_learn that not every
Stranger is dangerous, but are taught to identify potentially harmful
situations.
*Feeling Yes, Feeling NO, #3, 15 min. 40 sec., National FiIm Board of Canada.
Perennial Education, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL 60202, (312) 328-6700. (E)

The Green Thumb players role play children's reactions to common family
member assault situations. Children respond with self=help suggestions.
Children learn of sexual assault by family members or other trusted
persons.
M For Pete.s sake, Tell1, 111 35 mm or video, 10 min., Spanish VerSiOn
avail.
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Elaine, Krause, Krause House, Oregon City, OR. Krause House, P.O. Box
880, Oregon City, OR 97045/or Kidsrights, 401 S. Highland,
P.O. Box 851, Mt. Dora, FL 32757, 1-800-892-KIDS. (P,E)
Pete and Penelope Mouse help children learn how to avoid sexual abuse.
Teaching guide, related book and puppets available. Ages 3-9.
"Girls Beware" (Third Edition), CD552161, color, 12 min., Davis
Communications Media, Aims Instructional Media Services, Inc., c 1980.
University Film and Video, U of MN, 3300 University Ave. S.E., Mpls.,
MN 55414, (612) 373-3810, 1-800-542-00A in Minnesota, out of state,
1=800=847=8251. Rental fee, $13.80. (E,A!
Girls learn reSponsibility for their own safety as they mature.
Awareness of ways in which dangerous situations ean develop is built
through four dramatized stories.
The importance of reporting to trusted
adults is stressed.
"How Do You Tell," 13 min, J. Gary Mitchell Film Company, MTI Teleprograms,
Inc., 108 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL 60015, (312) 940-1260 or
(800) 323-5343.

(E)

This film helps kids to realize that positive peer pressure can help 4hen
they face tough decisions. Children are led in the direction of
independence, maturity, and caring.
"It Shouldn't Hurt To Be a Kid," 27 min., California Attorney General Office,
AIMS Media, 6901 Wbodley Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406, (818) 785-4111 or
(800) 367-2467.

(E)

Ricky Schroder and John Houseman narrate a film that defines child abuse,
t4aches how to recognize it, explains hoW to report a suspected case, and
what Will happen after the report is made.
"Never Say Yes to a Stranger," 25 min, MTI Film and Video & Cook County
Sheriff's Police Dept., MTI, 108 Wilmot Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015,
(312) 940-1260 or (800) 323-5343. (B)
Alex Karras and Susan Clark from TV's "Webster," help teach children
important safety rules.
Animated and live action situations are taken
from the book by Susan Newman.
"No Easy Answers," 16 mm, 1/2 " video 3/4" video, 50 min., Illusion Theatre of
Minneapolis, 1983;
Illusion Theater, 528 Hennepin Ave., Suite 704,
Mpls., MN 55403 (612) 339/4944. (A)
ThiS it; the adaptation of a theatrical presentation which answers
teenagers questions concerning sexual abuse prevention and sexuality.

"No More Secrets," 13 min., ODN Productions, 74 Varick St;; New York, NY,
10013;

(E)

Animated sections are used to deal with sexual abuse in a sensitive and
The aim is child sexual abuse prevention. The adult
Specific manner.
film, "Talking Helps," should be used by teacher/adult prien to use of
thie film for children.
"Some Secrets Should Be Told," 10 min;

Family Information systems
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Inc.,

452 Pleasant St., WatertoWno NA 02172, (617) 232-3737 or MTI
Teleprograms, Ind., 108 Wilmot Rai, Deerfield, IL 60015,
(800) 323=5343 (E)
A puppeteer helps children to be aware of the problem of sexual abuse.
Children learn to distinguish such abuse from normal affection. The film
stresses that telling an adult Whom they trust will take away unwarranted
guilt.
Professional counseling is promoted.
"Sometimes It's OK to Tattle," 12 min., Family Information_Systems, Inc.,
452 Pleasant St., Watertown, MA 02172, (617) 232=3737. (E)
A puppeter discusses child abute and neglect. Kids are advised to tell
the teacher or another truSted adult. Grades K-6.
"Strong Kids, Safe Kidd," 43 min., Paramount Video, VHS, $29.95, local video
StOtett_tit NOCE (National Committee for Citizens in Education)u 410 Wilde
Lake Village Green, Columbia, MD 21044, (301) 997=9300. #81.753. (E)
Henry Winkler, "Fonzie" from "Happy Days," helps teach skills to prevent
abduction and child molestation.
For school-age children, and parents, as
well, this is a well-prod.ced and informative effort. Utilizes cartoon
characters, child development experts, and TV personalities to good
advantage.
"Too Smart for Strangers" Video
Burbank, CA 91521.

Walt Disney, Distributed by Disney Studios,

"Touch," 16 mm, 32 min., IlluSion Theatre of Minneapolis, 1984. Illusion
The4
526 Hennepin Ave., Suite 704, Mpls., MN 55403, (612) 339-4944.
MTI
_aprograms, 108 Wilmot Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015, (312) 940=1260 or
(800) 323-5343. (E)
This film helps viewers decide on appropriate actions to abusive or
exploitive touch. It presents a balanced view concerning touch and
sexual abuse. K-6.
"What Tadoo," 18 min., J. Gary Mitchell Film Company. MTI Teleprograms,
108 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, /L 60015, (312) 940-1260 or (800) 323-5343.
Young children are taught fundamental rulet to protect themselves.
Music, live action, and puppetry Skillfully remind children about
strangers, threatening touches, and scary secrets. (E)
"Who Do You Tell," 16 mm, color, 11 min. To purchase: Motorola Teleprograms,
Inc., 4825 North Scott St., Schiller Park, IL 60176. Available to use
through: Minnesota Program for Vlctims of Sexual Assault, 300 Bigelow
Bldg., 450 N. Syndicate St., St. Paul, MN 55101 (612) 296-7084 or MTI
Teleprograms, 108 Wilmot Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015, (800) 323-5343
(E)
Using "real" and animated character:Ts, this film helps children discuss
scary and uncomfortable situations and what they would do about them.

"The Wizard of No," 18 min., J. Gary Mitchell Film Company, MTI Teleprograms,
Inc., 108 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL 60015, (312) 940=1260 or
(800) 323-5343. (E,A)
The "Wizard" acknowledges how difficult it is to make the correct
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decisions.
"No" can be used for a strategy for success.
fun film offers much wisdom. Grades 1-8.

This offbeat,

"Yes, YOu,Can Say NO," 19 1/2 min., Seattle Institute for Child Advocacy,
COMmittee fOr Children, 172 20th Avenue, Seattle, WA
98122,
(206) 322-5050. (E)
David, a ten-vear old, using inner resources and help from friends,
learns to be assertive in handling his problem with exploitive touch.

"Your Children Our_ChiAren: Neglect and Abuse." 1/2" or 3/4" video, Tom
GoodWin, Geraldine Wurzburg, and RTCA TV, St. Paul, MN 1984/KTCa TV,
1640 Como Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108, (612) 646-4611 (A)
Thid tape is one of five in a series devoted to issues relating bo
children.
It addresses the topics of emotions abuse, sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect. The narrator of the series is John MerroW
of National Public Radio's, "Options in Education." Aldo Suitable for
adult8. Teacher's guide for series available free by writing P.B.S.
Indide Delivery, 475 L'Enfant Plaza S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024.
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StAt' de ahd Lod& Resources on Child Abuse
This resource guide represents only a partial listing of available
resources dealing with child abuse.

LOCAL MSOURCES
Contact
Advocate For the Blind
916 Midwest Plaza West
St. Paul, :14 55402

645=3920

Alfred Adler Institute
1001 Highway 7
Bloomington, MN 55437

933-9363

Association for Retarded
Citizens of Hennepin Cty
2344 Nicollet Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Type nf Service
gal advocate

Education sessions on
parenting. They will also
provide a moderator for
other groups in the
community for parenting
education.
Counseling of families___
chilTireu
and adolescents
imehal retardation

674-6r50

orsexoally abused.
Individual and family
therapy.

Associatior foi Retarded
Citizens of Minh:sotil
3225 Lyniale Aveiv.ie Soutn
55408

Minneapolis, MN

24-hour hot3ine for people
who have qmstions regarding
aversive and deprivation
procedureS, vestions to be
asked before using such
procedures and_when they

827-5641
Toll-free:
1-800-582-5256
HOTLINE:
3-800-233-7027
)

should be stopped.

The BrAge for Runaway
Youth, Inc.
2200 Emerson Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Carver County Community
Court House, Box 7
Chatka, MN 55318

Early intervention with
nhvsically and sexually
=b1.,ive familieS.
Family
and individual counseling.
Shelter for
Support groups.
youth in crisis.

Administrator
377-8800

MR Worker
448=3661
Child Protection

CCATCH Comprehensive Clinic
for Abused fi Traumatized
Children
University of MN. Hospitals
6th Floor Mayo Bldg., Rox 95
Mpls., MN 55454
626-6577

Parent support groups for
families of children with
handicapt.

An outpatient mental health
clinic dealing with the
impact of abuse and psychological trauma.
It includes
a comprehensive service of
evaluation, treatment,
education and crisis relief
support.
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Catholid Charities
404 South Btb Street
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Chrysalis
2550 Pillsbury Avenue So

Minn.polis, MN

Individual and group
counseling. Family therapy
An1 marriage counseling.
Referral for child
protection.

340-7500

Individual and group
counseling. spe-cial
thildten'S qtmups.

871-2672

55404

.,v=mtion_program,
_:_.;ne schools (various

topics such as_drugs,
touch, self-esteem, social
skills); Sliding fee scale.

C.L.U.E.S.-Chicanos
Latinos Unidos En
Servicios

Comprehensive Epilepsy
Program
2701 University AVe SE
Suite 106
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Family and dOteratio sexual
abuse treatment; Individual
and_family counseling;
Counseling group for
nexually assaulted women.

Full range of pediatric
331-4477

neurology seices. OutpE-Adent and_inpatient
counseI'ng services.
Inpatient services connected
with Gillette Children's
Hospital

C(urage_Center _
3_i5_Golden_Valley Road_
Golden Valley, MN 55422

Individual and family
counSeling. _Psychological
testing_.
Preschool for
handicapped children.
Social and emotional support
groups offered at various

exi 152

timet.

CriGis Intervention
Center
701 Park,Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55415
Children's Home_Crisis
_Nurseries of St; Paul

2230 Como Avenue__
St; Paul, MN

55108

Hotline for potential child
abusers with information and
referral to other agencieS.

347-3172

CriSis intervention resource
for the entire family.
Provides a saft and nurturing_environment for children
of families in crisis who
need a temporary placement
outside of the home. The
placement is confidentid1,
free, and offered 24 hours
a_day for a maximum of 3
days. Temporary day care
is available for up to 10

Administrator
646-6393
Crisis Line:
641=1300
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days.

Cbmounity Health Care_
2016 16th_Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Social Service
Department
376-4774

Comprehensive services
include medical services,
physical exams, dental care
and social services
including counseling.

887-1577

Child abuse investigation,
assessment, foster care
placement, and family intervention.

Crisis Nursery-Mpls.
See Mpls. Crisis Nursery

Dakota County Human
Services
900 West 128th Street
Burnsville, MN 55337
Division of Indian Mork
3045 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55437

827-1795

Epilepsy Foundatio..
672 Transfer Road
St. Paul, MN 55114

646-8675

f MN

Family & Children's
ServirPd
414 Sou;
Minnearx

Counseling and support
groups for sexually abused
children.
Referral services
Counseling specifically
related to epilepsy. Shortterm crisis intervention,
referral and follow-up for
child abuse.

Intake
340-7444

Individual, child, & family
counseling, and education
groups. Sliding fee scale.
Parent's Anonymous (no fee).

11.1: Street

55404

Family Renewal Center
6401 France Avenue South
Edina, MN 55435

924-5900

Genesis II for Wbmen
310 East 38th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55409

348-2762

Gillette Children's
Hospital
640 Jackson Street
St. Paul, MN

Harriet Tubmin Shelter
P. 0.
7026 PoWderhorn
Station
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Individual and group
.ounseling.
Family
counseling - children's
services are free.
Programs f'r women facing
legal intervention for abuse
or neglect of their
children. Specialized
groups for child sexual
abuse perpetrators and
prostitutes.

201-284P, ext 230

Referrals for parents of
handicapped children to
support groups, respite
and residential care, and
other community services.
Shelter for battered women
and their children. Support
c-nu2s for both women and
children around abuse and
violence issues. Community
education in training professionals and lay people

827-6105

SR

working with the effects of
violence and abuse of
children. They also provide education in the
schools on sexual and
violence prevention.

Hearing Impaired Program
St. Paul Ramsey Hospital
640 Jackson Strect
St. Paul, MN

Individual
counseling
impaired.
resolution

221-2747

and family
for the hearing
Child abuse case
support services.

Hennepin County Community
348-3552
Services
Child Abuse and Neglect
Reporting
Hennepin Cty Government Center
Minneapolis, MN 53487

24 hour hotline (The hours
from 4 a.m. until 8 a.m.
messages will be taken on
a recorder.)
The hotline is
for reporting child abuse,
a place to get hel P.nd/or
referral to other agencies.

Illusion Theater
528 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55403

339-4944

Community outreach programs:
sexual abuse prevention programs for school children.
Curriculum available. New
program for adults is also
available.

Indian Health Board
Mental Health Unit
1315 East 24th Street
Minneapolis, MN

721-3200

Family assessment. Individual and family counseling.
Parent support groups.
Family violence program.
Slidi *g fee scale.

Jewish Family & Children's
Services
1500 South Lilac Drive
Golden Valley, MN 55416

Director
546-0616

Jewish Family Service
1546 St. Clair Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105

Coordinator

Lutheran Social Service
2414 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Individual and family
counseling. Sliding fee
scale. Big Brother and
Sister Program for children
with special needs.
Individual and family group
counseling. Sliding fee
scale.

698;;0767

Iatake
871-0221

Individual and family
counseling services.
Support groups on various
issues such as single
parenting, parenting a
handicapped child, teenage
sex offenders, etc.

MELD (M

sota Early
LearN , Design)
123 East Grant Stree:
Suite 612
Minneapolis, MN 55403

Family programs for new
870-4478

paients and "young momW
13-20;
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Mental Health Association
of Minnesota
328 Hennepin Ave. E.
mpls., MN 55414-1016

(612) 331-6840
1=800-862-1799

Minneapolia Children's
Medical Center
2525 Chicago A7enue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

874-6100

Minneapolis Crisis
Nursery

Therapy groups for
sexual abuse victims
and their parents.

A safe, temporary shelter
for children. The
purpose for placement iS to
prevent child abuse and
neglect in a family crisis
Situation.
Placement is
voluntary and free (must be
made by legal guardian) for
children_up to 6 yearg. It
is open 24 hours/day and
7/days a week. There is a
3 day maximum stay. They
Will consider children with
moderate disabilities.

729-5500

Wnn.

Public School:
Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
2.16 Up,

SI -?.c Ed Curriculum

627-3083

S.W. Crisis Team

Mihheapolit YoUth
_Diversion Program
202.5_Nicollet Avei #203
Minneapolis, MN 55 :4

Focuses on self-esteem and
mental health promotion.
Pamphlets and audio visual
materials on child abuse and
neglect. Program on
self-esteem, "Nobody Else
Like You" for elementary
school children.

Prevention curriculum for
students and inservice
training on child abuse for
teachers.

Cridid team, friendship
groups, and interface with
medical and mental health
community.
Counseling/Support groups
for girls, ages 11-17 who
are involved in prostitu-

871-3613

tion.

Minnesota Committee
641=1568
_-Prevention of Chi_
Abu-Se
123 Haat Grant Street

Information, referrals,
and education.

-,c)r_

#1110

Minneapolis, MN

55403

Minneseca State Council
for vile Handicapped

(612) 296-6785

Information and referral
resource.

Metzo Square Building
Suite 208
7th and Robert Street
St. Paul, MN 55101

National Federation of

Support groups for sighted
83

the Blind
C:lamber of Commerce Bldg.
15 :Iouth_Sth, Suite 715
Mittritr-15y MN 55402

(612) 332-5414

parents of children Who are
blind, supp-Irt groups for
blind parents with sighted
children. Phcne s pport,
Information, referral, and
legal advising. Working
with parents to sort .-ut
issues of blindness and
abuse.

Parents AnonkMOUS
430 Oak GrOVe Suite 810
Minheapolit, MN 55403

340-7431 (First Call
For Help)

Seifhelp_group_for_parents
whoifeel they are abusing
their child,or fear_the

theAposility Of doing So.
No fee.

Child dare free.

Program in Human Sexuality
University of Minnesota
2630 University Ave S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Intake,
376-7520

Individual, family, and
group therapy. Various
support groups. Work with
children, including the
disabled. Training and
educational programs for
both professionals and lay
people.

Ramsey County community
suman_servioes
Child Protection Reporting
160 East Kellogg Botlevard
St. Paul, MN 55101

298=5655
291=6795 (24 hours)

Child protection service.
Information and referrals.

Ramsey County mental
Health Clinid
529 Jackson Street
St. Paul, MN 55101

Rape and sexual Assault
center (NIP)
2431 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Individual and family
counseling. Will work with
families with handicapped
children. Sliding fee scale
for residents of Ramsey
County.

298-5544

Director
825-2409
825-4357 (rELP)
24 hour hotline

Individual and family_
counselingifor victims of
sexual assault. Various
support groups_(for motherS
of zibused children.dhildren,
teenagers, adults). Advocacy
Services_for_victims. Incest
treatment program_for all
or_part of the family,
beginning at age 3. Will
work with the handicappej.
Community outreach' education, and pravention
sexual abuse; :Aiding fte
scale.

Regloonses,ino.i

Responses,
is a publi, ,
non-rofit cemporaticn who-;,

_

KeSpOntieS tti End Abuse

722-1189

Of Children, Inc.
Health Assoc. Center

misrsion is to engage br.si=
nesses, labor, c :,rivate
84
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SUite 423
2221 University Ave_S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

St._Joseph's Home fot
Children-:
I121 Batt 46th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55407
_

health care in working
together with public
agencies in order to combat
family violence, child abuse
and neglect.

Central intake for all
children in Hennepin County
Who are homeless (5-17 years
old). Provides short-term
shelter, residential program
for emotionally disturbed
children, and a day treatment program for k-6th grade

827-6241

Scott County Human
Services_
Court House 300
Shakopee, MN 55379-1375

445-7751
Social Intake Dept.

Sexual Abdse Treatment
program
7066 Stillwater Blvd. N.
Oakdale, MN 55119

Intake,
777-5222
Hotline,
777-1117

Family sexual abuse program.
Individual and group counseling, including young
children, adolescents,
siblings and adults.
Advocacy services for victims. Community outreach
incluJing speakers in the
school system with programs
on "touch" and prevention
of sexual abuse. Handicapped clients we.;ome.
Sliding fee scale - open to
residents of Washington
County.

298-5898

S.O.S. provides 24 hour
crisis line for victims
of sexual assault. Face to
fece counseling of victimS

SCitual offence Services of
Ramsey County (S.O.S.)

Infant stimulation program,
child abuse investigation
and foster care placement.
Family reunification program

and family members.
Adc0Oady for_victims_with_
polite' court_and_protective
derVices. _Outreach through
community_education_on
sexual abuse prevention._
Professional training and
parent training on sexual
ztbuse;

Stt;'74a1 _Violence Cen*ar

IndwIdual and family
counseling for victims of
sexual abuse._ Full-range

1222_West 31st Street
E....;iney?olis, RN

St;408

individual_ advocaCy.

Various support_groups
offered. _Experience_
witing with didabIed
85

individuals and/or their
families. Community
outreach and education for
prevention of sexual abuse,
incl, "ng the mentally and
phys
handicapped.
Souths
enter
% 2448 lot. Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
Nurt'cr

Southside Life Care Center
4250 Upton Avenue
Minneaolis, MN 55410

Twin City Society for
Children with Autism
253 East 4th Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
United Cerebral Palsy
_Asgoc. of Minnesota
1821_University Ave
Suite 233
St; Pauli MN 55104
Uptown Mental Health
Center
2215 Pillsbury Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Wilder Foundation
Child Guidance Clinic
2480 White Bear Avenue
Maplewood, MN 55109

The

721-2762

-ic preschool and
for_parents

Mose lives have_been
affected_by physical,
emOticnal, sexual abUse
and neglect.

Provides low-cost health
care, pregnancy testing,
pre-natal services, and
Well=baby check-ups
(includes services for
pregnant mentally retarded
people).

922-6900

228-9074

Parent support group and
Sibling support group.
Family counseling.

484-0222

Information, referral and
ad,
icy, including child
abu
resources.

(612) 646-75

Psychological evaluation and
therapy - for individuals
and/or families experiencing
sexual abuse. Therapy
groups for victims and
offenders. Staff available
to speak to, professionals/
and/or parent groups about
chix aberl.

871-1111

Counseling for abuseu
children and their families;

Director
770-1222

Various support g.-7oups

Offered.

Sliding fed

scale.
rTATEWIDE___SERVICES

Center for Parents ane
Children
810 4th Avenue South
MOorhead, MN 56560

Adolescent offenders, child
and adolescent victims,
familLeS.

218/233=6158

Central Minnesota Sexual

Incest victims, offenders,
86

Abuse Treatment Program
Central Minnesota Mental
Health Center
1321 North 13th
St. Ci:Xi. MP
1;i7
Family Awareness rAd
Development Proyram
'jiver Mississippi Mental
Health Center
P. O. Box 649
1125 6th Street S.E.
Bemidji, MN 56601
Family Sexual Abuse
Treatme"'_ Program
WestiCentraI Community
Services Center
1125 S.E. 6th St., Box 787
Willmar, MN 56201

612/252-5010

218/751-3282

612/235-4613

Fmily Sexual Abuse
_Program
Lakeland Mental Health
Center
126 East Alcott Avenue
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Family Sexual Abuse
Program
Program for Aid to Victims
of Sexual Assault
2 East 5th Street
Duluth, MN 55805
Family Sexual Abuse
Treatment Program
Five County Mental Health
Center
P.O. Box 287
521 Broadway Avenue North
Braham, MN 55006
Family Violence Treatment
Program
Zumbro Valley Mental
Center
P.O. BOX 1116
Rochester, MN 55902
Nbrthern Pines_Mental
Health Center_

218/736-6987

218/727-4353

612/396-3333

507/288-1873

families; serves Stearns,
Sherburne, Benton and Wright
Counties.

Family sexual abuse; serves
Beltrami raid surrounding
counties.

Victims and offenders, all
ages; serves Chippewa,
Kandiyohi, LacQuiParle,
Meeke7, Renville and Swift
Counties.

VictiTz and oftenders,
families; serves Region IV
counties.

Victims
all ages.

-ffenders;

Victims and offenders;
families; serves Pinr
Isanti, Kanabec, CL rgo,
and Mille Lacs counties.

Adult iaceLt offenders,
families.

Incest offenders, victims.
612/632-6647

8,9 _Third Street S.E.

Second Floor
Little Falls, MN

Parents Anonymous
265 Oneida

56345

Provides self-help groups
for parents who fel they are

298-5731
87

Room 202
St. Paul, MN

difficulties.

abusing their child or fear
the possibility of doing so.
P.A. has chapters across the
country with weekly support
groups with other parents
who have similar

55104

Members can
call upon one another for
support, and encouragement.
P.A. also provides written
materials and referrals for
persons concerned about
abuse and resources for
starting P.A. groups
throughout the state.

Raoge Family SOcual Abuse
Treatment Program
Range Mental Health Center
P.O. Box 1188
Virginia, MN 55792

218/749-2881

Victims and offenders,
families.

507/452-7292

Aduit incest offenders;
victims and families.

Winona Marriage and
Paalily Service

157 Lafayette Street
Winona, MN 55987
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National ReSestitt66 on Child Abuse
Adam Walsh Child Resource Center
1876 N. University Dr., Suite 306
Pt. Lauderdale, FL 33322
(305) 475-4847

This organization lobbies for child protection legislation and educates
children about the prevention of abduction, abuse and neglect.
It was
founded in memory of Adam Walsh, whose abduction case attracted national
notoriety.
Adults Molested as Children United (NRACU)
P.O. Box 952
San Jose, CA 95108
(408) 280-5055
This is a self=help program. Members wrrk through weekly therapy groups
to resolve the probms and conflicts that the sexual abuse has caused
in their Jives. To find a local AMACU group, call the San Jose office.
Amer_icatv_Assoclation forProtecting Children A division of American Humane
Association
9725 E. ;ampden Ave.
Denvei, Colorado 80231
(303) 695=0811

Provides educa"onal material, program planning, consultation,
training and res,.arch, and statistics on abuse in an effort to
prevent the negle,A, abuse, and sexual exploitation of children
American Humane Association, Child Protection
P.O. Box 1266,
Denver, CO 80201/1266
Provides national leadership through training, consultation, research,
ae/ocacy and information dissemination.

Research & Education Productions Association
E. Productions
,

418--42th St.

41aine, WA 98230
(604) 581-5116/m: vr;te directly to:
Columbia, CANADA.

Box 183, Surrey, V3T 4W8, BritiSh

C.A.R.E. is a nonp,cf-it organization dedicated to the prevention of
child Sexual abuse.
,t sathers and distributes information, including
curricula, on child :.exual abuse for adults and children.
Center-on=ffunan_Pollcy
Syracuse University
216 Ostrom AVenue
Syracuse, NY 13210

The Center develops policy, conducts research, and disseminates
information on institutional care of individuals with handicaps.
89
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Deals

primarily with adult issues.

C--Henry-Kempe=National Center for the Prevention and Treatment of Child
Abuse and Neglect
1205 Oneida Street
Denver, CO 80220
(303) 321=3963
Diagnosis,_treatment, and research are provided. Publicationt are for
sale, annotated catalogues are available. Topic searches pablithed.
Research conducted in areas of child abuse.

Child Find
P.O. Bok 277
New Paltz, NY 12561
(914) 255-1848 or
(800) 431-5005, to give information on a miseing child
A service to help parents find their missing childzon.
It puolishes
the Directory of Missing Children, distributed to hospitals, schools,
police departments, etc.
Children's Defense_Fund (CDF)
122 C St;i N_AL
Washingtoni_DC 20001

(202) 6288787
Advocacy is provided in the areas of education, health care, and welfare
legislation. Staff lawyers work on class action suits only. Publighea
COF_Reports as well as a listing of children's advocacy groups through=
out the country.
Children's Legal Rights (CLR) Information and Training Program
2008 Hillyer Pl., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 332-6575
Furnishes information on children's rights. Trains social service
agency workers throughout the country. Publishes Children'S Legal
Rights_Journalrhe- Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Atsociation Dr.
Reston, VA 20091/1589

Publishers of Exceptional Children Journal, a profeszional journal
dealing with education and advocacy issues regarding exceptional
children. Research and dissemination of information.
qational Center for Missing and Exploited Children
1835 K Street N.W., Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 634-9821

Provides child protection information, trains law enforcement and social
services personnel and tracks missing children.
Iational Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
90
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Children's Bureau_

_

Administration for Children, Youth, and Famine&
Office of Human Development Services
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, DC 20013
(202) 755=0590
NCCANL(Nat'l_"_Center_on_Child-Abuse-and Neglect) Child Abuse Clearinghouse
Aspen,Systems
P.O. Box llR2
Washington,-DC 20013
(301) 251=5157

The Clearinghouse is_sponsored by the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Program
information, literature searches, and statidtical information are
available upon request.

National Child Abuse Coalition
Thomas Birch, Director
1125 15th Street N.W., Suite 300
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 293-7550
Involved in legal issues relevant to child abuse, including the
handicapped child's rights in cases of abuse.

National Coalition Against Domestic Violence
2401 Virgina Ave. N.W., Suite 306
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 293-8860
A national membership organization composed of independently operated
shelters for battered women and their families. To locate or telephone
a shelter in your area, write or telephone the coalition.

National Committeefor_Prevention- of-Child-Muse
332 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1250
Chicago, rE, 60604=4357
(312) 663=3520

The NCPCA is a vital_organization which provides extensive resource
lists, information, and creative impetus pertaining bo all areas of child
abuse_prevention, promotes the growth of local NCPCA Chapters, and__
sponsors a national conference on child Maude and neglect as_well as an
annual_national media compaign.
It hat a large publishing_department
which sells materials on a broad range of topics related to child abuse.

National-Committee for Prevention Of Child Abuse Publishing Department
P.O. Bdic 94283

Chidago, Illinois
(312) 663-3520

60690

Materials available include those on preventing child abuse, child abuse
prevention, research tindings, public awareness of these issues is
promoted.
National Directory of Children and _Youth-Services
91

P.O. Box 1837, 1761 Cover Port
Longmont, CO 80502
(303) 776-7539
Includes listings of 2,500 licensed private providers of services-residential care, treatment and assistance--for victims of child abuse
and neglect, sexual assault, rape, alcohol and drug abuse, plus help
for troubled youths.
Mnf4nnm1-rnnn1 Onannrnft-ronfnr, fnr rh+TA-KAonnzen, nnA Drnranfinn

American Bar Association, Attn. Child Advocacy
1800 M Street, NW, S-200
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 331-2250
Child Abuse Division: (202) 331-2234
A program of the American Bar Association, Young Lawyers Division.
The Resource Center's objectives are to increase professional awareness
and competency of the legal community in the area of child welfare
issues. Develops publications relating bo child abuse and neglect,
sexual abuse, permanency planning, child custody, foster care and child
and family development.
Office=of-_ChildliDevelopmerit-Region_V

(Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin)
300 SouthiWacker-Drive
Chicago, IL !60606
(312) 353-1781
Educational materials.
Parents=Anonymous_(P.A.)
6733_S; Sepulveda_Elvd;
Los Angelesi-CA 90045
(800) 421-0353
(call toll free to locate a local P.A. group.)
An_international self-help group for parents uncle: stress, who feel they
P.A. has
are abusing their child_ or fear the possibility of_doing so.
chapters across the country with weekly support groups with other parents
who have similar difficulties. P.A- also provides written materials and
referrals for persons concerned about abuse and resources for starting
P.A. groups throughout the country.

Parents United/Daughters and Sons United
P.O. Box 952
San Jose, CA 95108
(408) 280-5055
A national self-help organization with local groups.
Provides assistance
bo families involved in sexual child abuse and sponsors self-help groups
for adults who were sexually abused as children. Provides help bo child
victims of sexual abuse whose parents are in the Parents United program.
Parents United also sponsors the Institute for the Community As Extended
Family, which trains professionals to set up child sexual abuse treatment
programs.
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Regional-Child Abuse Center-Midwest_Parent/Child Welfare Resource Center
Center for Advanced Studies in Human Serviced
School of Social Welfare
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Milwaukee, W7 53201
(414) 963-4651
Information, training, and consultation;
St. Joseph Service League_Center-for Abused Handicapped Children
Boys TOwn National Institute
555 North 30th Street
Omaha, NE 68131
(402) 449-6600
A broad range of services including: Evaluation, assessment,
prescriptive intervention and comprehensive treatment recommendations
for abused handicapped children to parents, agencies, institutions,
and
private therapists across the country. Produces instructional materials
for schools, agencies, and institutions to be used in self-study,
workshops, and seminars.

Seattle Rape Relief_Disabilities Pro'ect,
1825 S. Jackson, Suite 102,
Seattle, RIA 98144,
(206) 325=5531 (Voice & TDD)

A nationwide resource and consultation center dealing with sexual
assault of persons with disabilities. Written resources and curricula
available as well as counseling and advocacy for assault victims
who
are disabled.

National Information Center for Handicapped Children and Youth (NICHCY)
P.O. Box 1492, Washington, D.C. 20013, (703) 522-3332
NICHCY is a free information service focusing on the needs of childre
and youth with handicaps. Services include: personal responses to
specific questions, referrals/sources of help, information packets, a
publications.

PACER CenterInc. (Parent Advocacy Coalition for Educational Rights)
4826 Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55417, (612) 827-2966 TDD & Vo
PACER Center, Inc. is a parent organization that provides a variety o
resources to parents of children with handicaps. One component of
PACER'S services is their child abuse project, LET'S PREVENT_ABUSE,
which_includes a resource manual and a prevention program for
handicapped and nonhandicapped elementary school children; Training
child abuse and handicapped children is also available.
Federation for Children With Special Needs, 312 Stuart Street,
2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116, (617) 482=2915

TAPP_is a project of the National Network of Parent Centers. It is
designed_to_assist both_established and developing parent centers
serving parents of children with special needs.
I 1-11-1
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APPENDIX A
MAJ( R LAWS ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT WHICH YOU MAY FIND USEFUL

I.

REPORTING_ OF THEAPLTREATMENT_OVKINORS

Minnesota Statutes Section 626.556
Purpose of
the law

Subdivision 1. Ptblic policy. The legislature _hereby
declares that the public policy of this state is to protect
children whose health_or welfare may be jeopardized through
physical _abuse., _neglect or sexual abuse; to strengthen the
family and_make the home, school, and_community safe for chil=
dren by promoting responsible child care in all settings; and
to provide, when necessary, a safe temporary or permanent home
environment for physically or sexually abused children.
In addition, it is the policy of this state to require the
reporting of neglect, physical or sexual abuse of children in
the home, school, and community settings; to provide for the
voluntary reporting of abuse or neglect of children; to require the assessment and investigation of the reports; and to
provide protective and counseling services in appropriate
cases.

Definitions
of neglect
and abuse

Subd. 2. Erefinitiont.
As used in this section, the
following terms have the meanings given them unless the specific content indicates otherwise:

ta)_ _"Sexual_ abused means the subjection by a person
responsible for the child's care, or by-a person in a-position
of authority, as defined-in section,609.341,_Subdivisioni10*
to any act-which constitutes a violation ofisections:609.342*
609.343, 609.344 or,609.345i or sections_609.364:tO_609.3644.
Sexual abuse: also _includes _any_ act_ which involves_ a minor
which-constitutes a violation of sections 609.321 to 609.324
or 617.246.
(b)- "Person__msporisible__for the child's care" means (1)
an_ individual lunctioning_mithin the family unit and having
responsibilities_for_the_care of_the-child such as a parent,
guardian,_ or _other_ person having_

care -responsibil

ties* or (2) an individual_functioning outside the family unit
and_having_responsibilities-for the care of the child such as a
teacher, school administrator* or other lawful custodian of:a
child having eitherfull-time-or short-term care responsibili=
ties _including, _but_not-limited to; day care* baby-sitting
whether paid or unpaid, counseling, teaching, and coaching.
(c)
"Neglect" means failure by-a person responsible for
a_chiles care to supply a child with necessary foodii cloth-

ing;--shetter-or- medical_care- when reasonably able to do soior
failure_to protect a-child from conditions or actions which
imminently and_seriously endanger the child's physical or men,
tal health when reasonably able to do so.
Nothing in this

section:shall_be_construed to (i) mean that-a_child is neglect,
ed:solelY-bedeUtethe Child's parent, guardian_or other_person

responsible_fdr his care in good faith-selects and depends
upon spiritdallheans or prayer for treatment:or care of disease or_reMedialitart_Ofthe Child,-or (ii),impose upon personsi_not_citheriite legally responsible for providing a child
with_necessary foodi Cldthingi shelter or medical care, a duty
to_provide thatzare_ Neglect:also:means "medical neglect" as
defined in section 260;015i subdivision 106 clause (e).

"Physical abUte means anyiphysical injury inflicted
(d)
by:a person responsible_for_the child's care on a child other
than_by accidental_ means, or_any physical -injury that cannot
reasonably be explained by the Child's history of injuries.
(e)

"Report" means_any_Teport receiVed_by the local

welfare agency_, police department or county sheriff pursuant
to this section;
(f)

"Facility" means a Aay care facility, residential
agency, hospital, sanitorium, or other facility

facility,
or institution required to be licensed pursuant_to sections 144.50 to 144.58, 241;021, or 245;781 to 245.812.

"Operator" means an operator or agency as defined in
(g)
section 245.782.
(h)

"Commissioner" means the commissioner of human

services.

"Assessment"_includes_authority to__ interVieW_the
-(i)
tat7ei
thildt the person or persons _responsibie for_the
the- alleged perpetrator,and any other_person_with knOWledge
of the abuse or neglect for the purposeof_gathering theladtt,
assessing the risk to the child, and formulating a plan;

"Practice of:social services,"_for the purposet:of
(j)
Subdivision 3, includes but is not limited to employee attit=
tance counseling.
Who.must
report

Sob& 3. -Persons mandaten_to_report;__ (a) Jk_profession,
al bt hiS delegate, who is engaged: _in :the practice_o_f_the
SOCial :services, hospital: administration,
healing _artti
psyChOlOgidal ot ossOiatric trealpent, child:care,_education,
or law_enfOrdeMentiwhO knowsiorihas reason to -believe _a child
is being_Aidgletted or physically or isexually::abused _shall
immediately: rep&t the :information ,to :the-local_ welfare
The-police
agency, IJiblittidtpaetment tit theicounty sheriff;
department:Or:the County_sheriffc upon_receiving a_report,
shall iMMediattly nOtify the_local welfare agency orally and
Theltital_ welfare :_agency,_ upon receivin _a
report, Shall iftedittely notify the local_police department
The county
or_theL tounty Sheriff orally_and_ in_writing_._
sheriff and the head of every local welfare agency and police
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department shall- each designate a person-within their agencyi
department* or-office who-is responsible for ensuring that the
notification duties of- this- paragraph and paragraph (b) are
Nothing in this-subdivision shall be construed
carried:out.
to require more_than one report from any institution, facili=
ty, school or agency.

WheinAt
report

(b)

Any person may voluntarily-report to the_ local:wel.,

fare agency, police departMent or _the_county sheriff ffihe
knowsi:has reason: to believn4 or .suspects a .child is being
neglected_or: subjected: to physical _orsexual abuse.
The
police departMent or the county_ sheriff, _uport:receiving a
report, shall irtmlediatelynotify: the-local welfare agency
orally _and in writing:.- The_local welfare agencyi upon:re,
ceiving_a: report, _shall immediately:notify the local police
department or the county sheriff orally and in writing;
:

_.

(d) A person mandated to:report physical ar_sexual child
abuse or neglect_occurring_within
_licensed_facility_shall
reportthe information_to_ the agency_responsible for_licensing
the facility._ A health_or corrections_agency _receiving a
report_may_request_the_local_welfare agency to_provide assistance pursuant to subdivisions 10, 10a, and 10b.

Feedback
upon
request

-(d)- Any person mandated to report shall, upon-request to
the local welfare-agency, receive-a summary of the disposition
of-any report made by-that reporter,:unless-release would be
detrimental-to the best interests of the child. Any person who

is not mandated to report shalL upon request to the local
welfare agency, receive a concise summary of the disposition
Of any report made _by that reporter, unless-release would be
detrimental to the best interests of the child.
(e)
For purposes of this subdivision, "immediately"
means as soon as possible but in no event longer than 24 hours.

Subd. 3a. Report of deprivation of parental rights.
A
person mandated to report under subdivision 3, who knows or
has reason to know of a violation of section 609.26, shall
report the information to the1 local police department or the
county sheriff.

Receipt fay a local melfare agency of a report

or notification of a report of a violation of section 609.26
shall not be construed to invoke the duties of subdivisions 10, 10a, or 10b of this section.
Lmmunity

Subd. 4.
Lmmunity from liability.
(a)
The
following
persons are immcne from any civil or criminal liability that
otherwise might result from their actions, if they are acting
in good faith:
(1)

any person making a voluntary or mandated report

under subdivision 3 or assisting in an assessment under this
section; and

(2) any public or private schooli facility as defined in
subdivision 2i_ur_the employee_of Any public or_ private school
or facility who_pendts_actess by a local welfare _agency ,or

local-law-enforcement-agency_ andassists in an investigation
or assessment pursuant to subdivision 10;
A -person who is_ a_supervisor or_ sociAT worker
(b)
employed by a local welfare_ agency complying with _sabdivisions 10 and 11 or any, related rule_ or provision:of laW it
immune from any civil or criminal liability that might otherwise rEsult from the persoes acttons; if the person is acting
in good faith and exercising due care;

TO

This subdivision does-notprovide_immunity to any

person for failure to make a required-report or_for_cnmmitting
neglecti physical abuse4 or sexual abuse of a child;

(a) An employer_ of
Subd. 4a, Retaliation prohibited;
any Person required to make reports-under_subdivision 3 shill
not retaliate against the person for_reporting_in_good faith
a'uuse or neglect pursuant to this-sectionir_or_against a_child
With respect to whom a report is made; because of the report;
(b) -The employer of any person-required_to report_under
subdivision 3 who retaliates against-the person_because_of_a
report of abuse or neglect is liable to that person for actual
damages and, in addition, a penalty up to $1,000;

(C) There shall be -a rebuttable ipresumption_tat any
adverse action:within 90 days-of a report is retaliatory; For
purposes of this: paragraph,: the term "adverse action" refers
to_actionitaken by-an:employer of a person required-to report
under subdivision 3 which is-involved in a report against the
person making the_report or:the Child with:respect to whom the
report_vasinade because of the report, and includes, but is not
limited to:

(1) discharge, suspension, termination, or transfer from
the facility, institution, school, or agency;
(2) discharge from or termination of employment;

(3) demotion or reduction in remuneration for services;
or

(4) restriction or prohibition of access to the facility,
institution, school, agency, or persons affiliated with it.

Falsified reports. Any person who knowingly
_Subd. S.
or recklessly makes a false report under the _provisions of
this_section shall be liable in a civil suit for any actual
damages suffered by the person or persons 1so reported and for
any punitive damages set by the court or jury.

Penal ti es
f dt

NOT_
reporti ng

Subd. 6. Failure to report.
A person mandated by_this
section_to report :Who knows or:has reason:to believe that a
Child is neglected or- physically or sexually abused, as_ de,
fined in subdivision 2, and fails to report is guilty of a
mi sdemeanor
Subd._ 6a.
Failure to_notify.__If a _local _welfare agency
receives a _report under__ subdivision 3, paragraph (a) or (b)

and fails to notify the local police--department or county
sheriff _as required -by subdivision-a; paragraph -(a) or (b),
the--person within the-agency- who is responsible for ensuring
that -notification is- made shall be subject to- disciplinary
action in keeping with-the agency's existing policy or collec=
tive bargaining agreement on discipline -of employees;
If a
local police department or a county sheriff receives a report
under subdivision 3, paragraph (a) or -(b) and fails to notify
the -local welfare agency as required by subdivision 3, paragraph (a) orthe person -within the police department or
county sheriff's- office who is responsible-for ensuring that
notification is made shall be subject to disciplinaryiaction

4),

in keeping with the agency's existing policy or collective
bargaining agreement on discipline of employees.
What the
report must
contain

Sub-& 7. -Report.
-An oral report shall be made immedi,
ately by telephone :or otherwise.
An: oral report made_ by:a
person required under subdivision 3 to report_ shall be fol,
lowed as soon as_possible by_ a report in _writing to_ the _ppm,
priate police_ departinent, :the county Sheriff or local :welfare
agency._ _Any _report shall -be of sufficient__content_to_identify
the_ _Ch i ld, any: person: be 1 ieved to be respons ib 1 e_ for__ the_ abuse
or : neglect of the _ th ild __if :the person is __known,: the_ nature and
_

What is_
done with
the report

extent of the-abuse or _neglect and the name and address of the
reporter; Written reports_ rece tved by a _po 1 ice department_ or
the_ county_sheriff _shall_ be_ forwarded_ _immediately_ to_ the,, local

welfare_ agency.
The_police_ department or the_ county
may_keep_copies_of reports_received _by them._ Copies of
reports received by a_ local welfare _department_ shall
warded _immediately to the local police department

sheriff
written
be for-

or the

county sheriff;

A written copy of a report maintained by personnel of
agencies, other_than welfare ar law enforcement agencies,
which are subject to chapter 13 shall be confidential.
An
individual subject of the_ report may obtain access to the
original report as provided by subdivision 11.

Evidence
is not
husband-wife,
physician,
chiropractor,
registered
nurse,
psychologist

Sub& 8. _Evidence_not privileged. _No_evidence relating
to_the neglect or abuse of_a child or to any prior incidents of
neglect or abuse involving _any of the same persons accused of
neglect or abuse shall be excludea in any _proceeding arising
out of the alleged neglect or physical or sexual abuse on the
grounds of privilege set forth in section- 595.02, subdivision 1, paragraphs (a), (d), or (g).
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Reporting:
tb_medical
examiner:in
the:event
Of death

Mandatory reporting to a medical exaniner or
9.
When a person required to report under the provisions_of subdivision 3 knows or has reason to believe a child
has died as a result of neglect or physical or sexual abuse, he
shall report that information to the appropriate medical examiner or coroner instead of the local welfare agency, police
departnient or county sheriff. Medical examiners or coroners
shall notify the local welfare agency or police department or
Subd.

coroner.

county sheriff in instances in which they believe that the
child has died as a result of neglect or physical or sexual

The medical examiner or coroner shall complete an
investigation as soon as feasible and report the findings to
the police department or county sheriff and the local welfare
abuse.

agency;
Suldi,_ 10.

Duties of local welfare agency and local laW

enforcement_agency_upon _receint of a report.

(a)

If the re-

port alleges neglect, physical abuse, or sexual abuse_ by a
parenti guardian, on_individual functioning within the family
unit as a_person_ responsible_for the child's care, the local
welfare agency shall immediately conduct _an assessment and
offer protective_ soc_ial _services _for purposes of preventing
further abuses, safeguarding _and enhancing the welfare of_the
abused or neglected minor, and preservl ng_ family life whenever
possible. When necessary the local _welfare agency shall seek

authority to renove the child from the custody of his parent,
guardian or adult with whom he is living In performing any of
these duties, the local welfare agency shall maintain appropriate records.
_(b)_Authority_of_the local _welfare agency_responsible for
assess i ng __the child abuse _rep_ort _and of_ the_ 1 oca 1 I aw_ enf orce,

ment agencj_ _for _investigating the allejed_ abuse_ includesi_but
is__ not_ 1 imited to, _authority_to___intervi ew,_ without _parental
consent, -the_alleged_victim and_ any_ other minors_ wha currently

Interviews
on school

property

reside with or who have resided with the alleged perpetrator;
The interview may take place- at school or at any facility or
other place_ where _the:alleged victim or other minors might be
found_ and may_ take: place_outside the _presence of the: perpe,

trator or_parent, legal custodian, guardian,: or_ school off i4
cial._ Except as provided_in this__ clause, the_parent, legal
custodiani _or_ guardian _shall be notified by the responsible
_

local___welfare or law enforcement agency no later_ then_ the
conclusion of _the _investigation or assessment_that

_Notwithstanding rule 49.02 of the
Minnesota Rules_of__Procedure for Juveni le Courts_i the_ juvenile
view_ _has _occumeck

court_ may_i_ _after_ hearing_ on _an _ex parte_ motion__by __the local
welfare agency; order that ;_where_ reasonab le_ cause_ exi sts ,_ the

khool may
not disclose
to parent

agency withhold notification of_this_interview_from the school,

p arent ,__ legal_ custodi an, or -guardi an._ __If the interview _took
place_ or_is_to_take place_ on_ school property;_the order _shall
specify_ that _school officials may _not__disclose_ to _the parent,

legal custodi an, or guardian_ the contents_ of_ the notification
to interview the child on school property; as

of intent
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paragraph
(c),
and
any
other
related
provided
under
information regarding the interview that may be a part of the
A copy of the order shall be sent by
child's school record.
the local welfare or law enforcement agency to the appropriate
school official.
School
entitled_
toiwritten
notice
_

_

(c)- When the -local welfare or local law enforcement
agency determines that an interview should take place on
school property, written notification of intent to_interview
the child on school:property :must be received by school
The notification shall
officials prior to--the interview.

include the name of the child to be interviewed, the purpose of
the -interview,: and: a reference to the statutory authority to
For interviews
conduct an interview- on school property.
conducted by the local welfare-agency,: _the notification shall
be signed by the chairman of the county:welfare board or hiS
designee.The notification shall be private data on
individuals: subject to the :provisions of- this paragraph.
School:_officials :may :not disclose to the: parent, legal

custodiani_or guardianthe contentsof_the notification orany
other:_related :information :regarding_ the_ interview_until
notified in writing Ay_the local welfare or law enforcement
or -assessment__ has_ been
agency that the- investigation
that: ttme, _the local_welfare _or law
Akitil
concludedienforcement agency shall be solely responsible_ for any
disclosures_regarding the nature of the arsessment or
investigation.
Conditions
of interview-on
school
premises

Except where the allegedperTetrator is believed-to be-a
school_official_or employee,-the ttme_and place,-and manner of
the- Anterview--on- school _premises shall-be- within the dis-

cretion of school officials, but- the local welfare or law
enforcement- agency shall- have the exclusive authority to
determine who may attend the interview; The conditions as to
time, place, and manner:of-the interview- set by the school
officials shall be reasonable and the interview shall be
conducted- not more than-24 hours after- -the receipt of the
notification-pnless- another time- is -considered -necessary by
agreement between-the scnool-officials and the local welfare
or law- enforcement agency.- Where the school fails to comply
with the provisions of this paragraph, the:juvenile court may

order the school to comply.
Every effort must be made-to
reduce the disruption of-the educational program of the child,
other-students, or school staff when an interview is conducted
on school premises.
(d)
Where the perpetrator or-a person responsible for
the-care of the alleged victim or other minor-prevents access
to the-victim:or other minor:by the local_welfare agency, the
juvenile court May order the parents, legal:custodian, or

guardian to produce the

alleged victim or other minor for

questioning by the local welfare agency:or local law enforcement agency out$ide the: presence of the perpetrator or any
person responsible for the child's:care at reasonable places
and times as specified by court order.
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Before making an order under paragraph (d), the
court shall issue an order to show cause, either upon its own
motion or upon a verified petition, speeifying_the basis for
(e)

the requested interviews and fixing the time_and._place of the
hearing._ The order to show cause shall be served _personally
and shall be heard in the same manner_as provided in_sather
cases in_ the juvenile court. The court shall consider the need
for_appointment of a guardian ad litem to pratectttua best
If a guardian ad litem_is appointed,
interests_of the child.
he shall be present at the hearing on the order to show cause.
Facilities
must permit
investiga=
tions and
access tu
records

The_damissioner, the local welfare agencies responsible for investigating reports, and the local law enforcement
agencies have _the right to enter facilities as defined _in
subdivision_2 and to inspect and copy the facility's records,
including medical records, as_part of the investigation. _Not,
withstanding_the provisions of chapter 13, they alsa have the
right to inform the facility under investigation that they are
conducting an investigation, to disclose to the facility_the
names of the_individuals under investigation for abusing or
neglecting a child; and ta provide the facility with a copy of
the report and the investigative findings.
(fl

If the rephysical_abuse,
or
sexual
abuse by a
port alleges neglect,
the
child's
care
functioning
outside
person responsible for

Sub&-_ 10&_Abuse outside_the family unit.

the family unit in a setting other than a facility as aefined
in subdivision 2, the local welfare agency shall immediately
notify the appropriate laluenforcement agency and shall offer
Appropriate social services for the purpose_ of safeguarding
and enhancing the welfare of the abused or neglected minor.
Investiga=
tions of
abuse and
neglect in
facilities

Duties of commissioner; _neglect or abuse in a
-SUbd. 104.
a)
If
the report -al leges_that a _child in :the: taee
facility.

Of:A fatility as defined in subdivision 2_is_neglectedi_phyti=

dallyiabUSed, or sexually abused_by an individual_in that
fitilityi the commissioner-shall immediately_investigate- The
committiOner- shall -arrange -far_ the_ transmittal _to him Of
repartt eeteived- by-local agencies_and may_delegate to a_local
welfare agency the duty to investigatereports. In conducting
an_invettigatian under this section;_the_coanissioner_has the
powers _and duties specified _for local welfare agencies_under
The commissioner,or locallmelfare_agency may
thit tettion.

interVieW any children who are or have been An the care of A
fatility under investigation ind their parents; guardians, de
legal custodians.
Notice_
to parents
before
children are
interviewed

(b) Prior to any_ interview,_ the commissioner or local
welfare agency shall provide the following information to the
pai-ent, guardian, or legal custodian of a child who will be
interviewed:- _the name of the_facility; the fact that_a report
alleging neglect,_physical_abuse, or sexual abuse of a child
in the facility has_been received; the nature of the alleged
neglect, physical abuse, or sexual abuse; that the agency is
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conducting an investigation; any protective or corrective
measures being taken pending the outccme of the investigation;
and that a written menorandum will be provided when the invesIf reasonable efforts to reach the
tigation_is completed.
parent, _guardian, or legal custodian_-of a child in an out-ofhome_placement have _failed, the child may be interviewed if
there_is reason_ to_believe the interview is:necessary to protect the child Dr other children in tt-,« facility.

The minis-

sioner_or local_ agency must prtvide tne information required
in this subdivision _to the_parent, guardian, or legal custodian of _a child_ interviewed without parental notification as
soon as possible after the interview.
Medical
neglect
investigations

Sub& _.10c__Duties of the local_social service agency upon
If the_report_alleges
receipt of _a roport of medical neglect.
medical neglect as defined in section_260.015, subdivision 10,
clause (e), the local _welfare_agency shall, in addition to its

other duties under this section, immediately consult with
designated hospital staff and with the_ parents of the infant
and
hydration,
to
verify
that
appropriate
nutrition,
medication are being provided; and shall iarnediately secure an
independent medical review of the infant's medical charts and
records and,
if
seek a court order for an
necessary,
If the review
independent medical examination of the infant;

or examination leads to a conclusion of medical neglect, the
agency shall intervene on behalf of the infant by initiating
legal proceedings under section 260.131 and by filing an
expedited motion to prevent the withholding of medically indicated treatment.
Notification
to parents
of alleged
victims

Subd. lOd.
Notification of neglect or abuse in .a
facilityi (a) When a report is received_that alleges neglect,
physical abuse, or sexual abuse of a child while in the care of
required
to
he
licensed pursuant _to _seca facility
tions 245.7111 to_ 245.812, the comissioner or local welfare
agency_investigating_the_ report shall pro_vide _the following
information _to _the _parent, guardian,_ or_ legal_ zustodi an_ of a

child alleged_to have been neglected,- physically abused, or
the_ name of_the_fac_ility;__the fact_that a
sexually abused:
report alleging_heglect, _physical abusei_or sexual_ abuse of a
child_in the lecility _has been_ received;_ the_ nature of the
alleged neglect,_physical abuse, _or_ sexual abuse; that the
agency_ is conducting_ an investigation; _any _protective _or

corrective measures_ being taken pending the outcome of the
investigation;_and_that a written memorandum will be provided
when the investigation is ccmpleted.
Di screti on-

ary notice
to other
parents

local welfare agency may also
The conmissioner
_(b)
provide the information in pa agraph (a)_ to the parenti_guardian, or legal custodian of any other child in the facility if

the investigative agency knows or has reason to believe the
alleged neglect, physical abuse, or sexual abuse has occurred.
In determining _whether to exercise this authority, the carmissioner or local welfare agency shall consider the seriousness
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of the alleged_negleoti_physicat abuse, or sexual abuse; the
number of children allegedly neglected, physically abused, or
sexually abused; the number of_alleged_perpetrators; and the
The facility shall be notified
length of the investigation.
whenever this discretion is exercised.
Mandatory
iemoranda
to parents

DiscretiodarYmemoranda
to other
parents

When the commissioner or local welfare agency has
(c)
completed its investigation, every_parent, guardian, or legal
cuStodian notified of the_investigation by the commissioner or
local welfare agency shall be provided with the following
information in a written memorandum:_ thename of the facility
inveStigated; the nature of the _alleged neglect, physical
abuSe, or Sexual abuse; the investigator's name; a summary of
the investigation findings; a statement whether the_report was

found to be subStantiated, inconclusive, or_false; and_the
protective or corrective measures_that are being_or will be
taken. The memorandum shall be written in a mAnner that protects the identity of the reporter and the child and shall_not
contain the name, or to the extent possible, reveal the_identity of the alleged perpetrator or of those interviewed during
the investigation._ The commissioner or local welfare agency
shall also provide the Written.memorandum to the parent,
guardian, or legal custodian of each child in_the facility:if
The commissioner or local wel.,
the report is substantiated.
fare agency may also_provide the written memorandum to the
parent, guardian, or legal custodian of any other child in the
facility if the investigation is inconclusive. The facility
shall be notified whenever this discretionary authority is
exercised.

Records

All records concerning individuals
Slibdi U. ReCords.
maintained bY a lddal_welfare_agency under this:section, in,
chiding any Writtenreports filed under subdivision 7, shall
be_private_data_bn_individuals, Lexcept tnsofar as_ copies of
reports_are required bysubdivision 7 to be sent to the local
police department or the :county_sheriffi_and except as other7

Report records
wise provided in tubdivisions_10b and 10d.
maintained_ by_ any:police department_or the_ -county sheriff
shall be private data_on individuals exceptithe_teports shall
be made available to the investigating,:petitioning, or prose=
cutin authority; The welfare board shall make available to
the investigating,_petitioning, or_prosecuting authOrity:any
records which _contain information relating tO a spgcific
incident of neglect_or_abuse,which is under: invettigation
petition, or prosecution_and_informationrelating tO any peioe
incidents of neglect or _abuse involving any of the samg
The_yecords_shall _be collected:and maintaiiied_in
persons;
accordance with the_provisions of chapter_13 :_In CondUtting
investigations_and assessments pursuant to _nit tettiOni the
notice reppired by,section 13;044_subdivision 2, need hdt be

provided to a minor under the age of 10 whoLit Vie allgggd
An_individualsubject of A recOrd
victim of abuse or neglect
in _accordance With _thdte
to
the
record
shall have_ access
the reporter shall be
name
of
except
that
the
sections,

is
under
or
while :the
report
assessment
confidential
as
otherwise
investigation
except
permitted
this
by_
Any_ person conducting an investigation :or
subdivision.
assessment under this section_ whO intentionally discloses the
identity_ of a reporter prior _to the completion ofi_the
investigation:or assessment:is guilty ofa_ misdemeanor. After

the assessment or investigationis completed, the name of the
reporter_shallibe:confidential but shall be accessible td the
individual subject of the record upon court order.
:Notwithstanding _sections 138.163: _and:138.17, records
maintained_by_localiwelfare agencies., the:police department or
county: sheriff under this Lsection shall be destroyed it
described in clauses (a) to (d):

(a) __If_upon_assessment_or investigation_a_report_is
found_to be:false, notice of intent to destroy_records of the
report shall_ be_ mailed to_ the individual__ subject__of the
report._ At_the subject's request the records shall_ be main-

tained as private data;
If no request from the subject is
received within 30 days of mailing: the notice of intent to
destroy, the records shall be destroyed;
(b)
All records relating to reports which, upon assess=
ment or investigation, are found to be substantiated shall be
destroyed seven years after the date of the final entry in the
Case record.

All :records of reports which, upon initial assess(c)
ment or investigation._tannot be substantiated or disproved:to
the satisfaction of the local welfare agency, local police
department or county sheriff may be kept for: a period of one
year.
If the local welfare agencyi local police department or

county sheriff is unable to substantiate the report within
that perfodi eezh agency unable to substantiate the report
shall_destroy_its records relating to the report in the manner
provided by clause (a).

i(d) :Any notification of Intent_to interview which_was
received by _a school :under: sUbdivisfon:_I0i paragraph (c)i
shall be destroyed:by the_school when ordered to doso by the
agency conducting the: assessment or_investigation; The_agency
thall :Order the destruction of the notification when_other
records relating to the report:under investigation or assessment are destroyed under this subdivision.
Silb&_11a
Disclosure of information not_required in
When _interviewing a minor under_ subdivicertain cases
sion 10; an_individual does not include the parent or guardian
of the minbr for purposes of section 13.04; subdivision 2,
when the parent or guardian is the alleged perpetrator e the
abuse or neglect;
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Subd. 12. Duties of facility operators. Any operator,
employee, or volunteer worker at any facility who intentional=
lY neglects, physically abuses, or sexually abuses any child
in the care of that facility may be charged with a violation of
Any operator of a
sectionS 609.255, 609.377, or 601.378.
facility who knowingly permits conditions to exist_ which
result in neglect, physical abuse, or sexual abuse of a child
in the care of that facility may be charged with a violation of
section 609.23 or section 609.378.

Application of data practices act; The classification of reports and records created or maintained for
the purposes of this Section shall be determined as provided
by this section, notwithstanding any other classifications
established by chapter 13.
Subd. 13.

II.

NEGLECT AND DEPENDENCY STATUTES
Minn. Stat. 260.015, Subd. 10

'NEGLECTED CHILD MENG A CHILD:
(a) Who is aoandoned by his parent, guardian or other custodian; or

(b) Who is without proper parental care because of the faults or
habits of his parents, guardian or other custodian; or
(c) Who is without necessary subsistence, education or other care
necessary for his physical or mental health or morals because his parent,
guardian or other custodian neglects or refuses to provide it; or

(d) Who is without the special care made necessary by his physical

or mental condition because his parent, guardian or other custodian
neglects or refuses to provide it; or
(e)

Whose

occupation,

behavior,

condition,

environment

or

associations are such as to be injurious or dangerous to himself or
others; or

(f) Who_iti.living :in a facility forifoster care which is_ not
licensed as required by lawi unless the child is living in the facility
under court order; or

_(g)_Whose parent, guardian or custodian has made arrangements for
his placement in a manner detrimental to the welfare of the child or in
violation of law; or

(h) Who comes within the provisions of Subdivision 5, but whose
conduct results in whole or in part from parental neglect.
Minn. Stat. 260.015, Subd. 6
'DEPENDENT CHILD' MEANS A CHILD:

(a) Who is without a parent, guardian or other custodian; or

(b) Who is in need of special care and treatment required by his
parent, guardian or other

physical or mental condition and whose
custodian is unable to provide it; or

guardian or other custodian
(c) Whose _parent,
desires to be relieved of.his care and custody; or

for good cause

(d) Who is without proper parental care because of the emotional,
mental, or physical disability or state of immaturity of his parent,
guardian or other custodian.
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III. STATUTORY REFERENCE ON SEXUAL ABUSE

Minn._Stat. 609.342, 609.341, 609.344 and 609.345 deal with Criminal
Sexual Conduct in the first, second, third and fourth degrees. The four
degrees of Intrafamilial Sexual Abuse no longer exist independently, but
have been included under the four degrees of Criminal Sexual Conduct.
"Significant relationship" is the new term defining which perpetrators
can be charged as intrafamilial abusers.

A feW relevant excerpts from Vie Definitions Section of the Criminal
SeXual Conduct Law, Minnesota Statutes Section 609.341 may be useful in
giving some description of prohibited behavior.
Minn. Stat. 609.341, Definitions

Sub& 15.

"Significant relationship" means a situation

in which the

actor is:

(1) the complainant's parent, stepparent, or guardian;

(2) any of the following persons related to the tomplainant by
blood, marriage, or adoption: brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister,
great=
grandparent,
niece,
nephew,
uncle,
aunt,
cousin,
first
grandparent, great-uncle, great-aunt; or
(3) an adult who jointly resideS intermittently or regularly in the
same dwelling as the complainant and Who is not the complainant's spouse.
Subd.-11. "Sexual_ contact" includeS any of the following acts committed
without the complainant's consent, if the acts can reasonably, be
construed as_beins for the purpose of Satisfying the actor's sexual or
not a
aggressive_ impulses,_ except in thoSe cases where consent is
of
the
complainant's
defense: (i) The intentional touching by the actor
intimate Rarts, or (ii) The coerced touching by the complainant of the

actor's, the _complainant's or another's intimate-parts, or (iii) The
coerced touching by another of the_complainant's intimate parts, or (iv)
In any of the cases above, of the clothing covering the immediate area of
the intimate parts.
Subd. 12; "Sexual penetration" meant Sexual intercourse, cunnilingus,
fellatio, anal intercourse or any intrusion however slight into the
genital or anal openings of_ the complainant's body or any part of the
actor's body or any object used by the actor for this purpose, where the
act iS committed without the complainant's_ consent, except in those
Emission of semem is not
is not a defense.

caseS where consent
necessary.

Subd. 5. "Inttnate parts"_ includes the primary genital
inner thigh, buttocks or breast of a human being.

area,

groin,

In_addition to the above there is statutory prohibition of child abuse
related to Prostitution in Minnesota Statutes Section 609.32, Incest in
Minnesota Statutes Section 609.365 and Promotion of Minors to Engage in
Obscene Works in Minnesota Statutes Section 617.246.

-23-
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IV,

STATUTES _OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO SPECIFIC PROFESSIONS

MEDICAL

Medical. dental, mental or other health
144.344 EMERGENCY TREATMENT.
services may be rendered to minors of any age without parental consent
when the risk to the minor's life or health is such that treatment should
be given without delay, and the requirement cf consent would result in
delay or denial of treatment.
260.015

Subd.

10(e)

MEDICAL

NEGLECT

medically indicated treatment from

a

includes the withholding of
disabled infant with a life=

threatening condition.
626.556 Subd. 10(c) MALTREATMENT OF MINORS REPORTING ACT (reprinted in
its entirety earlier in this booklet) outlines the duties of the local
social service agency upon receipt of a report of medical neglect.
-EDUCATIONAL

609.379 PERMITTED ACTIONS: REASONABLE FORCE.

A teacher or member of the

instructional, support or supervisory staff of a public or nonpublic
school may use reasonable force upon a child when necessary to restrain
the child from hurting himself or any other person or property.
and (c) MALTREATMENT OF MINORS REPORTING ACT
Subd. 10(b)
(reprinted in its entirety earlier in this booklet) outlines the
procedures for interviews of alleged victims of child abuse at school.
The police and_ local welfare agency may conduct such interviews, and
school officials may not notify the child's parents until informed in
writing that the investigation or assessment is concluded.

626.556

THERAPEUTIC
609,341 CRIMINAL SEXUAL_CONDUCT = PSYCHOTHERAPISTS, A_psychotherapist
is_a:physiciani: psychologist, nurse, chemical dependency counselor,
social_worker, clergy, or other person, licensed_or not, who performs or
purports to perform_psychotherapy._ ,Psychotherapy means the professional
treatment, assessment or counseling of_ a mental or emotional ,illness,
symptom or condition.:__Sexual penetration of or sexual contact with a
patient_or_former patient _by_that patient's _psychotherapist is criminal
sexual conduct in the thtrdidegree under various circumstances. Consent
of the patient is not.a defense,
Any government employee_or
629;559INTERVIEWS WITH CHILD musF 7(...TIms
keep _a_record :of any interview
agent_of_a state_or_local agency
bild_ahuse during_a child abuse
conducted_with_an _alleged victtm
You may be such an
-osecution._
assessment, criminal investigation
/at the request ofa government
"agent" if you interview an alleged v
4)ei an audio recording or_ a
This record may be a vic
employee;
it must contain the date, time,
written record prepared after the fact.
place and duration of the_interview; the persons present; and a summary
of the information obtained.

_
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245.783 DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES LICENSING,_ Before_ issuing or
renewing a license, the Commissioner may obtain all criminal conviction
data, arrest information reports regarding abuse or neglect of children
and investigation results pertaining__to applicants,
persons living in the household; and all staff.

operators,

all

THE
626.556_Subd.__10(b)_erteL_IO(d) NEGLECT OR ABUSE IN A FACILITY.
MALTREATMENT_OF MINORS, REPORTING ACT (reprinted in its entirety earlier
in this booket), establishes detailed procedures and notice requirements
for the local welfare agency when investigating alleged abuse or neglect
ih a faCility.

609.344 and 609.345 CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH
DEGREES. _Sexual penetration or contact with a child between 16_and 18 is
a_criminal offense; if the perpetrator is more than 48 months older, in a
position of authority over the child and uses this authority to cause the
child to submit.
Neither consent nor mistake as to age is a defense.
This provision could apply to counselors, foster parents; staff at
treatment programs, teachers; or other such professionals who have
responsibility for teenagers.

You may want to review these laws with your legal counsel.

V.

ZTHER__RELEVANT__YUOUTORY_REFERENCES

260.156 CERTAIN OUT=OF=COURT STATEMENTS ADMISSIBLE. This Juvenile Court
Provision authorizes the judge to admit into evidence hearsay statements
of abuse or neglect victims under the age of ten. This means that if a
young victim tells you something about what happened, the judge may allow
you to come to court and repeat it rather than requiring the child to
testify. Minn. Stat. 595.02 is the Criminal Court provision which allows
this hearsay evidence about abuse victims, but under more limited
conditions.
609.255 FALSE IMPRISONMENT. This statute refers in part to unreasonable
restraint of children which includes "unreasonable physical confinement
or restraint by means including but not limited to locking, caging, or
chaining for a prolonged period of time and in a cruel manner which is
excessive under the circumstances and which results in substantial
emotional harm."

609.377 MALICIOUS PUNISHMENT OF A CHILD.
'This statute prohibits
unreasonable force or cruelty causing substantial emotional harm or
substantial bodily harm to.a child.
609.378 NEGLECT OF A CHILD.
This statute prohibits the willful
deprivation of food, clothing, shelter, health care or supervision which
substantially harms the child's physical or emotional health.
It also
prohibits a parent, guardian or foster parent from knowingly permitting

= 25 =
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ongoing physical or seival abuse of a child.

It is a defense to the non-

protecting adult if they reasonably believed that intervention would
result in substantial bodily harm to themselves or the child.
You may want to review these laws with your legal counsel.

PREPARED BY:

HENNEPIN COUNTY CHILD PROTECTION
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICESAPPENDIX B

Office of Human Deveiopment Services
Administration for Children, Youth and Families

""4442-

Public Law 93-247
as Amended

Child Abuse
Prevehtitiri And
Treatmeht Act

DHHS Pub 1i-cation No. (OHDS) 85=30343

Public Law 93-247, as amended

(6) study and investigate the national incidence of child abuse

Study.

and neglect and make findings about any relationship between
nonpayment of child support and between various other factors

(Includes the Child Abuse Amendments of 1984,

and child abuse and_ neglect, and the extent to which incidents

Pub. L. 98-457, October 9, 1984 (42 U.S.C. 5101; note))

Of -child abuse and neglect are increasing in number and
severity, and, within two years after thedate of the enactment
of the Child Abuse Amendments of 1984, submit such findings

collie appropriate Committees of the Congress together with

such xecommendations for adininistrative and legislative

Au Art

changes as are appropriate; and

(7) in consultation with the Advisory Board. on. Child Abuse

Reports.

and Neglect; annually prepare reports on efforts during the
preceding two-year period to bring_about_ coordination of the
To provide financial assistance fOr a demonstration program for the

goals; objectives; and activities of agencies and organizations

prevention, and treatMent df child abuse and neglect, to establish a

Which haye responsNlities for programs andictivities related

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, and for other

to child abuse and neglect; and; not later than March 1; l985-,

purposes.

and March 1 of each second year thereafter; submit such

a

.report to the appropriate Committees of the Congress.
Child AbUse Pieven .

lion andTreatment
Aet. 42 USC 5101

Be it enacted by the Senate and House df Representatives Of the
United States Of America in Congress assembled, That this Act

may be cited as the "Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act," as amended.

THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

The Secretary shall establish research priorities for making grants

Research priorities

or contracts under clause (5) Of this stibiectiGn an4, noi less than

for grants a Con-

sixty days before establishing such priorities, shall publish in the

tracts; Publication i

Federal Register for public romment a Vatement of such proposed

(c) The functions of the Secretary under subsection (b) of this

Federal Register

Review.

section may be carried out either directly or by way of grant br
SEC. 2. (z) The Secretary of Health and Human Services (herein,

after referred to in this Act as the "Secretary") shall establish an
Center.

office to. be known as the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect (hereinafter referred to in this Act as the "Centel,

contract. Grants may be made under subsection (bX5) for periods of
not more than three years. Any such grant shall be reviewed at least

annually by the Secretary; utilizing peer review mechanisms to
assure the quality and progress of research conducted under such

(b) The Secretary, through the Center, shall
Annual research
summary.

(1) compile, analyze; publish, and disseminate a summary

annually of recently conducted and currently conducted re-

(d) The Secretary shall make available to the Center such staff
and__ resources as are necessary for the Center to carry out effective-

ly its functions under this Act.
searCh on child abuse and neglect;
Information clearing.
house.

(2) develop and maintain an information elearinghouse on all

programs, including private programs, showing promise of
success, for the prevention, identification and treatment of

(e) No funds appropriated under this. AO for any _grant or
contract may be used for any purpose other than that for which
such funds were specifically authorized.

child abuse and neglect;

(3) compile palish and disseminate training inaterials for
personnel who are esgaged orintend to engage in.the prevention, identification; and treatment of child abuse and neglect;
Technical Assistance.

(4) provide technical assistance (directly or through grant or

contract) to public and nonprofit private agencies and organi-

zations to assist them in plannin& improving; developing and
carrying out prorams and activities relating to the prevention,
identification and treatment of chi'd abuse and neglect;
Research

(5) conduct research into the causes of child abuse and
neglect, and intO the prevention, identificatibn, and treatinent
thereof;

DEFINITION

SEC 3, For purposes of This Att
(1) the term "child abuse and _neglect" means the physical or
mAtal injury; sexual abuse or exploitation, negligent treatment, or

maltreatment of a child under the age of eighteen; tit the age
specified by the child protection law of the State in question, by a

person (including any employee of a residential facility troy staff

person providing out-of-home care) who is responsibk for the
Child's welrare under circumstances which indicate that the child's
health or welfare is harmed or threatened thereby; as determined in

accordance with regulations prescribed by ihe Secretary; and
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(2)(A) the term,"sexual abuse" inchides
(i) the employment, use, persuasion, inducement, enticement,

personnel trained in the prevention; identification; and treatment of child abuse and neglect, including direct support and

or coercion of any child to engage in, or having a child assist
any otherperson to engage in, any sexually explicit conduct (or
any simulation ofsuch conduct)for the purpose of producing
any visual depiction of such_conductor

supervision of satellite centers and attention homes, as well as

(ii) the rape, molestation; prostitution; or other such form of
sexual exploitation of children; or incest with children;

paraprofessional personnel who are trained in the prevention .

providing advice and consultation to individuals, agencies and
organizations which request such services;

(3) for furnishing services of teams of professional and
identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect cases,

ider circumstances which indicate that the child's health or

tin a consulting basis to small communities where such services

elfare is harmed or threatened thereby as determined in accordce with regulations prescribed by the Secretary and
(B) for the purpose of this clause, the term "child" or "children"
eans any individual _whO has not or individuals who have not

are not available; and

Lained the age of eighteen.

(3) the term "withholding of medically indicated treatment"
nns the failure to respond to the infant's life-threatening condiins by providing _treatment (including_ appropriate nutrition; hyation; and medication)_which,in_the treating _physician's or
lysicians' reasonable medical judgment; will be most likely to be
'ective in ameliorating or correcting all such conditions; except
3t the term does not include the failure to provide treatment
ther than appropriate nutrition, hydration, or medication) to an
'ant when, in the treating physician's or physicians reasonable

xlical judgment, (A) the infant is chronically and irreversibly
matose; (B) the provision of such treatment would (i) merely

(4) for such_other innovative programs and projects;including programs and projects for parent self-help; and for prevention and treatment of drug-related child abuse and neglect, that
show promise of successfully preventing or treating cases of
child abuse and neglect as the Secretary may approve.
(b)(i) The Secretary, through the Center, is authorized to make

grants to the States for the purpose of assisting the States in
developing, strengthening, and carrying out child abuse and neglect
prevention and treatment programs.

(2) In order for a State to qualify for assistance under this
subsection, such State shall
(A) have in effect a State child abuse and neglect law which
shall include provisions for immunity for persons reporting
instances of child abuse and_neglect from prosecution; under
any State_orlocal law;_arising out of such reporting;

olong dying, (ii) not be effective in ameliorating or correcting all
the infant's life-threatening conditions, or (iii) otherwise be_ futile
terms of the survival of the infant; or (C) the provision of such

instances of child abuse and neglect;

alment would be virtually futile in terms of the survival of the

suspected instances of child abuse or neglect an investigation

'ant and the treatment itself under such circumstances would be

shall be initiated promptly to substantiate_the accuracy of the

iumane:

report, and, upon a finding of abuse or neglect, imm,:cliate steps

(B) provide for the reporting of known and suspected

(C) provide that upon receipt of a report of known or

shall be taken to protect the health and welfare of the abused or
DEMONSTRATION OF SERVICE PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

neglected child, as well as that ofiany other child under the
same care who may be in danger of abuse or neglect;

3F.C, 4. (a) The Secretary, through the Center, is authorized to
ke grants to, and enter into contract& with, public asencies or
iprofit private organizations (or combinations thereof) for demitration or service_ programs and projects designed to prevent,
ntify, and_ treat child abuse and neglect. Grants or contracts

ler this subsection may be ,

(D) demonstrate that there are in effect throughout the State,
in connection with the enforcement of child abuse_andneglect
laws and_ with _the reporting of suspected instances of child
abuse and neglect; such administrative procedures, such per-

sonnel trained in child abuse and neglect prevention and
treatment, such training procedures, such institutional and

(I) for training programs for professional and paraprofessional personnel in the fields of _medicine, law, education, social

other facilities (public and private), and such related multidisci-

work; and other _relevant_ fields who _are engaged_ in; or lntend

ate to assure that the State will deal effectively with child abuse

to work in; the_field ofprevention; identification; and treatment

and neglect cases in the State;

plinary programs and services as maybe necessary or appropri-

of child abuse and neglect; and training programs for children;

(E) provide for methods to preserve the confidentiality of all

aid for persons responsible for the welfare of children, in

records in order to protect the rights of the child, and the

methods of protecting children from child abuse and neglect;

child's parents or guardians;
(F) provide for the cooperation of law enforcement officials;

(2) for the establishment and maintenance of centers, serving

defined geographic areas, staffed by multidisciplinary teams of

courts of competent jurisdiction; and appropriate State agencies providing human services;

Grants to States.

(:Q) provide that in every case_ involving an abused or
neglected child Which results in a judicial_proceeding a giiardi-

(i) for a period of _not more than one year, if the_ SecretarY
makes a finding that such State, is making a gorid-faith effort tO

an ad literin Shill be appointed to represent the child in such

comply with any such requirement; and for a second one-year

proceedings;

periOd if the Secretary makes a finding that such State is making
SidiStatitial progress to achieve such compliance; or

(H) prOvide that the aggregate of support for programsor
projects related to child abuse and :neglect assisted by State
funds shall not be redaced, below the level provided during

(ii) hit a rionreheWable period of not more than two years in
the caSe Of a State the legiihiture Of which meets only biennially;

fiscal year 1973; and set forth 01166 and procedures designed

if the Secretary makeS a fihdihg that such State is making a good-

to assure that Federal funds Made available_ under this Act for

faith effort to comply With any Stich reqiiirement.

.

any fiscal year will be so used aS

requirement under paragraph (2)(K) Of this subteclioh.

WOUld, in the absence of Federal funds; be availabl-e for Stich
prairams and projects;

(4) Programs or _projects related to child alitise and neglect
assisted under part :El of title IV of the Social Security Aet Shall

(I) tiroVide for dissemination of information to the general
ptibliC With reipect to the problem of child abase and neglect
and the facilities and prevention and treatment methods available to torithat instancei of child abuse and neglect;
_(J) to the extent feasible, insure that parental organizations

comply with the requirements set forth in clauses (I)), (C), (E), (F),
and (K) of paragraph (2)*

combatting child abtise and neglect receive preferential treat-

(A) the prdeediireS or tifogranis required under clause (K) of
subsettion (b)(2) of this section;

_

ment; and

(K) within one year after the date of the enactment of the
Child Abuse Amendments of 1984, have iii place for _the
purpose of responding to the_ reporting of Medical neglect
(ih-chiding instances of withholding of_ medically indicated
treatMent from disabled infants with lifethreatentng ctinditions), procedures or programs; or both (within_the State child
protective krVices system), to provide for (i) coordination and

consultatitin with individuals designated by and within appropriate health-eare faciiiiie, (ii) prompt notification by individ,
lags designated by and Within:appropriate health-care facilities
of cases_olsuspected mediCal neglect (in-chiding instances of

withholding of _medically indicated treattirient from disabled
infants with life,threatening Conditions), and (in) authority;
under State law; for theState child protective service system to
pursue any legal remedies;_including the authority to initiate
legit proceedings in a court of competent_ jurisdiction, as may
be riecesiary to prevent the withholding of medically indicated
trealtheiit froth diSabled infants with life-threatening witch!

(B) _No _waiver under subparagraphs' (A): may apply to any

supplement and, to the
extent practicable; increase _the level of State Inn& which

tiOrtS.

,

(4(1) The Secretary is authorized to make additional grants to
the StateS forithe purpose of developing, establishing; and operating

Public
information.

ot iiriplehriefiting=
Ante; p. 1752.

03i:information and echication programs or training programs
for the purpose of improving tht provisiOn Of SerVLes to disabled
infants with life-threatening conditions for (i) prOfeSSiOnal and
paraprofessional personnel concerned _with the welfgre Of digabled infants with life-threatening conditions-, including personnel
employed in child protective services programs and health-care
ficilitieS; and (ii) the parents of such infants; and
(C) programs to helP in obtaining or coordinating necessary
SerViceS, intliiding existing social and health services and finanMal assktatitC frit rattiiiieS With disabled infants with life-threatening cOaditibriS, and thbk S-eriticeS necessary to facilitate adoptive

placement of Stieli infintS With have been relinquished for adoptiom_

_(2)(A)_The Sectetary shall provide, directly dr through grants 01

Comracis with

contracts with_public or private nonprofit citgaiiiiatibriS, for (i)
training and technical assistance prograntsto ittiSt StateS in devel7
oping, establishing; and operating_or implemtrittng tirOgrarias and
procedures meeting the requirements of clause (K)_ of subsection
(b)(2) Of this seetiom and (ii) the establishment_ and operation of

_if a State has' failed (0 obligate funds awarded under thissubsection_within eighteen Month after the date of award; the next award
under this_subsection made after theeiipiration of such period shall

hatirinal and regional information and resource clearinghouses for
the purpriSe Of proViding the most current and complete inform,.
ticin etgiedidg the-di-cal treatment iprocedures and resources and

be reduced by an _amount equal tO the aril-Mint Of such unobligated

community reStitirces for the provision of services and treatment for
disabled infants with life:threatening conditions (including compil-

funds unless the Seat taryideterinineS that ektriordinary reasons
justify the failure to so obligate.

Post, R._1752.

42 USC 620 .

ing; maintaining, updating, and disseminating regional directories of

IAA) Subject to subparagraph ($) of this paragraph, any State
Which on ihe date of enactment of the Child-Abust AnieridniehtS of
1984 does not qualify for assistanceonder_this subsection_ may _be

granted a WiiVir of any requirement under paragraph (2) of thiS
subseetion=

,Seeliciii 123(6) of Pub.: L._ 987457 provides, _"_Section 4 of the Act is further
amended by addMg after paragraph (3) the following new parapaph:" :This was
apparearlynjechnical error,:The new paragraph (4) should haVe beCii added after
paragraph (3) of subsection (b).
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community services and_resources _(incl uding _the =wand phone
numbers of State_and local medical organirations) to assist parents;
families, and physicians and seeking to coordinate the availability of

appropriate regional education resources for heaftare personnel).
= (B) Not more than $1;000;000 of the funds appropriated for any
fiscal year under section 5 of this Act may be used to carry out this

section except as provided in the_succeeding_sentence, (A) not kss
than $9,000,000 shall be available

eachliscal year lo.carry. out

42 USC

5103:

section 4(b) of this Act (relating to State grants); (B) not less than

SI 1;000;000 shall be available in each fiscal year to carry out
sections 4(a) (relating to demonstration or service projects), 2(b)(I)
and 2(b)(3) (relating to information dissemination); 2(b)(5) (relating

42 USC 5101.

to research),-and-4(c)(2) (relating to training, technical assistance;

paragratili.

(C) Not later than 210 days-after the-date of the enactment of the

Child Abuse Amendments of 1984, the Secretary shall have the

capability of providing and .begin .to provide the training and
technical assistance described in subparagraph (A) of this para-

and infOrmatibri dissemination) of this Act, giving special consider-

Po,

p. 1153.

ation to continued funding of child abuse and neglect programs or

projects_ (previously funded_ by the Department of, Health and
Human _Services) of national or regional scope and demonstrated
effectiveness; (C)15,1 I -000_shall be available in each such year for

graph.

(d) Assistance provided pursuant to this section shall not be
available for constniction of facilities; however, the Secretary is

authorized to supply such assistance for the lease orirental of
facilities where adequate facilities are not otherwise available; and
for reRair or minor remodeling or alteration of existing facilities.

-*The Secretary,_in consultation with the Advisory Board on
Child Abuse and Neglect, shall ensure that a proportionate share of

assistance under this Act is available for activities related to the
prevention Of child abuse and neglect
(f) For the-purpose of this section, _the term "State" includes each

grants and contracts under section_4(a)_ for identification, treatment,

and prevention of sexual abuse; and (D)15; ittlii_shall_be available
in each such year for the purpose of making additional grants to the
States to carry out the provisions of section 4(c)( I) of this Act_With

respect to any fiscal year in wh'ch the total amount appropriated

under this section is less than $30;0011,0, funds shall first be
available as proVided in Clauses M) and -(B) in th

preceding

sentence and of the remainder one-half shall be available as provided forin clause (C) and one-half as provided fiv in clause (D) in the
preceding sentence.

of the several States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico; ,kmerican_Samoa; the Virgin Islands; Guam and the

ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

Trust Territories_of the_Pacific!
_

(4:The _Secretary shall establish criteria designed to achieve

SEc. 6.

The Secretary shall, within sixty days after the dale of

equitable distribution of assistance under this section among the

enactmest of this Actrappoint an -Advisory Board- on Child Abuse

States, among geographic areas of the Nation, and among rural and

and Neglect (hereinafter referral to as the "Advisory Board"),

urban areas. To the extent possible, citizens of each State shall

which shall be composed ofrepresentatives from Federal agencies

receive assistance from at least one project under this section.**

with responsibility for programs and activities _related to-child abuse

and neglect; and not less than three members_from the wall
public with experience or expertise in the _field of_child abuse and
AUTHORIZATIONS

neglect_The Advisoiy Board shall assit the Secretary iacoordinat,

ing programs and activities .related to child abuse and_ neglect
SEC. 5. There are-hereby authorized to be appropriated for the
purpose of-this act S15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending:June-30,

1974, $20,000,000 fOr the fiScal 9-eir ending Re 30, 1975,
$25,003,000 for the fiscal year ending -.June 30, 1976, and for the
succeeding _fiscal _yeals,- $25,000,000_ for the fiscal year- ending

September 30; MS; $27;500;000 for the fistal year ending Septeiti-

ber 30; 1979; and 530;000;111 each for the fiscal_ year ending
September 30, 1980; and September_ 30-, _19814espectively_-. _There

are hereby further authorized to be appropriated for the purposes of
this Act $33,500,000 for fiscal year 1984, $40,000,000 for tiscal year

1985,. $41,5i)9,0-00 for fiscal year 1986; and $43,100,000 for fiscal

year 1987. Of the funds appropnated for any fiscal year under this

planned, administeiedi or assisted by the Federal agencies whose
representatives are members of the_Advisory Board. The Advisory

Board shall also assist-the Secretary in the development of Federal

standards for- child abuse and -neglectipreyention- and treatment
programs and pt-dietts. The Advisory Board may ibe availabEe, at

the:Secretar5's_ request; to assist the Secretary in coordinating
adoption-related_activities of the Federal Government.

1681),

"Due to a technical error, Section 4 contains two subsections designated as (O.
See Sections 103(c) and 123(a) of Pub. L. 98-457.
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(b) Members of the Advisory_Board; other than those regularly
employed by the Federal Government, svhik serving on business of
the_ Advisory Board, shall be entitled m receive compensation_ at_ a

rate not in excess of the daily equivalent payable to_ a GS-18
employee under section:5332 of title 5; United States Code, induct-

ing travel time; and, While so serving away from their homes or
'Commonwealth of Ndithern Mariana Islands added by P.L. 94-241 (48 USC

Functions.

regular places of business, they may be allowed travel expenses
(including per diem in lieu of subsistence) as authorized by section

Compensation.

5703 ot" such title for persons in the Government service employed

intermittently.

COORDINATION

Related Provisions of Public Law 98457
SEC _7; The Secretary shall promulgate regulations and make
such arrangements as may be necessary or appropriate to ensure
that there is effectiv.e.coordination among programs related to child

REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES

abuse and neglect under this Act and other such programs which
are assisted by Federal funds:

SEc. 124. (aX1) Not later than 60 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the-Secretary of Health and Human-Services

42.USC 5103

"Ie.

(hereinafter in this part referred to as the "Secretary") shaft publish

proposed regulations to inipleMent the reliiireiiielitS Of ieetion
4(bX2)(K)-of the Act -(as added-by-section 122(3) of this Acty

Ante, p. 052.

(2)_Not later than _180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act _and _after_ completion of a process of not less than 60 days for

notice and opportunity for_public comment; the Secretary shall
pubhsh final regulations under this subsectios
(bX1) Not later than 60 days after the date of the enactment of _this

Act, the Secretary shall publish interim model guidelines to encour-

age the establishment within health-care facilities of committees
which would serve the-purposes of-educating hospital personnel

and faniilies of disabkd infants with lire-threatening conditions,
recommending institutional policies and guidelines concerning the

withholding- Of medically indicated -treatment (as- that term- is
defined in clause (3) Of section 3 Of the Ad (as added by section

Ahre, p. 1752.

121(3) of this Act)) from such infants,, and offering counsel and

review_in end involving disabled infants with life-threatening
conditions:

(2) Not later than WIdays after the date of the enactment-of this

Act and aftlr. completion ola period of not less.thari.60..daysfor
notice and opportunity of public comment; the Secretary shall
publish the model guidelines.

REPOR1 ON FINANCIAL RESOURCES

SEC. 125. The Secretary shall conduct a said}, to determine the

Siudy.

mosteffective, means of providing Federal -financial support, other
than the use of funds provided through the Social Security Act, for

42 USC 1305.

the provision_of medical treatment, general care, and appropriate

social services for disabkdinfantswith.life,threatening conditions
Not later than 270 days after the date of the enactment oflhiAc
&
the Secretary shall report the results of the study to the appropriate

Committees of the Congress and shall include in 'the report such

128

recommendations for- legislation to provide such financial support
as the Secretary considers appropriate.
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IM PE EMENTATION REPORT

42 USC 5103

Stit. 126 Nat later: than October 1; 1987; the Secretary Shall

now.

submit to the apprOpriate Committees of the CongresS a detailed
repat bri the iMplementation and the effects of the provisiiiiiS of
this pan and the amendments made by It.
STATUTOR Y CONSTRUCTION

42 USC 5101

SEt. 127. (a) No provision of this Act or any:ameridMeht Made by
this AO: iS ihtehded to affect any right or protectioh Wider SeCtio,ri
504_ of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
(h)Noprovision Of thiS Act or any amendment made by thiS Act
may be_ so _construed as tO :authorize the Secretary_ or any other
governmental_ entity to establiSh Starklards prescribing specific medical treatments for specific cohditicihS, except to the extent that
such
standards are authorized by other lacvs.:
(c) If _the provisions of _any part of this Act or any_ amendment

Mac

2 US( 744

Provisions held

made by this Act or the application thereof to ahy person or

circumStances be held invalid;_ihe provisions of the other parts and
their -application to other persons or circumstances Shall hot be
affected thereby.
EFFECTIVE DATES
42 USC 5102

SEC. _12.8. (a) Except as pibvidtd jnisubsection (b); the provisions
of this part or any _amend-Mehl:Made _by this part shall be effective
on the date of the _enactment of thiS Act.

101e.

(b)(I) Except as provided in paragraph (4: the diMeridments made
by sections 122 and 123(b) of this Act* shall become effective one
year after the date of such enactment.
Waiver.

nte. p. 1753.
..inte. p. 1752:

(2) lh the eVent that, prior to such effective date,_ funds have not
been appropriated pursuant to section 5:of the:Act: (aS aniehded by
section 104 tif thiS Act) for_ the purpose of srants under SeCtiah
4(c)(1) of the Att (AS added by section 123(a) of thisiAct); ahy State
which has ricit hitt ahy requirement of section 4(b)(2)(K) of the Act
.

:

(as added by secOon 122(3) cif this Act) may be granted a _waiver of
such requirements for a period of not :more than one year; if_the
Secretary finds_that __such State iS Making a good-faith effort to
comply with such requiremehtS.
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APPENDIX D
Referral
Source

Police

Medical

Not Appropriate
For Intervention

Schoo s

Other
Professional

Neighbor

Friends

FaTily

Self

348-3552_
Child Protection Reporting Line

Social Workers

Intake/Assessment
Unit
Social Workers

Acute Services

1.).
Social Workers

Child Protection
Consultation
Team
Reports
on

Active
Cases

Child Welfare
Services

hild Pt.ot-6ttiii6
so-vit-ot

Social Workers

Social workets

Resoonse Time
Acute
- 2 hours
Abuse
- 24 hours
Neglect - 72 hours

CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES
INTAKE/ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Hennepin County Child Protection Program
A-15 Government Center
300 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55487

